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2010 Coalition Battle Management  
Language Workshop 

(RTO-MP-MSG-079) 

Executive Summary 
A Battle Management Language (BML) is an unambiguous language used to command and control forces 
and systems conducting military operations. BML digitizes command and control information such as 
orders and plans to be understandable for military personnel, for simulated and robotic forces. In addition, 
BML provides the capability to exchange the required context through digitized reports for establishing 
and maintaining situational awareness and a shared common operational picture. BML is particularly 
relevant in a network-centric environment for enabling mutual understanding. BML must also facilitate 
Command and Control (C2) to simulation interoperability in an age where multi-national distributed 
integrated capabilities are becoming more common and important. 

During 24th and 25th February 2010, MSG-079, a Workshop focused on C-BML (Coalition BML) was 
organized in Farnborough, UK with a presence of more than 60 people and 26 presentations with participation 
from 12 Nations and with the following objectives: 

• Illustrate how the C-BML satisfies the operational needs of coalition forces; 

• Provide an overview of the elements that comprise BML, why they are necessary and discuss the 
related challenges, relevant technologies and various technical approaches associated with BML-
enabled solutions; 

• Inform the NATO community on the development and use of C-BML and give an opportunity for 
the Nations and industry to provide a brief update on their related activities; and 

• Present the goals of MSG-048 as well as the lessons learned from the 2009 experimentation and 
introduce MSG-085, the follow-on technical activity.  

The Workshop programme was arranged into eight sessions as follows: 

1) BML Operational Requirements 5) Perspectives on BML 

2) MSG-048 (C-BML) Overview 6) C2-Simulation Interoperability 

3) BML in Theory and Practice 7) JC3IEDM and BML 

4) BML Coalition Developments 8) Other BML Research Activities 

The following areas and conclusions were identified as most benefited from C-BML contribution: 

• C-BML is a developing standard which shows great promise, particularly in times of constrained 
budgets and operational complexity;  

• C-BML must adapt to the requirements of the C2 community, not vice versa;  

• C-BML is seen as having great potential as an enabler for achieving C2-simulation and C2-robotic 
forces interoperability; and finally 
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• C-BML can greatly enhance legacy C2 systems’ capabilities by giving them access to a wide variety 
of M&S functionality, e.g. course of action analysis in support of decision support capabilities. 

A number of consequent recommendations concerning the coordination, development, standardisation, 
future use and technical development of C-BML are made. These relate to: 

• The establishment of a C-BML Community Of Interest (COI);  

• Stakeholder identification and involvement;  

• Examining the potential benefits of C-BML;  

• Standardisation activities (including related MSDL and MIP standards);  

• Application areas focusing on C2-SIM and C2-robotics; and 

• The decoupling of C-BML message and information transfer standards. 
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Atelier 2010 sur le langage de gestion du champ  
de bataille pour les opérations en coalition 

(RTO-MP-MSG-079) 

Synthèse 
Le langage de gestion du champ de bataille (Battle Management Language – BML) est un langage dépourvu 
d’ambiguïtés qui est utilisé pour commander et contrôler les forces et les systèmes dans la conduite des 
opérations militaires. Le BML numérise les informations de commandement et de contrôle tels que les 
ordres et les plans pour les rendre compréhensibles aux militaires et aux forces simulées et la robotique.  
De plus, au travers de rapports numérisés, le BML permet d’échanger les informations de contexte 
nécessaires afin d’établir et de maintenir la connaissance de la situation et de partager une vision 
opérationnelle commune. Le BML est particulièrement adapté, dans un environnement réseau-centrique, 
pour établir une compréhension mutuelle. Le BML doit aussi faciliter l’interopérabilité de la simulation du 
commandement et du contrôle (C2) à une époque où les capacités intégrées multinationales distribuées 
deviennent plus communes et plus importantes.  

L’atelier MSG-079 spécialisé sur le C-BML (Coalition BML) a été organisé à Farnborough au Royaume-
Uni les 24 et 25 février 2010, avec plus de 60 personnes appartenant à 12 pays et 26 présentations dont les 
objectifs étaient les suivants :  

• Illustrer la façon dont le C-BML satisfait les besoins opérationnels des forces de la coalition ; 

• Fournir une vue d’ensemble des éléments constituant le BML, expliquer leur nécessité et débattre 
sur les défis connexes, les technologies pertinentes et les approches techniques variées associées 
aux solutions permises par le BML ;  

• Informer la communauté de l’OTAN sur le développement et l’utilisation du C-BML et offrir la 
possibilité aux nations et à l’industrie de faire un point succinct de leurs activités relatives ; et 

• Présenter les objectifs du MSG-048 ainsi que les enseignements tirés de l’expérimentation 2009 et 
présenter le MSG-085, activité technique à venir.  

Le programme de l’atelier a été organisé suivant les huit sessions ci-dessous : 

1) Exigences opérationnelles BML 5) Perspectives BML 
2) Vue d’ensemble MSG-048 (C-BML) 6) Interopérabilité de simulation-C2 
3) BML en théorie et en pratique 7) JC3IEDM et BML 

4) Développement du BML coalition 8) Autres activités de recherche BML 

Les domaines et conclusions suivants ont été identifiés comme étant ceux qui ont le plus bénéficié de 
l’apport du C-BML :  

• Le C-BML est un standard de développement qui présente d’importantes possibilités de 
développement, particulièrement en ces temps de budgets contraints et de complexité 
opérationnelle ;  
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• Le C-BML doit s’adapter aux exigences de la communauté C2, mais pas l’inverse ;  

• Le C-BML est crédité d’un fort potentiel pour faciliter la réalisation de l’interopérabilité de la 
simulation des C2 et des C2 robotiques ; et enfin  

• Le C-BML peut grandement améliorer les capacités des systèmes C2 existants en leur donnant 
accès à une grande variété de fonctionnalités M&S, par exemple l’analyse de l’action en cours 
comme soutien de l’aide à la décision. 

Un certain nombre de recommandations conséquentes ont été faites concernant la coordination,  
le développement, la standardisation, l’utilisation future et le développement technique du C-BML.  
Ces recommandations portent sur : 

• L’établissement d’une communauté d’intérêt C-MBL (Community Of Interest – COI) ;  

• Identification et implication des parties prenantes ;  

• Examen des avantages potentiels du C-BML ;  

• Activités de standardisation (comprenant les standards MSDL et MIP associés) ;  

• Domaines d’application s’intéressant à la simulation C2 et à la robotique C2 ; et  

• Découplage des standards de messages C-BML et de transferts d’informations. 
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Technical Evaluation Report 

Dr. Fawzi Hassaine 
Defence Research and Development Canada 

3701 Carling Avenue 

Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0Z4 

CANADA 

Fawzi.Hassaine@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 

OVERVIEW 

The NATO Modelling and Simulation Group MSG-048 "Coalition Battle Management Language (C-BML)" 

organized an unclassified workshop in Farnborough, United Kingdom, on 24-25 February 2010, on the 

subject of C-BML. An audience of approximately 60 persons attended the workshop, with representatives from 

NATO, NATO/Partners-for-Peace (PfP) and other nations. The audience was diversified and was composed 

of attendees from the military, government R&D laboratories and a significant representation from industry. 

A total of twenty six (26) presentations were provided during the two days, preceded by three keynote 

presentations. This report presents a technical evaluation of the various presentations and technical 

discussion that occurred during the workshop and provides recommendations based thereon. 

Participation included representation from twelve (12) nations including: Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, 

Great Britain, NATO NC3A and RTO, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Turkey and the United States  

of America. Participation was divided evenly between government (45%) and industry (45%) with 10% 

participants from academia. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The C·BML technology is gaining both attention and recognition from the military, in particular with the 

latest achievements of the MSG·48 group. As this group is completing its last round of activities, a conference 

on the theme of C·BML was highly anticipated in order to: (l) measure the technical readiness level of the 

technology; (2) provide a forum for discussion amongst the C-BML, Community of Practice (CoP) and to a 

larger extent in the Community of Interest (CoI); and (3) present the latest developments in the C-BML arena. 

This report will provide a summary for each of the previously stated objectives, and make recommendations 

based on the current C-BML technology technical situation and observed trends for its development. 

C-BML was identified several years ago as a key technology to enable the interoperation of real world 

military Command and Control (C2) systems and simulation systems. Its initial development although slow, 

was accelerated thanks to the activities conducted during the MSG-048 group, which has consequently  

re-energized the Simulation Interoperability Standard Organization (SISO) Product Development Group (PDG) 

in charge of the formulation, development and standardization of C-BML. The number of presentations within 

the MSG-079 conference and their technical level provide another indication about the recent interest in the  

C-BML CoI with a notable representation from the industry.  

C-BML has as its other (secondary) objectives to provide a means for achieving the interoperability of C2 

systems with other C2 systems, or between C2 and robotic forces. The former objective often has been 

recognized as out of the scope of C-BML – it is generally recognized that it falls under the mandate of the 
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Multilateral Interoperability Program (MIP) rather than SISO. The latter objective is receiving a growing 

attention as demonstrated by some presentations. 

This conference also provided a unique opportunity for a wide audience to present and discuss some key 

challenges facing C-BML development, and in some cases potential solutions. Also, of equal importance to 

the challenges are the limitations of the technology, whether they are based on technical basis, or as will be 

explained later in the report on cultural causes. It is of prime importance to understand these limitations in 

order to provide the adequate solutions, or to restrain the employment of the technology to a limited scope. 

This report will also provide a portrait of the current challenges and make recommendations for future actions, 

as applicable. 

2.0 WORKSHOP PROGRAMME 

Following the opening of the workshop, three keynote speakers made presentations. The rest of the workshop 

was comprised of 8 sessions, as shown in table 1. The workshop programme can be found in Annex A. The 

presentation proceedings can be found at:  http://myrto.rto.nato.int/msg/MSG-079/default.aspx. 

Table 1: MSG-079 C-BML Workshop Session. 

Day 1 - Feb 24
th

 2010 Day 2 – Feb 25
th

 2010 

1. BML Operational Requirements 5. Perspectives on BML 

2. MSG-048 (C-BML) Overview 6. C2-Simulation Interoperability 

3. BML in Theory and Practice 7. JC3IEDM & BML 

4. BML Coalition Developments 8. Other BML Research Activities 

3.0 EVALUATION 

This section summarizes the presentations and discussions that took place during the keynote addresses and 

the eight sessions. Overall, the presentations covered a comprehensive set of complementary views of C-BML 

and shared insight based on experiments and other research activities. The workshop organization was 

excellent and the quality of the presentations was generally quite good. In general, sufficient time for 

questions led to several significant discussions. 

There was a clear consensus concerning the usefulness and applicability of C-BML for NATO, including 

support for further involvement of NATO (e.g. NC3A) in future C-BML activities, such as MSG-085. There 

was also a strong agreement on the importance of establishing an international C-BML standard. After a 

period of modest progress, recent advances by SISO in the development of the SISO C-BML specification 

received a strong positive reaction from stakeholders.  

Also expressed almost unanimously, was the need for closer involvement between the C-BML community 

and the operational community – consummated with a recommendation to create a C-BML Community of 

Interest (COI). In particular, several representatives from the MIP were present and actively engaged in 

discussions concerning how to ensure better communication between the MIP and C-BML communities. 
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3.1 C-BML Past and Present 

For over two millenniums armed forces have used many different means for communicating information. The 

Native American Indians used smoke signals, the Romans used flags and naval forces have used semaphores. 

What makes C-BML of interest is the ability to rapidly and efficiently exchange information in support of 

automated processes, while ensuring the accuracy and validity of the information. This is particularly relevant 

to today’s battlespace needs that involve linking sensors, decision-makers and weapon systems over a widely 

dispersed battlefield that includes robotic forces.  

C2 and simulation interoperability technology does exist today in various forms and with varying levels of 

technical readiness, as the US Army PEO-STRI’s C4I adapter that connects the OneSAF Computer Generated 

Forces (CGF) with real US C2 systems in a two-way communication. However, most current C2 and 

Simulation systems communication software still operates in a unidirectional mode that is from the simulation 

to the C2 systems, and completing the other way with human-in-the-loop taking the orders from the C2 

operators and injecting them manually in the simulation. 

Where the main challenge lies is in establishing a standard such that C2 systems can interoperate with any 

simulation system that provides a C-BML interface, with all the advantages that are derived from such 

standard, in terms of flexibility (interchangeable C2 and/or simulation), cost reduction (no need for human 

operators, minimum support of legacy software on both the simulation and the C2 systems), 

efficiency/reliability as the interface is digitized (no verbal/textual communication), etc. 

Furthermore, the need for standardization is not at the national level, but at the international level. The ability 

for national C2 and simulation systems to interoperate with each other and with other national systems will 

support coalition needs for activities such as mission planning and mission rehearsal.  Moreover, there is an 

increasing use of COTS and GOTS software by many NATO member nations. As standard C-BML interfaces 

become available for these systems, easier and faster system integration will be possible.  

3.2 MSG-048 

The beginnings of MSG-048: Initial discussions concerning the creation of a MSG on C-BML started in 

2004. The NATO/ET-016 Pathfinder Project demonstrated the technical feasibility of C-BML in 2005 (see 

SISO 05F-SIW-190). SISO approved the formation of a C-BML Study Group in 2004 and then a C-BML 

Product Development Group (PDG) in 2005. MSG-048 started in 2006 with the main goals of evaluating the 

SISO C-BML and assessing it usefulness in support of military operations.   

MSG-048 Mandate: The MSG-048 Technical Activity defined a program of work with four main activities: 

• Substantiation of the requirements for NATO C-BML; 

• Design for a NATO C-BML demonstration; 

• Implementation of C-BML interface standard in C2 and simulation systems; and 

• Experimentation and assessment of C-BML, including final demonstration. 

The latter activity also called for education to the community of the findings of the MSG-048 Technical 

Activity – which is the purpose of the MSG-079 C-BML Workshop. 
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MSG-048 Experimentation programme: The initial MSG-048 experimentation programme schedule to end 

in 2009, was granted a one-year extension in order to design and conduct the final experimentation and 

workshop. The history of experiments conducted between 2007 and 2010 and lessons learned are reported in 

the MSG-048 Final Report. Throughout the course of the MSG-048 Technical Activity, these experiments 

were characterized by increasing: 

• Scenario complexity; 

• C2 & simulation system capabilities (e.g. C2-simulation tasking, automatic reporting); 

• Interactions across systems (e.g. numbers and types of systems communicating together); and 

• Coalition context. 

MSG-048 Final Experimentation: The Final experimentation took place in Manassas Virginia, USA in 

November 2009 and involved active and retired military personnel acting as Operational SMEs. The SMEs 

participated in mission planning, mission rehearsal and training activities that involved C2 and/or simulation 

systems from Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain and the United States. 

The scenarios involved multi-service, multi-national forces including a Canadian UAV company, a French 

Battalion, a Norwegian Battalion, a UK Air Component and a United States RECCE Squadron. The 

Netherlands commanded the Opposing Forces. BML infrastructure was provided by the United States in the 

form of George Mason University’s BML server while Germany provided a BML conversion capability via 

the Command & Control Lexical Grammar (C2LG) Interface.  

MSG-048 Final Report: The findings, lessons learned and recommendations of the MSG-048 Technical 

Activity can be found in the MSG-048 Final Report, planned for release in June 2010. This report provides 

both operational lessons learned and technical lessons learned and provides recommendations concerning how 

to move toward the operational deployment of C-BML. 

The Follow-on Technical Activity MSG-085: Much work remains to bring C-BML to operational 

deployment. Therefore, the NATO RTO has approved the formation of a new Modelling & Simulation Group 

to continue the work on C-BML, started by MSG-048. The MSG-085 Technical Activity will have its kickoff 

meeting in June 2010. 

3.3 Theoretical Views 

C-BML can be summarized by the five constituent components that describe military information – also 

known as the five Ws: WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN and WHY. A simplified description of the 5Ws is as 

follows: 

• WHO – The organization that is tasking, being tasked, reporting or being reported on. 

• WHAT – The activity being tasked or the event reported on 

• WHERE – The location at which the tasking or reporting takes place 

• WHEN – The time or temporal association at which the activity will occur/has occurred  

• WHY –   The Command Intent and sometimes referred to as the desired end-state. 

BML Grammar: Work on the Command & Control Lexical Grammar (C2LG) was presented with a focus on 

why a formal grammar is a necessary component of C-BML. C2LG work provided the first definition of the 

5Ws, outlined above. 
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A grammar is required in order to satisfy the need for unambiguous communication. The question becomes 

“Which type of grammar is appropriate?” Based on the work of Noam Chomsky, a formal language is based 

on a formal grammar. The grammar represents the production rules by which one constrains the set of 

possible expressions to a set of unambiguous expressions, without recursions. Note that two different types of 

grammars could generate the same set of valid expressions.  

The question arises of whether it is more appropriate for C-BML to use Regular grammars (i.e. automata) or 

Context-free grammars (i.e. equivalent to finite state automata with memory or push-down automata). These 

grammars are represented by different sets of production rules. The speaker maintains that Context-free 

grammars are the appropriate type for C-BML.  

It is possible to use the JC3IEDM as the basis for a formal language as the structure is context-free, but some 

constructs are missing and must be added. Note that JC3IEDM was not intended to be used as a formal 

language but as a data model. JC3IEDM has been optimized for database needs, not for semantic analysis. 

C2LG is a context-free grammar and supports semantic analysis.  

3.4 C-BML for Air Operations 

Air Tasking: Several presentations dealt with experimental work involving C-BML for air operations. C-

BML will need to support Air Tasking Orders (ATO), Airspace Coordination Orders (ACO) and will also 

need to use Airspace Control Means (ACM) for geographical features which may have a temporal validity. A 

common theme for these presentations was the use of C-BML in support of Joint Land-Air capabilities.  C-

BML needs to be able to provide a reporting capability in order to construct an Air Picture for use in a C2 cell 

for mission planning, execution and for assessment purposes. One of the particularities with Air Operations is 

that many aircraft cannot just remain idle. Fixed-wing aircraft must have default mission routes or holding 

patterns. 

Currently Air Orders from C2 systems are issued as formatted ASCII text structures such as the Allied Data 

Publication 3 (ADatP-3). The issuing and processing of FRAGOs is applicable to both Air and Land forces. 

UAV Operations: STANAG 4586 defines a set of interfaces to the UAV Ground Control Station (GCS). 

These interfaces include interfaces to the operator (i.e. Human Computer Interface or HCI), to the data link 

terminal (i.e. Data Link Interface or DLI) and for communication with C2 systems (i.e. Command & Control 

Interface or CCI). STANAG 4586 specifies the use of a subset of ADatP-3 messages as the basis for the 

tactical messages between C2 systems and the CCI.  

A BML-enabled UAV capability that was part of the MSG-048 final experimentation was presented. This 

capability allowed for direct tasking of a high-fidelity UAV simulation from a production-version fielded C2 

system, with no changes to the C2 system. The functionality included intelligence gathering and fire support 

tasks and support was also provided for automatic reporting. The BML-enabled UAV capability included a 
1level 9 automation that effectively displaced the control of the UAV from the field (e.g. Company or 

Battalion) to the Command Post (e.g. Brigade).  

                                                      
1
 Based on Parasuraman & Sheridan, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics – Part A: Systems And Humans,  

Vol. 30, No. 3, May 2000. 
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3.5 C-BML for C2 and Robotic Forces Interoperability 

C-BML holds much promise for use in the exploration of simulated automated forces, such as UAV 

employment, when there is a high level of automation (i.e. automatic processes) of the unmanned system. C-

BML represents a key enabling technology for achieving higher levels of autonomy – or the ability to reach 

mission objectives with limited external input. The same approach holds for other types of Unmanned Vehicle 

Systems (UVS) and robotic systems. 

One of the important questions is whether C-BML can impose itself as a standard for real robotic forces 

control from C2 systems, may be as a tactical level specification when existing standards address only the 

maneuvering part of control of robotic forces. 

 3.6 Industry View 

Several presentations were given by representatives from industry, which appears to recognize the need for a 

C-BML standard. Often, national standards rely on international standards, which makes the latter all the more 

important. 

Concerning the C-BML specification, it was pointed out that it is important to separate the language (i.e. 

semantics) from the transport (i.e. information exchange mechanism). Also, it is important to distinguish 

between data and information intended for human consumption. For example, although C-BML clearly 

focuses on machine processing of expressions, C-BML may be required to transport messages that will only 

be used for display purposes (e.g. Graphical User Interface). However, the automated processing of such 

information based on category codes and other means may still provide benefits in terms of prioritizing and 

optimizing the human computer interaction when faced with the situation of information overload. 

A formal grammar was sited as an essential component of C-BML. Also, the requirement of adapting C-BML 

infrastructure to a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) will be vital to ensuring an efficient integration of C-

BML technologies. 

Industry involvement is important to the successful transition toward the deployment of C-BML enabled 

technologies. Industry needs to be strongly engaged, if not in a leadership role, with clear requirements from 

the military customers.  

3.7 Relations and Impact on the MIP 

A comprehensive review of international C2IS standardization bodies was provided. It went in great detail in 

the MIP organization, its role, cooperation process, products (JC3IEDM and exchange mechanism: DEM, 

MEM), tec.  One of the main purposes of this presentation is to highlight the importance of liaising C-BML 

with the MIP as the latter is undergoing changes. The underlying idea is that the MIP could actually benefit 

from the C-BML experience as it is now open to address non operational requirements. The official version of 

JC3IEDM for block 3 is now 3.0.2 and they are currently open to requirements to be considered as part of 

block 4. There was a suggestion that C-BML becomes a sub-view of the JC3IEDM.  

3.8 Relevance for the Non-Military Domain 

There are many similarities between the requirements for C-BML and needs associated with information 

exchange in support of Crisis Management. A European consortium has been formed to address civilian crisis 
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management through the definition of a Crisis Management Language (CML). Although the domain is rather 

different from the military domain, CML has several interesting characteristics: 

• Must support conditional orders (do not exist in BML); and 

• Some domains are not well-supported (no common symbology, no digitized interfaces, no doctrine, 

etc.). 

CML can be considered as a dialect of C-BML or possibly as a “sister-language”. 

3.9 Relevance for NATO Organisations  

The NATO Consultation Command & Control Agency (NC3A) expressed their need for C-BML and MSDL 

in support of activities such as exercise preparation, training and collaborative sensor planning. There is a 

strong potential for collaboration between the C-BML COI and the 2Multi-sensor Aerospace-ground Joint ISR 

Interoperability Coalition (MAJIIC) Programme.  

NATO is clearly moving away from free-text toward more structured formats, including XML-based 

messages. NC3A is planning on exploring the use of C-BML and may propose possible C-BML extensions to 

the MIP, as required.  There is also an interest in integrating a C-BML capability into TOPFAS.  

The Coalition Battle Management Services (CBMS) program has been launched by US Joint Forces 

Command (USJFCOM) and funded by the US OSD Coalition Warfighter Program (CWP). The CBMS 

initiative is aimed at leveraging the emerging SISO C-BML standard as the basis for a C-BML information 

exchange infrastructure. This infrastructure could be considered for use as part of the MSG-085 Technical 

Activity whose mandate is to consider available C-BML infrastructure as part of their experimentation 

programme. 

As the SISO C-BML standard reaches maturity, it should be promoted for adoption as a STANAG. It is worth 

consideration to start the process of developing a STANAG before the first official version of SISO C-BML is 

released. The goal for creating a C-BML STANAG was stated to be 2013 by Lionel Khimeche, Chairman of 

the MSG-085 Technical Activity. 

It was suggested that NATO be responsible for formulation the requirements for the C-BML specification.  

3.10 Update from SISO C-BML PDG 

After having stalled for a while, SISO recently has made great progress toward advancing the C-BML 

standard. The three-phase development plan is nearing the end of phase 1 – the definition of the data model 

based on the JC3IEDM. Phase 2 includes the definition of a grammar that allows for the construction of C-

BML expressions and much work has been done in parallel to phase 1 in advancing the grammar.  Phase 3 

deals with establishing a C-BML ontology to further ensure semantic interoperability and proper 

interoperation of C-BML meaning between C-BML producing and consuming systems. 

3.11 Future MSG Activity 

A follow-on activity to MSG-048, MSG-085 is scheduled to start its activity in June 2010. It has received a 

strong endorsement with 10 NATO member nations having voted in favor of this activity, including: Canada, 

                                                      
2
 www.nato.int/docu/update/2007/pdf/majic.pdf  
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Denmark, France, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States of 

America, NC3A. 

3.12 C-BML – Now or Later 

The problem of interfacing C2 and simulation systems has been tackled in different manners before the 

concept of a (C-BML) standard. The pre-C-BML era has seen a plethora of ad-hoc developments resulting in 

non-interchangeable systems on both the C2 and the simulations sides, and significant costs for the 

maintenance of components such as gateways. At the same time during the conference one of the questions 

raised was why start developing a C-BML interface when the standard has not been released yet, as in the case 

of the presentation from AMPER (ESP).  The answer that was proposed simply suggested that even though C-

BML standard is not yet fully defined, it is still advantageous to base any new development on the current 

version of the specification. The final product is very likely to be closer to the final standard than any other 

development that do not consider C-BML at all, and the incremental effort to progress that development to 

fully support the standard once it is released is indeed going to be minimal. 

3.13 C-BML Challenges 

During the workshop, a number of challenges related to the development and adoption of C-BML. These 

included technical and operational aspects.  

Technical Challenges: Simulation systems vary greatly in terms of complexity, levels of automations, levels 

of fidelity, domains, echelon and behavior models. Ensuring that simulation results are valid in support of the 

military activities (e.g. COAA, training etc...) requires great care and validation. For example, considerations 

such as fair-fight criteria will need to be established and measured to ensure that the simulation results are 

consistent with the scenario requirements. Also, simulations can generate high reporting rates that (1) are not 

realistic with respect to real operations and (2) may create an information overload at the C2 system that are 

not necessarily designed to support faster-than-real-time reporting. Time management also emerged as a 

critical theme toward ensuring the usefulness of simulation results. 

The validation of C-BML expressions will be a key element to ensuring the integrity and exactness of C-BML 

expressions.  

Initialization of simulation systems remains an open issue. In October 2009, SISO released the first version of 

the Military Scenario Definition Language (MSDL). Currently, MSDL represents the most appropriate means 

for initializing simulations with environmental and organizational data. However, harmonizing MSDL and C-

BML remains an issue that will have to be addressed in future work. 

Another technical challenge that was identified was that of the information overload related to the publishing 

of more and more information, in part collected through the increased sensor presence and amplified through 

an augmented communications infrastructure. C-BML was identified as a possible means for addressing the 

information overload problem as new C4I architectures are designed. 

As C-BML acts as an interoperability enabler and introduces new capabilities, existing systems need to be 

upgraded in order to take full advantage of the added functionality. For instance, during the MSG-048 final 

experimentation event, the UAV reports allowed the Brigade Commander to modify his ORDER (e.g. issue 

FRAGOs) based on timely, relevant reporting. However, many C2 systems do not allow for the rapid 

generation of FRAGOs and thus became the bottleneck. 
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Finally, the main technical obstacle to C2-simulation-robotic system interoperability is the lack of an accepted 

and approved international standard. The recent SISO C-BML Drafting Group work was presented and well-

received as bring the community several steps closer toward achieving that goal. 

Operational Challenges: Differences in national tactics, techniques, procedures and doctrine present specific 

challenges in the definition of standard C-BML expressions. For instance, a French fix or move does not 

necessarily specify control measures in the same way as a corresponding Norwegian fix. Similar experience 

was reported also in the context of a French-German experiment involving C2 and simulation systems.  

The operational community needs to be involved in the process of developing and testing the C-BML 

standard. Coordination between the simulation and operational communities is difficult due to the limited 

availability of the former. 

Another operational challenge that was identified was the differences in the definition of the WHO across 

different services. For example, in the US the Army defines the WHO as the unit whereas the Air Force and 

the Navy define the WHO as the platform.  

4.0 SUMMARY 

4.1  C-BML – A Work in Progress 

C-BML has undergone many transformations since its inception. Its technical readiness level although raised 

during the MSG-048 activities is still not yet sufficient for operational deployment. However, the initial 

experimentation concerning the use of C-BML in support of military activities shows great promise – and in 

many instances even a rudimentary C-BML capability proved better than the alternative of no C-BML at all. 

4.2 C2 Community Involvement 

C-BML has to adapt to the needs and requirements of the C2 community and not the opposite. Currently, the 

involvement of the C2 community in the development and experimentation of C-BML has been limited. 

4.3 C-BML Scope 

Scope issues have arisen in the past. C-BML is not mandated to provide C2-C2 interoperability. The C-BML 

community needs to better coordinate with C2-community. This does not preclude the C2-community from 

using elements of C-BML for C2-C2 interoperability, but this should come from interactions between the two 

groups, possibly within the context of a Community of Interest (COI).  

With growing use of Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAV) and other robotic force components, there is significant 

interest in increasing the levels of autonomy of automated systems. Some of the requirements for achieving 

higher levels of autonomy are covered by C-BML. Therefore, C2-robotic systems interoperability is being 

addressed as part of the C-BML standardization effort. Several presentations discussed the use of C-BML as 

an enabler for interoperation with robotic systems. 

4.4 Impact on C2 Systems 

In the short term, C-BML technologies should be provided to the C2 systems as means for offering 

simulation–based capabilities (e.g. Course of Action Analysis) to the C2 system with minor or no required 
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changes to the existing C2 legacy systems. In the long term, as C-BML technology matures and more 

advanced capabilities become available, it may be necessary to introduce BML-native interfaces into C2 

systems – and this may require modifications to these systems.  

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the evaluation of workshop material, the presentations that were given and the discussions that took 

place, the following recommendations concerning the coordination, development and future use of C-BML 

are made: 

1) MSG-085 should consider creating and organizing a C-BML Community of Interest (COI) as part of 

its programme of work. 

2) The C-BML COI should investigate means to facilitate communication and collaboration between 

interested industry and government stakeholders. 

3) The C-BML COI should also liaise with the industry and national partners to promote a common 

understanding of what C-BML is and the benefits of utilizing a C-BML approach. 

4) The elaboration of an international standard for C-BML is a high priority and should be supported by 

the C-BML COI through active involvement in C-BML standardization activities. 

5) Most if not all of the C-BML COI efforts should be directed toward the development of the SISO C-

BML as the standard for C2-simulation & C2-robotic systems interoperability. 

6) As part of the SISO C-BML standardization activity, measures should be taken to ensure that 

coordination with the SISO MSDL Product Development Groups (PDG) is effective, with the 

intended objective to align both standards. 

7) NATO should consider initiating a C-BML STANAG development activity in order to leverage and 

build upon the SISO C-BML standardization activity and to ensure the latter includes all of the 

relevant NATO requirements. 

8) There needs to be an increased interaction with the operational community in the development of the 

SISO C-BML standard in concert with the MSG-085 Technical Activity, including coordination with 

the MIP and NC3A. 

9) A significant portion of the C2 systems that exist in the various nations are neither JC3IEDM, nor 

C2IEDM based, therefore it is essential for the C-BML (future) standard to position itself 

independently from these two MIP standards. 

10) On a technical note, it is recommended that C-BML specification be decoupled from the transport 

mechanisms, as a C-BML implementation could be used for different applications that may or may 

not require: web services, publish and subscribe or other communication schemes; asynchronous 

versus synchronous communications; high or low volume of data transfer; speed of transfer; etc. 
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Content

		Background to C2-Simulation Interoperability

		Standardisation of a common approach

		Exploitation

		Acceptance of C-BML
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Why C2-Simulation Interoperability?

		The integration of M&S with C2 systems will be key to:



“Training as we fight (or command)”, particularly in pre-deployment training in coalition NEC context

Planning and Mission Rehearsal

Courses of Action analysis

Assessing potential casualties, collateral damage etc

Supporting decision making and C2 in complex coalition networks of people, systems and information

Augmenting real information to enhance situational awareness

Supporting the configuration of C2 systems for various types of operations
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Why should we standardise the approach to C2-Sim Interoperability?

		Level of effort required to integrate in a be-spoke manner would be too high and may not achieve the required level of interoperability amongst the various C2-Sim systems

		Interoperability issues in the M&S and the C2 domains are addressed but separately

		A common approach will:



Be more efficient

Ensure C2 and simulation systems interoperate more readily

Bring the two communities closer

Be exploitable more widely.
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Standardisation Challenge

		Challenge 1: Issue a international standard that is acceptable by both the M&S and C2 domains



		Challenge 2: Issue a STANAG for C2-Sim interoperability



		Challenge 3: Test and validate the standard for the various uses
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Exploitation

		Exploitation is about reaping the benefits and understanding any weakness of the C2-Sim common approach or standard in applications



These benefits should be at national and coalition levels

Use cases should be identified and assessed

Lessons learned in its use should be shared

Any unexpected behaviour and shortfalls should be used to improve or evolve the standard
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Exploitation Challenges

		Challenge 4:  Eliminate the manpower interface between the training audience and the simulation (i.e. the response cell) in operational training CAXs

		Challenge 5: Transform decision making and collaborative decisions by allowing variations in planning to be tested or COA analysed

		Challenge 6: Make assessment of likely casualties and collateral damage the norm for C2 systems

		Challenge 7: Introduce augmented reality for enhancing shared situational awareness through C2 systems
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Acceptance of C-BML standard

		C-BML will only be accepted as the common C2-Sim interoperability standard:



If it takes into account how forces use C2 systems

If there is confidence in the standard

It is readily accessible

It is widely recognised

It is easy to implement and use

		Claims of use beyond its design or current validation



C2-C2 interoperability

C2-Robotic Forces or Unmanned Systems
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Acceptance Challenges for C-BML

		Challenge 8: Will the structured C2 and C-BML be too great a change to commanders or can C-BML be adopted to interpret free text and voice C2?





		Challenge 9:  Validate C-BML for C2-C2 Interoperability 





		 Challenge 10: Validate C-BML for commanding real robotic or unmanned systems through C2 systems
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Questions
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BML for Air Operations

		Aims:



To permit a BML capability in Joint Air-Land environment 

To represent Air Tasking Order & Airspace Coordination Orders in C-BML

To permit simulated aircraft to be controlled using BML orders

To provide a Recognised Air Picture for use in, e.g., a Brigade C2 cell

		Benefits:



Orders and Reports are available to any federated BML system

Tactical graphics may be shared with other users, e.g. air corridors, SEADs

Air tasking may be generated by any BML-capable air planning system

Reports from ground units may be displayed on air C2 systems

Swivel chairs eliminated
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Joint Fires Targeting Cycle

Objectives

Targets

Weapons

Force Application

Planning & Execution

Assessment







C-BML Can help here
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The ACO – Airspace Coordination Order

		Lists ACMs – Airspace Control Means



Geometrical features, e.g. routes, race-tracks, SEAD areas

May be constrained by flight levels

May be given temporal properties, when active, dormant, expired, etc

May be associated with control command networks

May be parameterised, e.g. race-tracks, circular orbits

		C-BML permits control measures to have temporal rules associated

		ACOs used to coordinate and deconflict air operations





		ACOs are used to specify the control measures associated with C-BML Orders
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PTL – Prioritised Target List

		Targets – What the targets are

		DMPI – Desired Mean Point of Impact – Where the targets are

		Weapon Solutions – Which weapons are to be used against which targets



		PTL is used to assign targets to aircraft and missions
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The ATO – Air Tasking Order

		Helps plan the use of air force assets:



Resource allocation – which aircraft are available, where they are based, what their capabilities are

Time coordination – when aircraft need to take off, when they need to be on station

Spatial coordination – where the aircraft will fly, what flight level

Interaction with ground and naval forces – CAS, SEAD, pre-determined ground targets

		Gives air crew their allotted tasks

		Does not ‘micro-manage’ the air crew tasks
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ATO Contents

		Header

		Groups of Tasks (per country, per service)



Groups of Missions

Aircraft

Route to: location, refuelling, target, recce, new airfield

Mission notes

		SPINS – Special Instructions – all free text, e.g.:



General information, ROE, Comms plan, EW plans

Free text is a challenge!
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Example ADatP3 F058 ATO

EXER/UK C-BML Demo//

MSGID/ATO/UK Air Gp Cmd/0//

AKNLDG/NO//

TIMEFRAM/FROM:140001ZFEB2008/TO:142359ZFEB2008/ASOF:132000ZFEB2008//

AIRTASK/ATO A/3510N07901W/LOCATION OF COALITION AIR BASE//



TASKUNIT/23SQN//

AMSNDAT/AM01/-/ZZ/MC/JCP/-/BAT//

AMSNLOC/141325ZFEB/142000ZFEB/AWACS ORBIT/350/1A/LATM:3510N07901W/NAME:PT ALPHA//



TASKUNIT/617SQN//

AMSNDAT/AM02/-/ZZ/MC/EW/-/BAT//

GTGTLOC/P/TOT:141325ZFEB/NET:141320ZFEB/TOF:141325ZFEB/MOBILE COMMAND POST/ID:B1234F12345/CP/-/DMPID:351025.3N0790125.7W/W84//

6ROUTE

/ 1/3510N07901W/ IP/141400Z/450KTS/300

/ 2/3520N07908W/TRN/142000Z/450KTS/300

/ 3/3530N07914W/TRN/142500Z/450KTS/200

/ 4/3560N07918W/ RP/143000Z/450KTS/  5//



Who – Tasker

Who – Taskee

What – Mission type

When – Start & End

Where

Where – RouteWhere

Header

Task 1

Task 2

Where - Eln

Ctl Measure
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Review Process

		Battle Damage Assessment

		Assign recce aircraft

		Get reports & imagery

		Amend task orgs, etc

		Feed info into another targeting/planning/execution cycle
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BML Requirements

		Resource allocation not required – this is an MSDL requirement

		Mission planning

		Mission execution

		Aircraft reporting



		Response to requests:



CAS – US MTF, ADatP-3 messages (CASREQ, AIRSUPREQ)

Scramble – associated air task data required

Corrections, rescheduled and cancelled missions

		C-BML FRAGO processing is appropriate



not part of BML, part of operating procedures
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UK System









JADOCS

Translator 1

Translator 2b

JC3IEDM via C-BML Web Services

Translator 2a

ADatP-3

ATO ASCII File





Tasking

Reporting





















Publish/ Subscribe

C-BML Domain

M&S Domain

C2 Domain



Planning

Reporting





Other M&S





Translator

Translator

Other C2

JSAF

Translator 3







Simulation network (HLA/DIS)

ICC



Air FRAGOs for CAS



		C2:

		NATO ICC – Integrated Command & Control system



Used to prepare ACOs and ATOs

		JADOCS – Joint Automated Deep Operations Coordination System



Used to display shared SA



		Simulation:

		JSAF – Joint Semi-Automated Forces



Real-time constructive CGF

DIS & HLA compatible



		C-BML Web services:



Used to exchange report information when operating in a coalition context

Supports publish/subscribe as well as push/pull for both orders and reports



		Other NATO applications: 



Canadian UAV controller and simulation, NorTAC, ISIS, SICF, C2LG, US Army ABCS/CPOF/MCS, JSAF, OneSAF, SIMBAD, APLET



		BattleView:



Canadian C2 system used to create Air Task Missions (Air FRAGOs) for CAS
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ICC Data Tables

		ICC maintains numerous data tables in a database

		To generate a representative ATO a subset of these is required:



Who	Units

Where 	Air bases, Routes, Patrol Areas, Targets*, etc		

What 	Mission types			

When	Allocation and timing of missions



			

* Targets are also Affected Who
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Air Additions to C-BML Schema

		Simple schema modifications:



<Task> split into:

 <AirTask>, <GroundTask> & <MaritimeTask>

Not really necessary – will recommend all domains simply use <Task>

Locations added:

<height above ground level>

Reports added:

<velocity vector>
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Timing Considerations

		Real aircraft fly with time-based goals, e.g. fly to location X to arrive at time T



 ATO does not give intermediate timings

		JSAF does not have any such behaviours – typically the behaviour will be: fly route R at speed S, arrival is consequential and speed is not moderated

		Air Control Measures usually have a temporal validity:



C-BML* has always permitted the expression of a Taskee’s control measure being associated with a particular Tasker for a specified period of time



*	06S-SIW-68 Schade, Hieb



In these rules,



(7a)         C_Sp → Control_Feature Tasker (Taskee) Start-When  (End-When)  Label

(7b)         C_Sp →area of responsibility  Tasker  Taskee Start-When  (End-When)  Label

(7c)         C_Sp → hazard area  Tasker Start-When  (End-When)  Label



Tasker is the one who orders the control feature (and thus is its owner) and Taskee is the one who uses it. In (7c), there is no Taskee because a hazard area is not “used” but avoided.



Ulrich Schade
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Sequencing Considerations

		A single mission in an ATO consists of a sequence of tasks



















		C-BML requires this breaking down into single tasks

		Beware of default simulation behaviour at end of tasks, e.g. Orbiting or Landing



















CAP















CAS

EGRESS

INGRESS

TOBAS

LABAS
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Mapping C-BML onto Simulation

		Does a representative behaviour exist in the simulation?

		If so, can it be scheduled and tasked?

		Does it need extra information not available from the C2 system?

		<AirTask>				[Simulation Task]



<Who>				     [Task static data]

<Where>				     [Task parameters]

<What>				     [Task scheduling]

<When>

<Why>

		In a Semi-automated simulation how acceptable is it to use human intervention?

		Can MSDL supply extra information?



Extra Data?
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Task Mapping

		Scenario		ATO
Mission Type		C-BML		JSAF

		Where Class		Where Cat		What (JC3IEDM)

		Fly Route		AR		Line		Route		MOVE		Fly Route/Orbit

		Air Refuel (Orbit)		AR		Area		Route		AERRFL		Race Track

		Defensive Combat Air (Orbit)		DCA		Area		Route		AIRDEF		Race Track

		Air Interdiction (Ground target)		AI		Point		Target		OFFAIR		Interdiction Mission

		Airborne Command (Circular orbit)		ABC		Point		Air Control Point		ARCCTL		Orbit

		Suppression of Enemy Air Defence (Jam orbit)		SEAD		Area		Route		WLDWSL		JAM
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Example for Air FRAGO























CAP















CAS



CAS



Tgt identified by UAV recce, CAS FRAGO issued
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Introduction: Motivation of work

		Much focus in BML research on C2-simulation interfacing, less experimental work on C2-robotic forces interoperability



		Interfaces to unmanned systems and simulation systems are similar & well-suited to make use of BML



		Need capability to support experimentation in the area of command & control of automated systems such as robotic forces



		Increasing global use of UAVs, particularly in military arena



		UAV already benefit from a standardized communication link and protocol (STANAG 4586)



		Some UAV functions are already automated 

		e.g. navigation, sensor
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Introduction: Unmanned Air Vehicles

		UAV have a range of functional roles

		Target Drones

		Observation/intelligence-gathering

		Attack

		Scientific

		UAV come in various ranges and sizes

		Micro hand-held UAV

		Low, Medium, High Altitude and Orbital

		Endurance and tiers categories







*
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Introduction: Background

		DRDC has an Advanced Research Project (ARP) interested in :

		C2IS interoperability with simulation and robotic systems



		CAE has developed an advanced UAV Operator Training Solution 

		Emulates Ground Control Station Functionality

		Support STANAG 4586 protocol

		High fidelity models and EO/IR & Radar Displays

		Initial development done in collaboration with the DRDC



		Started to collaborate on CAE-DRDC UAV-BML Capability in 2009



		CAE and DRDC decide to participate in MSG-048 Experimentation in Apr. 2009









*
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*

*

Demonstrate how C-BML can act as enabler for interoperability between:



		C2IS and Simulations 

		UAV Operator Training, Command & Staff Training

		Planning,  decision-support

		Mission rehearsal



		C2IS and Robotic forces 

		Benefits /liabilities with increasing levels of automation

		Aides for the development of emerging doctrine and tactics for UAV

		Support review of impact on current C2IS architectures / force generation / force employment

		Use of intelligent adaptive interfaces for enhanced operator-machine interfaces



Introduction: Objectives of work





*
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Levels of Automation

T.B. Sheridan and W.L. Verplank : Human and Computer Control of Undersea Tele-operators, MIT, Cambridge, Man-Machine Systems Laboratory Report, 1978
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Levels of Automation

T.B. Sheridan and W.L. Verplank : Human and Computer Control of Undersea Tele-operators, MIT, Cambridge, Man-Machine Systems Laboratory Report, 1978







MANUAL

SEMI-AUTOMATED

AUTOMATED
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Traditional UAV Command & Control:

Level 1 automation (existing)
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Automated UAV Command & Control:

Level 9 automation (current prototype)



MISSION COMMANDER AGENT
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Semi-Automated UAV Command & Control:

Level 5 automation (future work)
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CAE/DRDC UAV-BML Capability: Status

CAE and DRDC have developed a prototype capability that was used in the MSG-048 Experimentation

		Concept demonstrates the Army C2IS (BattleView) controlling a BML enabled UAV (simulation)



Technical Readiness Level ~ 3 (proof of concept)

Level of automation 9, highly-automated UAV Control 

		No UAV operators /interactors

		Simplified algorithms for automatic target recognition emulation DRCI (detection, recognition, classification & identification)



Utilized  George Mason University (GMU) BML implementation based on simplified IBML schema

UAV model is General Atomics MQ-9 Reaper (Predator B)







		







*
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CAE/DRDC UAV-BML Capability:

Functionality highlights

		UAV Tasking (From BattleView to UAV-Sim)

		Tactical Air Reconnaissance

		Deliberate Air Support



		UAV Reporting (From UAV-Sim to BattleView)

		General Status Reports

		Task Status Reports

		Contact/Position Reports

		Battle Damage Assessment



		UAV Simulation

		STANAG 4586 Ground Control Station Emulation

		DIS Gateway (can join any DIS exercise)

		High fidelity EO/IR display 
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CAE/DRDC UAV-BML Capability:

Architecture Overview





*
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UAV Vignette 1 – ISR Mission

		Order may contain one or more areas of interest

		Order may include ingress or egress route

		Order may have different priorities

		Order may include control features such as Air corridors, restricted areas, etc.

		UAV mission commander will interpret Order and assigns a series of tasks to the UAV operator(s).
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Vignette 2 – Offensive Air Support Mission

		Order may contain one or more targets

		Order may include ingress or egress route

		Order may have different priorities

		Order may include control features such as Air corridors, restricted areas, etc.

		UAV mission commander will interpret Order and assigns a series of tasks to the UAV operator(s).
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*Vignette 3 – Close Air Support Mission

		Order may contain one or targets

		Order may include ingress or egress route

		Order may have different priorities

		Order may include control features such as Air corridors, restricted areas, etc.

		CAS mission will require close cooperation between UAV and ground forces during execution



*Not implemented in current prototype
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MSG-048 2009 Experimentation: 

Overview

		MSG-048 Final Experimentation Event

		Coalition Planning, Training and Mission Rehearsal Activities

		One-week event

		Involving active and retired commanding officers from 7 nations

		Dedicated simulation room and command & control cell 



		Multi-National Force (MNF) and Opposing Forces (OPFOR)

		Scenario in Caspian Sea Region

		Several MNF and OPFOR Courses of Action (COA)
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MSG-048 2009 Experimentation: 

Architecture Overview
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Future Work

		Level 5 Automation

		UAV Operator intervention

		Manual override from Level 9 

		Time-sensitive Targets

		Return control to Level 9 automated mode



		Canadian Forces BML Implementation

		Based on emerging SISO C-BML standard



		Closer Integration with OneSAF



		Application to control of multiple UAVs and/or other robotic systems
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Conclusions

		BML lends itself very well as C2 interface to UAV

		BML has potential to reduce workload considerably

		BML can increase UAV utilization efficiency

		Provides opportunities for swarming UAVs control in a single integrated (C2IS) environment 

		Use of agents may prove to be more reliable than humans

		Remains a considerable psychological barrier to allow certain degree of automation to UAV

		Advances in intelligent/autonomous UAV (robotic forces) will foster the use BML







*
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Mission Commander & Automated Agent



		Level		Behaviour

		1		The human is expected to do all the work. The agent can still provide some assistance in the translation and presentation of the BML order to the Mission Commander. The latter can gain efficiency by using simple tools such as cut and paste to ensure that the content of the mission is accurately relayed to his subordinates.

		5		The agent assesses the BML mission and translates the mission into distinct tasks for his subordinates. The UAV-MCA fills the content of a user interface for the Mission Commander. The latter validates the content of the user interface and forwards the task to his subordinates (the vehicle operator and payload operator).

		6		Same as for 5 but the mission commander is given a set amount of time to validate the order otherwise the agent forwards the order automatically.

		7		Same as 5 except that the order is forwarded immediately. The agent will then display the ordered issued so that the commander is aware of any decision previously made by the agent.
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Vehicle Operator and Automated Agent

		Level		Behaviour

		1		In this mode the human is expected to do all the work. The agent can still provide some assistance in the translation and presentation of the order to the Vehicle Operator. The latter can gain efficiency by using simple tools such as cut and paste to ensure that the content of the mission is accurately relayed to the UAV.

		5		The agent assesses the BML mission and converts it to a format usable by the Ground Control Station (GCS). The Vehicle Operator validates the content of the user interface and forwards it to the vehicle (manual or auto pilot).

		6		Same as for 5 but the vehicle operator is given a set amount of time to validate the order otherwise the agent forwards the order automatically.

		7		Same as 5 except that the order is forwarded immediately. The agent will then display the ordered issued so that the Vehicle Operator is aware of any decision previously made by the agent.
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Payload Operator & Automated Agent



		Level		Behaviour

		1		In this mode the human is expected to do all the work. The agent can still provide some assistance in the translation and presentation of the order to the Payload Operator. The Payload Operator performs the rest of the work unassisted.

		5		The agent will maintain a dynamic list of entities that have been detected by the human operator and will attempt to track the entities in relation to the UAV movement, the entity movement or both. The UAV-POA will prepare BML reports for the entities and bring the report up to the screen for the human payload operator to validate and send.

		6		Same as for 5 but the payload operator is given a set amount of time to validate the report otherwise the agent forwards the report automatically.

		7		Same as 5 except that the report is forwarded immediately. The agent will then display the report issued so that the payload operator is aware of any reports previously made by the agent.
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OAS Payload Operator Agent Logic
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Payload Operator & Automated Agent



		Level		Behaviour

		1		In this mode the human is expected to do all the work. The agent can still provide some assistance in the translation and presentation of the order to the Payload Operator. The Payload Operator performs the rest of the work unassisted.

		5		The agent will scan for the target and identify the most likely entity as a target. The human payload operator will confirm target identification. Once the weapon is locked on target, the human operator will be prompted to authorize the weapon release. The UAV-POA will prepare BML reports for the BDA and bring the report up to the screen for the human payload operator to validate and send.

		6		Same as for 5 but the human payload operator is given a set amount of time to validate the target and weapon release otherwise the agent engages the target automatically. Similarly, the human payload operator will be given a set amount of time to validate the BDA report otherwise the report will be forwarded automatically.

		7		Same as 5 except that the target validation and weapon release is performed immediately. The agent will then display the target validation and weapon release so that the payload operator is aware of any decision previously made by the agent.
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Payload Operator and Automated Agent



		Level		Behaviour

		1		In this mode the human is expected to do all the work. The agent can still provide some assistance in the translation and presentation of the order to the Payload Operator. The Payload Operator performs the rest of the work unassisted.

		5		The agent will scan for the target and identify the most likely entity as a target. The human payload operator will confirm target identification and forward the information to the ground force. Once the weapon is locked on target, the human operator will be prompted to authorize the weapon release.

		6		Same as for 5 but the human payload operator is given a set amount of time to validate the target and weapon release otherwise the agent engages the target automatically.

		7		Same as 5 except that the target validation and weapon release is performed immediately. The agent will then display the target validation and weapon release so that the payload operator is aware of any decision previously made by the agent.
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CAS Payload Operator Agent Logic
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MSG-048 Objective 

Evaluate the available specification of a Coalition BML (from Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO) or Nations)

Assess operational benefits to C2 and M&S communities

In order to support these objectives, the program is divided into four parts

Substantiation of the requirements for NATO C-BML

Design for a NATO C-BML demonstration

Implementation of C-BML interface standard in C2 and M&S systems and services

Conduct an experimentation and assessments and provide a final demonstration













Experimentation objectives 



		Showing the benefit for a coalition having improved interconnectedness between all C4I systems and being able to exchange orders and reports in an unambiguous way.

		Showing the benefit of having improved decision aids eg. Course of Action analysis.

		Showing the benefit of being able to support “mission rehearsal” objectively.

		Showing the benefit of improved (faster, more efficient, unambiguous) training support















Input for experimentation

		Military expertise

		Scenario development for experiment preparation

		Playing and assessment during experiment (outsiders)

		Multinational input

		Know how

		Systems

		Personnel

		System design agreements (requirements)

		Experimentation plan

		Evaluation

		Measures of Merit

		Questionnaires

























		 Fictional but detailed scenario with history of area and road to war.





		 Scenario is Multi-Service and Multi-National.



Caspian Sea Scenario

Donovia
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The 1HBCT will move quickly through zone while fixing and

bypassing squad or smaller sized enemy elements in zone

and establishing our forces on the International b`order. 

Terrain objectives are for orientation only. 

Destroy enemy armor that engages our elements or

occupies positions on key terrain in objectives CAT and

DOG. 



At the conclusion of the operation, 1HBCT will have

- Destroyed enemy armor occupying key terrain in

Zone;

- Established hasty defensive positions in objectives

LION and TIGER; Be at least 80% combat power; 

Caspian Sea Scenario 1 HBCT Execution
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ORBAT 1HBCT

		NOR 1-22 Combined Arms Battalion

		29 MBT;

		28 IFV.

		FRA 1-66 Combined Arms Battalion

		29 MBT;

		28 IFV.

		USA Armored Reconnaissance Squadron

		GBR CAS (25 sorties per day fixed/rotary)

		CAN UAV (several sorties per day)















                                                                  UNCLASSIFIED FOR TRAINING

ANNEX C (Operations) to OPORD 2010-14 TROJAN HORSE - 1HBCT

UNCLASSIFIED FOR TRAINING





OBJ CAT

OBJ DOG
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You are the commander of 1-66 CAB. You are assigned to attack along axis of

advance PORSCHE as the main effort to seize objective DOG.



You are the commander of 1-22 CAB. You are assigned to conduct a

supporting attack along axis CORVETTE to seize objective CAT.

	 

You are the commander of 4 Aviation Wing. You are assigned to support

ground operations throughout the 1HBCT AO with 25 Sorties daily;



You are the commander of  A-104 Military Intelligence. You are assigned to

detect enemy formations throughout the 1HBCT AO through extensive use of

UAV to identify Arianan defensive positions.

Caspian Sea Scenario 1 HBCT assignments to subordinate commanders
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Scenario / Courses of Action

		NOR 1-22

		2 COAs

		2 ECOAs

		FRA 1-66

		2 COAs

		2 ECOAs

		USA Armored Reconnaissance Squadron

		Fixed COA

		GBR Aviation Wing

		Ad hoc Support

		CAN Air Support

		Tactical Air Reconnaissance and Fire Support
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Successive destructions to clear the area. Slow but safe.

1-66 COA1
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PL Denver

PL Jade

PL Pearl

PL Austin

PL Ruby

PL Atlanta





PL Boston

OBJ DOG
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Same approach as COA1 up to PL Atlanta. Then bypassing effort in the North part of the AOR. 

PHASE 3

PHASE 4



1-66 COA2
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Three initial use cases

		Planning



		Training (use of chosen COA from planning phase)



		Mission rehearsal















Participating systems
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Mission rehearsal
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Movie from experiment

		Click here
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The Swedish Armed Forces
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SwAF Transformation – issues & goals (1)

Changing Security Environment

		Globalization, dynamic global environment. New challenges & threats. 

		Dramatically changed Security Policy 

		EU member & NATO partner

		“From isolation to participation”

		“Defending Sweden abroad”





Key issues

From large National, Territorial force -> 

Interoperable, Deployable Force -> 

Contracted Expeditionary Force



Challenge - transforming the Manning system



Swe Lead nation for EU NBG 11 + NBG 14



	



Based on a comprehensive overview, the development of command and control systems is currently being coordinated in a series of main processes under the general heading of F M Ledsyst.



Lessons learned:



		Small steps but a clear vision

		Agility

		User participation

		Approaches

		Methods supported by “quick wins”.

		Evolutionary development in methods, technology, personnel etc. 

		Macro experimentations 2/year 

		High level stakeholders
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SwAF Transformation – issues & goals (2)

Background – Society and Technology changing

		Changing Societies and rapidly developing Technology 

		Sweden 

		Advanced parts of the SwAF, for example data-links within the Air Force since 1970-ies

		Defence-, IT- and Telecomm industry







Key issues

		Joint Force

		Networked Force

		New strategies for:

		Procurement

		Research & Development
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		 Overall - Building interoperability capacity

through permissions, authorisation, processes, materiel, methods, exercises and more





		 New interoperable capabilities within the C4I area as Link 16, Link 11, Link 22, Beyond Line of Sight, Have Quick, Battleforce Email, Identification Friend or Fool  



Command Control Interoperability Board
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Multinational Experimentation (MNE) Series

MNE 5: Spring 2008/Spring 2009

 Comprehensive Approach (African Scenario) + Effects-Based Approach to Multinational Operations (military portion) 

     

MNE 4: February / March 2006 (added FIN and SWE)

		Effects-Based Operations(Afghanistan Scenario)

























MN LOE 2: February 2003 (added CAN and NATO)

		Multinational Information Sharing



(Pacific Rim Vignettes)

MNE 3: February 2004 (added FRA) 

		Effects-Based Planning



(Afghanistan Scenario)







MN LOE 1: November 2001  (AUS, DEU, GBR, USA)

		Technical Distributed Collaboration



(South Pacific Vignettes)



MNE 5 Partners

		Canada	

		Finland

		France

		Germany

		Sweden

		United Kingdom

		United States

		NATO ACT



MNE 5 Observers 

		Czech Republic

		Greece

		Hungary 

		Japan 

		Poland

		South Korea 

		Singapore

		European Union



MNE 5 Participants

		Australia

		Austria 

		Denmark 

		Spain





*

		Multinational Experiment 5 (MNE 5) was the fifth in a series of experiments conducted by a core group of multinational experimentation partners. Partners and Participants in MNE 5 include Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, NATO Allied Command Transformation (ACT), and the United States. 

		Within this MNE 5 framework, USJFCOM and partners conduct multinational experimentation in a collaborative manner.  Both organizations benefit from this collaborative effort to explore new concepts and capabilities. 

		Dynamic character of the MNE series is reflected in the increasing challenges of the themes and the growing number of participating nations and organizations.

		MNE 5 campaign is based on phased approach of multiple integrating events, each with associated deliverables.  The campaign plan provides a series of supporting preparatory events (seminars, workshops, and limited objective experiments) sponsored by individual nations or group of nations, to support a variety of minor and major integrating events that will conclude in December 2008.  

		While we have no yet selected a theme, region, or identified participants the next MNE,  the MNE series is expected to continue and  provide a valuable forum to address the future challenges facing the NATO Alliance and coalitions. 
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C2 and Training interoperability
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As a Computer Assisted Exercise, VIKING is using available computer based services to enhance the concept. Computer generated forces and actors are simulated in some of the training support capabilities, stimulating a realistic environment and scenario.

A Viking exercise portal is established, which presents a common Information Management environment where everyone can log in and reach different services such as, E-mail, Document Management System, Electronic Library, Advanced Distributed Learning and more. To support the realism in the exercise, the VIKING 11 provides a number of supportive training and simulation systems. 

In order to conduct exercise management and trig special events and incidents, the exercise control is offered the management system Exonaut.

To establish an approved Common Operational Picture at every site we use a real life tool for the situation awareness which will subscribe filtered information from the simulation in order to stimulate a fictitious “Blue Force tracking system”. 

In a distributed environment, in order to stimulate real meetings in the fields we use Video Tele Conference, this tool is also used by the Directing staff to co-ordinate the exercise. 

Phones and faxes are off course a basic resource for communications. 

To bring all these systems to communicate with each other the use of a commercial Internet Service Provider using a Virtual Private Network with encryption has been developed. 
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The VIKING concept

		The premier Multinational and Comprehensive Approach exercise in the world

		Washington Summit NATO 50th Anniversary VIKING concept demonstration 1999 – a Swedish / U.S. initiative (MoU since 1998)

		Executed in VIKING 99, 01, 03, 05, 08

		Based on the Persistent Partner Simulation Network Concept

		Political impact & flagship for the Swedish Armed Forces

		Important in building Partnership Capacity before deployment in operations

		Provides a wider “Network” building



MAIN PARTNERS 1999-2008:

Folke Bernadotte Academy





The VIKING concept

Five VIKING exercises 99, 01, 03, 05, 08, have been conducted. It is the main Multinational Exercise for the Swedish Armed Forces (Swe AF) and is resulting in a political impact & is a major flagship for the Swe AF. It clearly shows the importance of building Partner Capacity in a Combined Joint training environment, before deployment in operations and it also provides a wider “network” building.
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 The VIKING 08







The fifth VIKING Computer Assisted Command Post Exercise based on the Partner Training & Simulation Network Concept



2 000 participants from 31 nations and 47 organizations



Main Training Audience on Land, Maritime, Air and Infooperations Component Command level



NATO procedures



Crises Response scenario (BOGALAND) including NATO- and EU-led operations







The VIKING 08 has just been completed and considered to be one of the best exercises ever in its context. There were 2000 participants from 31 nations and 47 organizations, which is unique, exercising at 8 different sites. The scope was to:

- Practice and Exercise the procedures for operational / tactical planning and execution of doctrines related to the NATO Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) Concept as well as the EU Battle Group Concept. 

- Equally important is to practice and exercise constructive co-operation and co-ordination between military forces and civilian organisations, with UN in focus. 

- Mirror a UN mandated chapter VII; multi-national, multi-functional operation in a complex environment, which requires a joint military as NATO/Partnership for Peace and EU forces as well as civilian presence.

- Enable experimentation and concept development.
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VIKING 11

		Execution 4-15 April 2011 

		Force HQ concept (mission tailored) 

		Swedish main Training Audience – one of our readiness HQ’s

		Downsize Exercise Control – “few to train many”

		Increase Concept Development & Experimentation 

		Develop and increase Comprehensive Approach

		Civilian  Partner (Folke Bernadotte Academy) to co-chair

		Increase Partner support through planning phase

		Core Planning Team to be formed at the Joint Training Centre

		Increase participation from Central Asia  

		Open for identified Partners (by SWE&US), not only PfP –

 like NATO contact nations, African Union and EASBRIG

		Increase the use of designed ADL support





VIKING 11 will go global and as well involve identified Partners outside the NATO and Partnership for Peace framework, like the NATO Contact Nations like Australia. Georgia and Kazachstan will be new experiences as sites as well. Sites at UN HQ and the NATO Joint Warfare Centre are welcomed.

Many of the nations and partners on the map have already adopted the Persistent Partner Simulation Network concept or are considering their participation, this concept will be a main driver enhancing distributed Combined Joint training in the future. It will possibly be linked to other capacities like the NATO Education Training Network, the European Defence Agency Core Framework and the US Joint Training Capability. 
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ITEC 08 Federation Design
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*

The federation combines a total of 16 Live, Virtual and Constructive simulations from 9 different companies/organizations at three different booths to support the objectives of this simulation event.
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SITAWARE
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Google Earth (2)
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ICC/ITC Flames







ITC Integrated Training Capabilities, C2 for Air operations
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SW AF NATIONAL TRAINING CAPABILITY
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FMV med FoT genomför Prov och Försök avseende ett nätverk för Test och Evalueringsverksamhet, skall naturligtvis kopplas till NTN
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List of Ten Command & Control challenges :

To meet Warfighters operational requirements of tomorrow

Mission rehearsal and planning

Available in Theatre

Mobile platforms

Interoperability and Standardised languages

Federations and integration of training and C2 systems

Information sharing – alliance and partners

A Comprehensive Approach – Civilian dimension

Persistent low-cost concept –Multinational Capabilities

Multilevel security 



Future challenges

I foresee a number of future challenges for our Forces, Partners and the Defence Industry. There are a number of areas that will be essential for future Combined Joint Training concepts and development:

- Few to train many

- Information sharing – alliance and partners

- Wide and broad partnerships

- Comprehensive approach – Civilian dimension

- Mission rehearsal – training in Theatre

- Persistent basic low-cost concept – a Joint Multinational Training Capability

- Mobile training platforms

- Distribution and services over Internet 

- Multilevel security

- Multilevel Joint fidelity 

- Federations and integration of training and C2 systems

- Interoperability and Standardisation – STANAG’s
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What is C-BML?
An overview

MSG-79  C-BML Workshop

23. February 2010

Farnborough, UK



Ole Martin Mevassvik
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FFI (Norwegian Defence Research Establishment)
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Why Battle Management Language?

Standardizing C2 to simulation interoperability



Digitizing C2 information to represent plans, 
orders and reports



Benefits:

Enables M&S Technologies to support C2 Processes

Simulating plans and orders without manual transfer of data between C2 and M&S systems

Many potential applications: training, planning, mission rehearsal, C2-C2, robotics…

C4I









Simulation

Robotic 

Forces

BML





C4I
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A definition

A Battle Management Language (BML) is defined as an unambiguous language intended to provide for

(1) command and control of simulated and live forces conducting military operations and 

(2) situational awareness and a shared, common operational picture.

Carey, Kleiner, Hieb & Brown, “Standardizing Battle Management Language – 

A Vital Move Towards the Army Transformation,” 01F-SIW-067
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Three views of BML

BML can be described by

Doctrine: Terms rooted in ”military language”

Representation: How to describe missions, tasks…

Protocols: How to exchange BML







Tolk et. al, “Merging National BML initiatives 

for NATO Projects”, MSG-028, Koblenz, 2004
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Applications of C-BML

Support of planning, Course of Action (COA) Analysis

BML is an enabling technology for use of M&S for planning and decision support

Training & mission rehearsal

Improve effectiveness of command and staff training and reduce the number of operators

Robotic forces

Formal unambiguous language allows automatic interpretation of tasks

C2 to C2

More precise and understandable exchange of plans and orders
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Coalition BML (C-BML) in context of MSG-048

Orders structured using 5W’s “Who, What, When, Where and Why”

Focuses on the “Execution” part of an Operation Order (OPORD)

A formal tasking grammar, C2 Lexical Grammar (C2LG), ensures an executable BML

Based on multi-national/NATO C2 standard – Joint Command, Control and Consultation Information Exchange Data Model (JC3IEDM)

Exchange of C-BML using XML and Web Services

Two-way information exchange (orders and reports) 
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Employment of C-BML
Lessons learned from the use of BML

Services needed to efficiently use BML

Configuration of C2 and simulation systems (define units, capabilities, terrain…)

Initialization of  C2 and simulation (initial order & positions, task organization…)

Time management: two-way exchange of information during non-real time simulation (scaled time)

Scalable information exchange, e.g. through publish & subscribe 

Configuration

Terrain data / maps

Define units and 

capabilities

Initialization

Initial unit positions

Initial order

(Task organization)

Execution

Exchange of reports,

FRAGOs…

Analysis, AAR 

Load data from 

previous run(s)











Will be focus of follow-up TA MSG-085, Khimeche tomorrow
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SISO standardization

Ongoing Product Development Group on C-BML



Phased approach for development of C-BML. For each phase

Data model

Structure and representation of information

Information exchange mechanism

Guidelines



MSG-048 provides feedback to SISO





A BML example


Battalion OPORD developed by the Norwegian Army Land Warfare Centre for the 2009 experiment 

Documented as free text and graphics

The order needed additional elaboration and clarification to be put into BML

Final order put into Norwegian Tactical C2IS (NORTaC-C2IS)

Simulated by APLET (FRA) and JSAF (UK) during the experiment











1. SITUATION

Enemy Forces

	Annex B Intel

b. Friendly Forces
(1) Higher Commander’s Mission

	O/O 1BCT conducts mounted attack 100400Apr 2010 along axes PORSCHE and CORVETTE as the 2UEx(M) main effort (ME) to destroy enemy forces in zone and seize objectives LION and TIGER. BPT attack eny forces across the international border or to the WEST of NORTHWEST. BPT to conduct combat operations NORTH and NORTHWEST in-zone, to destroy ARIAN forces bypassed during the attack, to assist in ejecting Eny remnants from CF territory

 
(2) 1HBCT Commander’s Intent

	The purpose of TROJAN HORSE is to maneuver rapidly from an ATK pos along PL DENVER to seize OBJ LION and TIGER, destroy ARIANAN forces in zone and secure objectives along the international border to enable establishment of CASPIAN FEDERATION (CF) regional military stability.


(3) Neighboring units that could affect the operation.
1-66 CAB(Main effort)

(a) O/O attack SOUTHEAST in zone along axis PORSCHE to secure OBJ DOG to defeat or bypass ARIANAN forces in zone.

(b) O/O attack SOUTHEAST in zone along axis PORSCHE to secure OBJ LION to defeat or bypass ARIANAN forces in zone.

8th Sqdn 10th CAV

O/O conduct zone recce from PL DENVER to intermidiate OBJ CAT and DOG.

O/O conduct zone recce from PL PEARL to OBJ LION and TIGER.

O/O establish scrren to the SHOUTHWEST of 1HBCT AO across the IB to provide early warning.

BPT continue zone recce forward of 1 HBCT across the IB to locate Eny and direct fires in supp of 1HBCT attack.



c. Attachments and Detachments

	Annex A Task Org

d. Commander’s Evaluation.
(1) This OPO regulates the attack against OBJ Tiger
(2) Pre-condition: The Eny forces in our AO has been reduced to 40% effectiveness by higher echelon
(3) Assumptions: The Eny will not stay and fight in his current positions.



2.MISSION

1-22CAB will O/O attack in zone along ROUTE CORVETTE to secure OBJ CAT and OBJ TIGER. 1-221(tank) and 1-223(Mech) will attack towards OBJ CAT supported by 1-222(tank) and 1-224mech in the terrain SOUTH of ROUTE CORVETTE. 1-222 and 1-224 is to fix the enemy towards OBJ CAT to allow 1-221and 1-223 to defeat the ENY in zone. From OBJ CAT I will continue the attack at one axis until the battalion has crossed the mash land EAST of PL RUBY. From PL RUBY I will attack on two axis iot secure OBJ TIGER and link up with 1-66 CAB in the SOUTH. During the operation ENG support will be prioritized for mobility efforts.



3. EXECUTION

Intent: The intent of this operation is to destroy or bypass ENY forces in zone iot facilitate CF regional military stability. This will be done by seizing OBJ CAT and TIGER with the Bn moving along Axis CORVETTE. End state is reached when OBJ TIGER is secured.
a. Concept of operation
Annex C Ops Overlay.

b. Tasks/Mission(s) to maneuver units
1-221 Tank Coy 

1. O/O attack along ROUTE CORVETTE. Destroy  or bypass ARIANAN forces in zone.

2. Secure NORTHERN part of OBJ CAT.

3. Secure NORTHERN part of OBJ TIGER



1-222 Tank Coy

1. O/O attack SOUTH of ROUTE CORVETTE. Destroy  or bypass ARIANAN forces in zone.

2. FIX ENY forces in OBJ CAT

2. Secure SOUTHERN part of OBJ CAT.

3. Secure SOUTHERN part of OBJ TIGER



1-223 Mech Coy

 1. O/O attack along ROUTE CORVETTE. Destroy  or bypass ARIANAN forces in zone.

2. Secure NORTHERN part of OBJ CAT.

3. Secure NORTHERN part of OBJ TIGER



1-224 Mech Coy4

1. O/O attack SOUTH of ROUTE CORVETTE. Destroy  or bypass ARIANAN forces in zone.

2. FIX ENY forces in OBJ CAT

2. Secure SOUTHERN part of OBJ CAT.

3. Secure SOUTHERN part of OBJ TIGER



c. Tasks/Mission(s) to combat support units

Recce Plt: Route recce in force ROUTE CORVETTE

Mortar plt: Annex D fire support

Eng Coy: Annex F Engineer


d. Coordinating instructions (It may include the following)
(1) CCIR:
(2) Deception guidance
(3) Specific priorities, in order of completion
(4) Time line
(5) Guidance on orders and rehearsals 



4. ADMINISTRATION/LOGISTICS

a. Support Concept

Annex R

b. Materiel and Services
(1) Supply

(2) Maintenance
(3) Transportation
(4) Construction

c.  Medical Evacuation and Hospitalization
(1) Location of units medical facilities
(2) Evacuation route(s)
d. Personnel

e. Civil-Military Cooperation
(1) Control of civilian population
(2) Refugees

f. Miscellaneous 

5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL

a. Command, Control, and Communications.

b. Signal 

Copy No 1 of 1 copies

Issuing Headquarters: 1-22CAB HQ

Place of Issue:

Date-Time Group of Signature:

Message Reference No. 

OPERATION ORDER NO 001

References: See OPORD 2010-14 (OP TROJAN HORSE) 1HBCT

Time Zone: CHARLIE

Task Organization: Annex A ORBAT





Input: Battalion order for the Norwegian Telemark Battalion  developed by the Army Weapons School. A traditional (minimal) free text order with operation graphics.
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COA1: Chosen COA. Bn on road and terrain axis. Give mutual support. ME along road. Requires Engineer support. Slower but safer.

(fix)

(cover)

(main attack)

(supp. attack)







Splits objective area into NORTH / SOUTH





Detailing ”Execution”









 An order is defined as tasks, control measures and resources and is stored into JC3IEDM

 Tasks defined graphically

 Task properties defined through dialog boxes



































BML-JC3IEDM mapping in NORTaC-C2IS







WHO

WHAT

WHEN

WHERE

WHY

Web Service

BML

Server 
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Summary

C-BML digitizes C2 information and standardizes the M&S-C2 interface 

C-BML can change the way we conduct C2 and is an enabler for use of M&S in support of C2

A C-BML standard is being developed by SISO

NATO RTO activities (MSG-048/MSG-085) play an important role in multinational testing of and experimentation with C-BML
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Background

		Customer

		MoD Joint & Battlefield Trainers, Simulations & Synthetic Environments Project Team (JBTSE PT)

		Provide a Single Common Interface to the main UK land training systems

		Combined Arms Tactical Trainer (CATT)

		Command And Staff Trainer (CAST)

		ABACUS simulation

		Tactical Engagement Simulation (TES)

		Area Weapon Effect Simulation (AWES)

		Provide stimulation of ComBAT

		Through stimulation of the Training System Interface (TSI)

		Provide logged simulation data in a common format

		Archive, Replay

		Read and write to C2IEDM database

		Provision of Generic ISTAR Workstation
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JBTSE CSF Concept

		The concept of Managed Data Layers



		The need for a "Single Common Interface" so all Collective Training Establishments (CTEs) output data in a common open standard format



		The use of ISTAR Layers and simulation together can provide a wider context in which training can take place.
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CSF Architecture

		Component-based approach with components linked through a core Dynamic Data Store (DDS) 

		Each component provides specific functionality 

		The SCI can be configured to provide the specific functionality needed to support the required usage

		Scalable from very small to very big

		Multi-site capable

		Add-ons can be developed by OEM or third party

		Common architecture for SCI and ISTAR workstation
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CSF Architecture
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Single Common Interface (SCI)

		The SCI provides:

		Interfaces to the primary collective training simulations:

		CATT (DIS standard Variation)

		TES (DIS standard Variation)

		CAST via ABACUS Interface

		Interfaces to other interfacing simulations:

		DIS/HLA standard synthetic environment protocols

		Joint SAF (Semi-automated Forces)

		All interfaces include Sieving, Filtering and Throttling:

		Sieving – Only send certain types of information

		Filtering – e.g. geographic criteria

		Throttling – Restrict rate at which information sent

		Stimulation of ComBAT via TSI Interface
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Single Common Interface (Cont)

		The SCI provides:

		Logging and Replay of simulation data

		Import and Export of ORBAT and C2IEDM information

		SCI bridge

		Scalable to enable multi-site support (linking of multiple training sites)

		Augmentation

		Disaggregation (Generation of entities from ABACUS units)

		Emissions augmentation (Generation of pseudo radar and radio emissions to stimulate EW sensors)

		Thermal augmentation (Dynamic thermal signatures)
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C4I Alignment

		CSF Integration experience has re-emphasised the issues of C4I alignment

		Primarily related to ORBAT consistency

		CSF maintains an internal ORBAT hierarchy

		Populated through aggregation and disaggregation plugins

		Unit status updated from subordinate units/entities

		Used to populate and update C2IEDM database

		Used to provide stimulation of ComBAT via TSI

		Need for ORBAT information consistent with:

		Interfacing simulations

		ComBAT communications plan
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ORBAT Generation

		ORBAT information derived from COrE3/4 tool

		Used to generate BOWMAN/ComBAT communications plan

		Saved as XML file





		CSF Offline tool imports COrE3 ORBAT file

		Add simulation specific information

		Saved as XML file

		Provides input for TSI configuration tool

		Determine what information is sent to which TSI
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ORBAT Manipulation Process



Manual Task to maintain consistency with simulation



Separate databases makes maintaining coherency difficult
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BML Integration

		Current SCI provides blue force information via TSI

		Desire to provide improved situation awareness information

		Greater integration with ComBAT and other C4I systems

		Through development of additional interface plugins

		OTHT Gold

		JDOCS

		Provide interfaces to map from specific C4I format to common internal representation

		Mirrors current capability that does the same for “ground truth” information

		Determination of internal representation

		Potentially based on C-BML

		Addition of C-BML plugin

		Provide native C-BML import/export
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Incorporation of Situational Awareness
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CSF / C4I Interoperability 
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Summary

		The Common Simulation Framework provide a Single Common Interface for access the UK land training systems

		Current emphasis on “ground truth” simulation data

		Covering Live, Virtual and Constructive Domains

		Stimulation of ComBAT via TSI

		Need to align ORBAT information between training simulations, CSF and C4I systems

		Desire for greater C4I integration

		Capture situational awareness information

		C-BML provides potential internal format for situational awareness information

		Develop plugins to provide both native (C-BML) and legacy (OTHT Gold, JDOCS) interfaces
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An Industry-Perspective on BML
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Agenda

		EADS Defence & Security 



		C4I interoperability: MIP



		C4I-simulation interoperability: C-BML



		Similarities, Possible Common Perspectives



		Conclusion
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EADS
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EADS DS

		Fighter Aircraft

		UAVs

		Aerial Targets

		ISR Mission Systems

		Integrated Services/ Upgrades

		Operations & Services



		Air-to-Air

		Air-to-Ground

		Ground-to-Air

		Ground-to-Ground

		Anti-Tank

		Anti-Ship

		Missile Defence

		Missile Subsystems



		Electronic  Warfare 

		Avionics 

		Sensors

		Test & Services







  Electronics / 

  Subsystems 	

  Large Systems

  Integration 	

Platforms / Systems 	

MBDA* 

Defence and Communications Systems

Military Air Systems

Defence Electronics

		Large Systems Integration: Defence



	- Information Systens

	- Air Dominance

	- Battlespace Systems

	- Naval Systems



		Large Systems Integration: Global Security 



	- Border Control/

	  Surveillance

	- Coastal Surveillance

	- Critical Infrastructure

      Protection

	- Large Events Security



		Secure Networks
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C4I systems developed by EADS DS

Major programmes

		SIR	(Système d’Information Régimentaire)

		MOIE Sic Terre (Fédération de Système de l’armée de Terre)

		JoCCIS	(Joint Command and Control Information System)

		SILCENT 	(Système d’Information Logistique)

		SICA / PSP	(Système d’Information et de Commandement des Armées)

	(Pôle Stratégique Paris)

		IFTS	 (Interim Force Tracking System – NATO – Kosovo) 

		FIS-H 	(Führungsinformationssystem)

		FAUST 	(Führungsaustattung taktisch)





EADS DS designs, develops, integrates and 

supports all relevant command, control, 

communications and information systems 

(C3I) for battlefield applications
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The need for interoperability

		C4I systems are not stand-alone systems

		multiple systems, multiple contractors



	 need for interconnection and standards



		Nationally

		Interoperability based on ad-hoc interfaces

		Interoperability based on standards

		Coalitions and multinational contexts

		Standards are mandatory

		Industry contributes to standards definition

		BIP, QIP, ATCCIS, MIP

		MAJIIC

		…



		National standards tend to align on multinational standards

		e.g. MPIA vs JC3IEDM in France



		MIP is the reference in the C4I domain
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MIP Objectives

		The Aim of MIP is:

		To achieve international interoperability of Command and Control Information Systems (C2IS)

		At all levels from corps to battalion, or lowest appropriate level

		In order to support multinational (including NATO), combined and joint operations.



		The MIP Scope is:

		To deliver an interoperability solution to Land operational users in a Joint environment 

		To encourage and harmonise contributions from Air, Maritime and other Communities of Interest (CoIs) 
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MIP nations
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What is MIP?

		MIP is: 

		The Provider of Consensus-based Technical Specs.

		The Joint C3 Information Exchange Data Model (JC3IEDM) (STANAG 5525)

		Two Exchange Mechanisms:

		The Data Exchange Mechanism (DEM), also known as MIP Replication 

		The MEM, an extension to SMTP for informal exchanges

		A Forum for exchanging information relevant to national implementation and fielding plans to enable synchronization 

		A Rendezvous for international interoperability testing

		MIP is not:

		A typical cooperative development program:

		No common funding

		No single Program Manager

		No common hardware or software development

		MIP is NOT empowered to direct how nations develop their own C2IS. 
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MIP organisation (until end of 2009)
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MIP Products

		MIP produces:

		A common semantic model: the JC3IEDM 

(Joint C3 Information Exchange Data Model)

		STANAG 5525

		Current version corresponding to 

MIP Baseline 3 is 3.0.2



		The specification of two Exchange Mechanisms:

		DEM: Data Exchange Mechanism (data replication mechanism)

		MEM: Message Exchange Mechanism (based on SMTP, with some specific extensions)



		Supporting documents explaining:

		How to use the JC3IEDM

		How to use the MIP Solution (Operational Procedures)
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MIP status : lessons were learnt

		After almost 10 years of development and usage of the MIP Solution, a thorough internal MIP review concluded that:

		There were very positive aspects to the MIP Solution, especially the existence of a common semantic model

		But that some aspects could be improved:

		Increase Responsiveness to Needs

		Diversify the MIP exchange mechanisms to support NATO and National architecture requirements

		Increase MIP Solution understandability, visibility & accessibility

		Lower the total cost of developing MIP-compliant stable solutions

		The conclusions of this review were that a new approach is needed
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Way Ahead: new MIP orientations

		The conclusions of the MIP internal review were that a new approach was needed

		Therefore, the MIP programme has started its transformation by changing its organisation and its objectives



Establish Two Streams:

		Maintenance of Block 2 and 3

		Future Block



Adopt a Capability-based Approach, supported by a Service-Oriented Architecture

Better separate Semantic Specification from Exchange Mechanism(s)

Adopt standard practices and notations (UML, NAF, XML…)

Restructure the JC3IEDM to overcome its known limitations

Develop sub-views to better suit the various COIs and implementation communities

Focus more on the usage of information and data than in the past

Distinguish between Data and Human-intended Information

Adopt an Iterative Approach, with frequent incremental releases
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A Major Shift in the MIP View

		Switching from a Vocabulary to a Vocabulary + a Grammar
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(Possible) MIP View of the Future
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Back to BML 

		Why BML ?

		There is an emerging need for C4I-simulation interoperability



		For Training

		to reduce number of simulation controllers



		For Decision Support

		to integrate simulation as an embedded function in C4I

		e.g. Course of Action Analysis
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Interoperability is based on standards



		Several initiatives for C4I – simulation standardisation



		SISO C4ISR-simulation TRM



		SISO C-BML (standardization)

		NMSG C-BML (experimentation)



		EADS contributions:

		SISO SG & PDG

		NMSG ET-016

		NMSG 048

		COMELEC



		EADS just got a

french MoD contract

to support C4i-simulation

standardisation activities
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(Possible) C-BML View
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C-BML & MIP similarities

		C-BML

		is already built using (parts of) JC3IEDM

		defines some JC3 extensions

		defines a grammar

		developed experience using XML and Web services



		MIP

		defines JC3IEDM and manages its evolutions

		will focus more on the usage of information and data 

		needs to extend JC3IEDM usage rules 

		needs to develop a grammar 

		needs to define system / user behaviours

		 is adopting a SOA approach

		will investigate new exchange mechanisms (web services…)

		will continue to liaise with different COIs (like CBRN, MMW, Air Force…)
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Benefits to work more closely together

		MIP reorganization is the opportunity for C-BML to be considered as the “Simulation COI”



		Benefits for C-BML groups

		better access to JC3IEDM semantics

		better access to operational expectations and operational experts

		capacity to promote change proposals

		better visibility of C-BML to the operational and C4I community

		Benefits for MIP

		access to C-BML lessons learned (grammar definition, web services implementation)

		broadens the scope of analysis for plans / orders / reports

		improve MIP operational testing capability by allowing the introduction of multiple sides war-gaming simulation

		Additional benefits for the C4I community and industry

		diminishes the semantic distance between C4I-C4I and C4I-simulation exchange concepts
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Opportunities for C-BML & MIP collaboration
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Conclusion

		MIP is currently updating its MIP communication and liaison plan (MCLIP)

		It’s the right time for C-BML to knock at the MIP door



		According to current MIP schedule, C-BML has the opportunity to influence MIP refoundation and JC3IEDM restructuring



		There are benefits for each group and for industry
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MSG-085 

C2-Simulation Interoperation 



Standardization for C2 Simulation Interoperation

MSG-079 C-BML Workshop

Farnborough UK,  Feb 24-25 2010





*









MSG 085 - Objectives 

Pursue ongoing work to propose relevant recommendations concerning the use of C-BML with respect to current military processes 

Investigate approaches for the deployment of C-BML capabilities complementing existing operational C2 system exchange mechanisms 



In order to support these objectives, the program should: 

 Detail the C-BML scope and requirements

 Provide C-BML military user guide including MSDL

 Assess available C-BML open-source reference implementations

 Demonstrate how C-BML complements the MIP standard 

 Show immediate operational benefits to C2 and M&S communities

 Conduct a series of experiments if needed and operational exercises with end-users in the loop















MSG 085 - Planning

Operational Use-cases

2011

2010

2012

Develop Program of Work

Define scope of exercise(s)

Execute exercise(s)

2011

2010

2012



NATO STANAG

2013

2013

Demo







OPORD, Report, Request Schema





Assess reference implementations



Prepare exercise(s)



Produce Final Report



Demo













MSG 085 - Stakeholders 

		Elaborate and check requirements with operational end-users



 JFCOM, National Forces

 NATO (JWC, JFTC, HRF, ACO), EU-OHQ, EU-FHQ

		Identify limits of existing C2-C2 interoperability applied to C2-simulation use-cases



 MIP Working Group

		Provide recommendations for C-BML PDG and speed up standardization



SISO C-BML PDG

		Nations



Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, United Kingdom, United States of America, NC3A













MSG 085 - Deliverables 

		Statement of requirements (SOR)

		For C-BML exercise :

		Scenario Definition

		Programme of Exercise (including technical architecture and exercise organization)

		Integration and Test Plan

		Interface Control Document

		Evaluation report of C-BML open-source reference implementations

		Guidelines and procedures to use C-BML for each coalition application domain

		Final report
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		Exchange of information should not



Constrain C2 system end users

Force to change their procedures

Introduce operator or system information overload

Require modifications or additions to existing C2 systems 

Generate additional expenses for C2 system PM

C-BML should

Only address simulation requirements and have no impact on C2 system specifications and interfaces

Be transparent from a C2 perspective

Be usable by legacy systems

MSG 085 – Military Concern
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C2

SIM

C2



JC3IEDM 

C-BML

WEB

SERVICES

MIP

Data

Replication



MIP C2-C2

		 Data type

		 ORBAT

		 Unit initial state





MIP

MSDL

MSG 085 –  User Guide Ideas

Initialization : Combine MIP / MSDL 

MSDL C2-SIM

		 Data type

		 ORBAT

		 Units initial state
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C2

SIM

C2

C-BML

WEB

SERVICES

MIP

Data

Replication





MIP

BML

C-BML

WEB

SERVICES

MIP

Data

Replication

SIM

Simulation

Operations

Virtual 

MIP

OPORD

Execution MIP/MSDL: Control the simulation from the C2sys without interfering with operational databases, while preserving legacy C2 system interfaces

BML

Order

BML

Request

Report

MIP

Request

Report

Order

		 Actions

		 Control features

		 Coordination measures

		 Task Organization
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		Reach a TA consensus between the military requirements to use quickly C-BML and the academic expectations about a perfect system demonstrating full potential of theory (2010) - Focus on short term 

		Be adopted by the MIP as a COI to secure the future of C-BML in demonstrating real value to the MIP Program Management Group and IPT Future (2011)

		 Provide : Grammar, Web services, Data Model subviews, Joint capabilities

		 Leverage : MIP testing with the use of simulation

		 Lobbying: National representatives and TA liaison officer
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		Start the process for SISO C-BML standard (DG) to become a STANAG (2012)

		Field C-BML during an exercise involving on duty military SME’s, decision makers and key leaders (2013)

		Advertise, educate and demonstrate at large the real potential of C-BML (permanent)

		 Annual symposium, international workshops

		 I/ITSEC, ITEC, NATO conference, SISO



MSG-085 high expectations for a tremendous challenge

MSG 085 – 2010 … 2013
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		TG 085 Co-chairs

		FRANCE		CANADA

		National MSG-085 Members

		AUSTRALIA
		DENMARK


		GERMANY		The NETHERLANDs

		NORWAY		SPAIN 

		UNITED KINGDOM
		USA
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The Dutch perspective on C2 - Sim coupling

Major John Janssens

DMO / C3I / Simulation Expertise Centre 
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Introduction

C2 – Simulation Integration









		Training systems



		Mission rehearsal



		Decision support











Command & Control (C2) systems should be integrated with simulators for:

15-02-2010
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Introduction 

Objective and reason for study



Objective 

		Find a reusable solution for coupling C2-Sim systems for the long term





 Reason

		Urgency in project TACTIS. 





Principles/conditions

		Use operational C2 equipment and applications

		The C2  systems should not need adjustment for C2 - sim coupling
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Introduction

Operational systems  

YAS-4442

YPR BDR

Operational environment

FENNEK
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CV90 IGV
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Introduction 

What is TACTIS ? 



Objective 

		Find a reusable solution for coupling C2-Sim systems for the long term





Reason

		Urgency in project TACTIS. 
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C2 Simulation integration





		The TACTIS project required Command & Control (C2) integration with simulation for unit level training using Virtual and Constructive simulators. 



		A reusable solution leads to the requirement that integration of other simulators, like the Command Staff Trainer (Constructive Simulation), must also be supported.
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TACTIS

ATOS

ADOS

Observer trainer

INLSIM

LKSIM

MCTC

VBS2

Steelbeasts

NL-CST

FAC Trainer

AFSIS

ISIS

OSIRIS

Training Simulators

Command & Control (C2)

XANTHOS

Scope
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C2 Framework

Presentation

support

Persistency

service

Data

service

MIP

gateway

Synchronization

Distribution

service



TITAAN 

(networking)

CNR

networking



Applications

The NL C2 domain (1)
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Applications

AFSIS

ISIS

XANTOS

OSIRIS

The NL C2 domain (2)
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TACTIS

ATOS
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Observer trainer

INLSIM

LKSIM

MCTC

VBS2

Steelbeasts
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OSIRIS

Training Simulators

Command & Control (C2)

XANTHOS

Scope
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NL simulation training domain



Training Simulators

Artillery procedure chain trainer

Air  Defense procedure  trainer

Observer  trainer

Forward Air Controller simulator

Command and Staff trainer

Logistics supply chain simulator

Intelligence simulator

Tactical Indoor simulation

Mobile Combat Training Centre

Game Steelbeasts

Game VBS2

TACTIS

ATOS

ADOS

Observer trainer

INLSIM

LKSIM

MCTC

VBS2

Steelbeasts

NL-CST

FAC Trainer
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TACTIS

ATOS

ADOS

Observer trainer

INLSIM

LKSIM

MCTC

VBS2

Steelbeasts

NL-CST

FAC Trainer

AFSIS

ISIS

OSIRIS

Training Simulators

Command & Control (C2)

XANTHOS

Scope

MIP – DEM

JC3IEDM

HLA, DIS
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Used input for the C2 - Sim information exchange analysis



		User requirements for training systems



		Standards under development:

MSDL, C-BML 



		Experience with existing

C2 –Sim links
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User Requirements for the TACTIS situation 



3. Plans and orders 

		Common Operational Picture





2. Simulation and 

C2 system control
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Take into account (long-term)



		MSDL (for initialization of simulations)



		C-BML (plans and orders)





Standards under development 
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OSIRIS

MCTC

Result in MCTC is AAR data for instructors

		 COP (Perceived truth as seen by players)

		 Ground truth (from MCTC)



AFSIS

ATOS

Result in AFSIS:  COP, Fire support reports, Fire support requests

COTS DATAMAPPER

DATAMAPPER

Dedicated DATAMAPPER

Experience with existing C2 – Sim coupling



MCTC-logger
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What is a Datamapper

Data-

mapper

System A

System B

Protocol B

Protocol A
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Claimed capabilities



		Standard protocols HLA 1516(Pitch, MÄK, NG), HLA 1.3(GERTICO, MÄK), DIS, MIP (Multilateral Interoperability program C2IEDM), Link 16, Google Earth/Maps, Web Services

		Proprietary protocols WISE SecureSocket, SAFIR DOB, (Saab C2-C4), PDU 2.0 (Saab TES), WCU (Saab Civilian C2), OneSAF, BattleTek, Saab Gizmo Distribution, SQL Server, LinkZA, RBS 70 (SBD), Enemy Territory, Microsoft Combat FS

		Future Link 11, Link 22, C-BML, TENA, PDU 3.0, DDS, MIP(JC3IEDM), HLA Evolved, MATREX RTI, RTI NG Pro, CoT



15-02-2010

Benefits

		Automatic connections

		User defined connections

		Analyzing and testing

		No modifications are needed



Disadvantages

		Stuck to one manufacturer

		No NLD experience with all capabilities

		Some problems can’t be solved by datamapping



WISE, a typical COTS Datamapper















Conclusions wrt COTS datamapper 

 

		Positive experience with (COTS) datamapper



		Not all required standards implemented yet



		Use of operational C2 systems can be supported for COP



		Simulation and C2 systems control cannot be supported



		Plans and Orders to Constructive sims cannot be supported
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Short Term Recommendations





		Use a Phased Approach

		Phase 1 Common Operational Picture  

		Phase 2 Logging and AAR       

		Phase 3 Exchange of orders and plans



		Acquisition and use of the WISE COTS datamapper





Result after phase 1

		An acceptable initial solution for TACTIS

		An first step to a solution for other systems

		Short term, does not contradict BML standard under development





		More experiments with existing systems (C2, CST, TACTIS) 

		Analyzing user requirements for C2 systems wrt DSS
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HLA

Logging

TACTIS coupling 
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Long Term challenges



In order for C-BML to satisfy Training, Mission

Rehearsal and Decision Making requirements the

following challenges must be overcome



		Simulation + C2 system control problem must be solved (within or outside BML)

		All C2 and Simulator systems must understand C-BML

		C-BML must not only be human readable but must unambiguously be transformable to an overlay

		BML and existing tactical datalinks (like the NLD MIP based C2FW) must be integrated in the end
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End 

















Questions ??
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Disclaimer

		Concepts and products are based on results from MIP working parties

		Model-Driven Architecture & MDA Evaluation

		Future Architecture

		MIP System Architecture Design

		with contributions from many different people/institutions, e.g.

		Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) 

		Fraunhofer FKIE

		…



		MIP has not yet taken any formal decision on the future of the JC3IEDM
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Introduction
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Multilateral Interoperability Programme

“The aim of the Multilateral Interoperability Programme (MIP) is to achieve international interoperability of Command and Control Information Systems (C2IS) at all levels from corps to battalion, or lowest appropriate level, in order to support multinational (including NATO), combined and joint operations and the advancement of digitization in the international arena.“

MIP has approved Baseline 3 in October 2009!
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JC3IEDM

		Joint Consultation, Command, and Control Information Exchange Data Model

		NATO ratification as STANAG 5525

		Latest version: JC3IEDM 3.0.2

		Plans & Orders, ATO, MMW, CBRN, …



		Complex data model based on

generic core concepts

		Entity relationship model

		Semantic definitions

		Business Rules

		Free-text documentation
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Configuration Management 

of the JC3IEDM
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Motivation

		JC3IEDM has been transformed from a small, generic hub into a comprehensive data model

		LC2IEDM 2.2 (MIP Baseline 1): 149 entities

		JC3IEDM 3.0.2 (MIP Baseline 3): 273 entities



		Growing size and complexity results in configuration management challenges



		Tracking and applying changes is laborious



		Entity-Relationship model in IDEF1X is platform-specific

		Database concepts, e.g., key attributes, discriminator codes for sub-typing

		Not perfectly suited to other application areas
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Consistency of Different Products

Logical/physical data model

G1.3.1 Rule for minefield-destruction-datetime

For the instances where the MINEFIELD is a MINEFIELD-LAND, then the minefield-destruction-datetime is filled only where minefield-land-persistence-code is “Remote activated destruction” or “Timed automatic destruction”.

Business Rules

Examples

Metadata (MIRD)



Documentation
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Platform-Independent Model (PIM)

		Platform-independent model

		Remove platform-specific elements



Improved comprehensiveness

		Use generators to derive platform-specific models



		Unified Modeling Language (UML)

		Great acceptance among software developers

		Excellent tool support

		Recommended by NATO Architecture Framework (NAF)
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Model-Driven Architecture (MDA)

Documentation

(HTML, Word, …)

Database Schemas

(SQL)

Exchange Formats

(XSD, RDFS, OWL, …)

JC3IEDM

(Platform-independent

model – PIM)

Platform-specific models (PSMs)

















Generators

Software Code

(Java, C++, .NET, …)
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Formalization of Business Rules

		Object Constraint Language (OCL)

		Rules can be validated against the JC3IEDM (statically)

		Rules can be evaluated by a MIP gateway/C2IS (dynamically at run-time)



/* G1.4.1 Part b */

context ObjectItem

inv: (self.oclIsKindOf(GeographicFeature) or self.oclIsKindOf(MeteorologicFeature)) implies

self.has_hostility_status->size() = 0 
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Documentation with DocDB

		JC3IEDM documentation in structured format (annotations)

		Supports consistency checks against the UML PIM
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Improved Change Management

Problem:

		Change Proposals (CPs) are provided as semi-structured Word documents

		Approved CPs must be applied manually to the JC3IEDM by a core group of experts

		National/COI-specific extensions are inadequately tracked





Solution: Formal technical CPs

		Atomic operations (e.g., add new attribute, modify domain value)

		Meta information inspired by NATO Discovery Metadata Specification (NDMS)

		CPs are tracked in the model itself



Early validation of CPs

Automatic processing of CPs
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PIM Restructuring
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Motivation

		Resolve well-known problems/workarounds, e.g.,

		Deletion/update of information

		Grouping of information

		Archiving



		Make the model independent from a specific exchange mechanism



		Generalize existing concepts



		Provide a sound basis for the definition of capability-specific sub-models
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JC3IEDM 3.0.2 – Metadata & Information Groups
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Logical Layers in the Data Model

Staff Objects Layer

(Grouping and Manipulating Objects)

Core Modeling Layer

(Information & Information Group Concepts)

Battlefield Objects Layer

(Granular Objects)

Metadata Layer
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Core Modelling Layer





class Layer Core Modelling
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nameText:  String
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ObjectIdentification



+ 

identifier:  String









+SubGroup 0..*

isIncludedIn

+SuperGroup 0..*
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+State
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Metadata Layer





class Layer Metadata
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Staff Objects Layer
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Battlefield Objects Layer

Only ObjectInformation are linked to an information group

Value objects such as Location and Status are linked implicitly

ReportingData is no longer abused for grouping









class Layer Battlefield Objects 2
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Modularization
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Motivation

		Faster response to user requirements

		From operational requirement to the field

		Keep existing information exchange services stable





Incremental delivery of independent capabilities

Modular interoperability solution



		Complete specification of information exchange capabilities

		Data modeling is considered part of the overall modeling process!

		NATO Architecture Framework

		Operational  Views

		Service Views

		System View
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Business Models
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Data Management Challenges

		New business models may require extensions/changes to the JC3IEDM

		Changes to the JC3IEDM may have impact on existing business models



Need for impact analysis (configuration management, versioning, …)

		Proposed solution: Define business models by transformation scripts
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Interoperability Based on Monolithic Model
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Interoperability Based on Business Models
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Summary
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Summary (1)

		Improved configuration management

		UML platform-independent model of the JC3IEDM 3.0.2

		Available in Sparx Enterprise Architect format

		Semantically equivalent to ER model

		PSM generators available for XSD, OWL, SQL, Java

		CPProcessor for automatic processing of change proposals

		Unofficial web site: http://mda.cloudexp.com/ 



		PIM Restructuring

		Concept proposal addresses issues, constraints, and workarounds

		Semantics of the JC3IEDM operational concepts is basically maintained

		Technical CPs currently under development
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Summary (2)

		Modularization

		Supports incremental delivery of new capabilities/services

		Smaller, but clearer specified capabilities

		Data modelling is not an isolated task

		Clear traceability to individual capabilities/services

		No data modelling for the sake of it!

		JC3IEDM is used as a semantic reference



		Potential collaboration between MIP and C-BML community

		Provide feedback on operational & structural aspects

		Identify relevant subview of the JC3IEDM

		Harmonization of IERs by NATO APP-15?
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Thank you 

for your attention!
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NUCLEAR-WEAPON-EVENT


nuclear-weapon-event-id (FK)


nuclear-weapon-event-flash-to-bang-duration


nuclear-weapon-event-crater-presence-code


nuclear-weapon-event-crater-width-dimension


nuclear-weapon-event-yield-group-code


nuclear-weapon-event-yield-quantity


APRON


apron-id (FK)


apron-weight-bearing-capacity-quantity


ROAD


road-id (FK)


road-category-code


road-shoulder-width-code


road-traffic-density-count


road-weather-condition-category-code


road-quality-code


RAILWAY


railway-id (FK)


railway-track-gauge-code


railway-track-count


railway-train-density-count


railway-block-distance-dimension


railway-sleeper-density-dimension


railway-gross-trailing-load-quantity


railway-maximum-speed-rate


railway-traction-system-code


railway-signal-system-code


railway-signal-system-efficiency-code


AIRFIELD-TYPE


airfield-type-id (FK)


airfield-type-use-category-code


ACTION-OBJECTIVE-TYPE-IMAGERY-PRODUCT


action-id (FK)


action-objective-index (FK)


action-objective-type-imagery-product-image-scale-count


action-objective-type-imagery-product-image-type-code


ACTION-RECONNAISSANCE-EMPLOYMENT


action-id (FK)


action-resource-index (FK)


action-resource-employment-index (FK)


action-reconnaissance-employment-image-coverage-mode-code


action-reconnaissance-employment-image-view-qualifier-code


action-reconnaissance-employment-type-of-coverage-code


OPERATIONAL-INFORMATION-GROUP-ORGANISATION-ASSOCIATION-STATUS


operational-information-group-id (FK)


organisation-id (FK)


operational-information-group-organisation-association-index (FK)


operational-information-group-organisation-association-status-index


operational-information-group-organisation-association-status-category-code


operational-information-group-organisation-association-status-effective-datetime


operational-information-group-organisation-association-status-establishing-organisation-id (FK)


OPERATIONAL-INFORMATION-GROUP-ORGANISATION-ASSOCIATION


operational-information-group-id (FK)


organisation-id (FK)


operational-information-group-organisation-association-index


operational-information-group-organisation-association-category-code


CONTEXT-ELEMENT-STATUS


context-id (FK)


context-element-index (FK)


context-element-status-index


context-element-status-category-code


context-element-status-effective-datetime


context-element-status-establishing-organisation-id (FK)


OPERATIONAL-INFORMATION-GROUP


operational-information-group-id (FK)


operational-information-group-category-code


CONTEXT-ASSOCIATION-STATUS


context-association-subject-context-id (FK)


context-association-object-context-id (FK)


context-association-status-index


context-association-status-category-code


context-association-status-effective-datetime


context-association-status-establishing-organisation-id (FK)


CONTEXT-ASSOCIATION


context-association-subject-context-id (FK)


context-association-object-context-id (FK)


context-association-category-code


CONTEXT-OBJECT-ITEM-ASSOCIATION-STATUS


context-id (FK)


object-item-id (FK)


context-object-item-association-status-index


context-object-item-association-status-category-code


context-object-item-association-status-effective-datetime


context-object-item-association-status-establishing-organisation-id (FK)


ACTION-CONTEXT-STATUS


action-id (FK)


context-id (FK)


action-context-index (FK)


action-context-status-index


action-context-status-category-code


action-context-status-effective-datetime


action-context-status-establishing-organisation-id (FK)


ACTION-LOCATION


action-id (FK)


location-id (FK)


action-location-index


action-location-accuracy-dimension


action-location-bearing-angle


reporting-data-id (FK)


AIRFIELD-STATUS


airfield-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


airfield-status-day-operations-code


airfield-status-flight-support-category-code


airfield-status-evaluation-indicator-code


airfield-status-maximum-nbac-throughput-count


airfield-status-maximum-nbac-park-count


airfield-status-maximum-wbac-throughput-count


airfield-status-maximum-wbac-park-count


SOLID-SURFACE-STATUS


solid-surface-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


solid-surface-status-code


solid-surface-status-demolition-status-code


solid-surface-status-surface-condition-code


solid-surface-status-surface-firmness-code


solid-surface-status-vegetation-category-code


solid-surface-status-vegetation-subcategory-code


LIQUID-SURFACE-STATUS


liquid-surface-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


liquid-surface-status-sea-state-code


liquid-surface-status-surface-condition-code


liquid-surface-status-wave-direction-code


RUNWAY


runway-id (FK)


runway-lighting-presence-indicator-code


runway-weight-bearing-capacity-quantity


runway-pavement-classification-number-count


runway-pavement-type-code


runway-pavement-subgrade-category-code


runway-pavement-maximum-tyre-pressure-code


runway-pavement-evaluation-method-code


SLIPWAY


slipway-id (FK)


slipway-gradient-angle


slipway-location-text


QUAY


quay-id (FK)


quay-container-handling-type-code


quay-container-maximum-handling-length-dimension


quay-container-maximum-handling-weight-quantity


quay-crane-offloading-lift-quantity


quay-crane-offloading-type-code


quay-day-limit-net-explosive-quantity


quay-draught-dimension


quay-maximum-deadweight-tonnage-quantity


quay-night-limit-net-explosive-quantity


quay-rail-capacity-count


quay-rail-served-indicator-code


quay-storage-code


quay-vessel-maximum-beam-dimension


JETTY


jetty-id (FK)


jetty-day-limit-net-explosive-quantity


jetty-maximum-deadweight-tonnage-quantity


jetty-maximum-draught-dimension


jetty-night-limit-net-explosive-quantity


jetty-rail-capacity-count


jetty-rail-served-indicator-code


jetty-vessel-maximum-beam-dimension


DRY-DOCK


dry-dock-id (FK)


dry-dock-boat-lift-capacity-quantity


dry-dock-depth-dimension


dry-dock-location-text


dry-dock-marine-railway-size-code


BERTH


berth-id (FK)


berth-deadweight-tonnage-quantity


berth-depth-dimension


berth-location-text


berth-major-vessel-class-code


berth-maximum-beam-dimension


berth-maximum-capacity-quantity


berth-maximum-vessel-count


berth-day-limit-net-explosive-quantity


berth-night-limit-net-explosive-quantity


berth-rail-availability-indicator-code


berth-roll-on-roll-off-indicator-code


berth-turnaround-time-duration


BASIN


basin-id (FK)


basin-deadweight-tonnage-quantity


basin-depth-dimension


basin-location-text


ANCHORAGE


anchorage-id (FK)


anchorage-bottom-type-code


anchorage-day-limit-net-explosive-quantity


anchorage-draught-high-tide-dimension


anchorage-draught-low-tide-dimension


anchorage-moorings-type-code


anchorage-night-limit-net-explosive-quantity


anchorage-prevailing-wind-direction-code


anchorage-vessel-tonnage-quantity


HARBOUR


harbour-id (FK)


harbour-airport-near-indicator-code


harbour-approach-channel-depth-dimension


harbour-biologically-secure-availability-indicator-code


harbour-convoy-marshalling-indicator-code


harbour-day-limit-net-explosive-quantity


harbour-night-limit-net-explosive-quantity


harbour-degaussing-indicator-code


harbour-dirty-ballast-indicator-code


harbour-entrance-restrictions-ice-indicator-code


harbour-entrance-restrictions-swell-indicator-code


harbour-entrance-restrictions-text


harbour-estimated-time-of-arrival-indicator-code


harbour-fire-fighting-capability-code


harbour-fire-fighting-indicator-code


harbour-first-port-of-entry-indicator-code


harbour-fresh-water-availability-indicator-code


harbour-lash-indicator-code


harbour-lighterage-availability-indicator-code


harbour-maximum-vessel-draught-dimension


harbour-maximum-vessel-length-dimension


harbour-maximum-vessel-width-dimension


harbour-mean-tidal-current-rate


harbour-passenger-handling-indicator-code


harbour-persistence-code


harbour-overhead-limits-indicator-code


harbour-pilotage-availability-indicator-code


harbour-pilotage-requirement-indicator-code


harbour-prevailing-wind-direction-code


harbour-prevailing-wind-maximum-speed-code


harbour-prevailing-wind-maximum-speed-rate


harbour-refuelling-availability-indicator-code


harbour-refuelling-location-text


harbour-refuelling-type-code


harbour-seasonal-detail-text


harbour-shelter-quality-code


harbour-tanker-facilities-indicator-code


harbour-tidal-mean-neap-range-dimension


harbour-tidal-mean-spring-range-dimension


harbour-tidal-text


harbour-transit-accommodation-indicator-code


harbour-tug-availability-indicator-code


harbour-turning-area-indicator-code


harbour-vehicle-handling-type-code


AFFILIATION-RELIGION


affiliation-id (FK)


affiliation-religion-code


AFFILIATION-GEOPOLITICAL


affiliation-id (FK)


affiliation-geopolitical-code


AFFILIATION-FUNCTIONAL-GROUP


affiliation-id (FK)


affiliation-functional-group-code


affiliation-functional-group-name-text


AFFILIATION-ETHNIC-GROUP


affiliation-id (FK)


affiliation-ethnic-group-code


AFFILIATION


affiliation-id


affiliation-category-code


OBJECT-ITEM-AFFILIATION


object-item-id (FK)


affiliation-id (FK)


object-item-affiliation-index


reporting-data-id (FK)


OBJECT-TYPE-AFFILIATION


object-type-id (FK)


affiliation-id (FK)


MILITARY-OBSTACLE-TYPE


military-obstacle-type-id (FK)


military-obstacle-type-category-code


military-obstacle-type-subcategory-code


ORGANISATION-STRUCTURE-DETAIL


organisation-structure-root-organisation-id (FK)


organisation-structure-index (FK)


organisation-structure-detail-index


object-item-association-subject-object-item-id (FK)


object-item-association-object-object-item-id (FK)


object-item-association-index (FK)


ORGANISATION-STRUCTURE


organisation-structure-root-organisation-id (FK)


organisation-structure-index


organisation-structure-name-text


reporting-data-id (FK)


OBJECT-ITEM-ADDRESS


object-item-id (FK)


address-id (FK)


object-item-address-index


object-item-address-call-sign-text


object-item-address-primacy-code


object-item-address-authorisation-indicator-code


object-item-address-transmit-receive-code


network-id (FK)


network-frequency-index (FK)


reporting-data-id (FK)


UXO-STATUS


uxo-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


uxo-status-exposure-code


uxo-status-qualifier-code


NETWORK-SERVICE


network-id (FK)


network-service-index


network-service-category-code


network-service-subcategory-code


network-service-cryptographic-indicator-code


network-service-cryptographic-plan-short-title-text


network-service-cryptographic-code-short-title-text


network-service-iff-mode-code-text


security-classification-id (FK)


NETWORK-FREQUENCY


network-id (FK)


network-frequency-index


network-frequency-band-code


network-frequency-channel-number-text


network-frequency-discrete-frequency-quantity


network-frequency-band-lower-frequency-quantity


network-frequency-band-upper-frequency-quantity


network-frequency-effective-start-datetime


network-frequency-effective-end-datetime


network-frequency-modulation-code


network-frequency-purpose-text


NETWORK


network-id (FK)


network-category-code


network-subcategory-code


network-architecture-code


network-channel-count


network-maximum-capacity-rate


network-minimum-capacity-rate


network-means-code


network-set-number-count


ELECTRONIC-ADDRESS


address-id (FK)


electronic-address-name-text


network-id (FK)


network-service-index (FK)


BRIDGE-TYPE


bridge-type-id (FK)


bridge-type-design-type-code


PERSON-IDENTIFICATION-DOCUMENT


person-id (FK)


person-identification-document-index


person-identification-document-code


person-identification-document-number-text


TASK-FORMATION-TYPE


task-formation-type-id (FK)


task-formation-type-category-code


MILITARY-POST-TYPE


military-post-type-id (FK)


military-post-type-category-code


military-post-type-rank-code


EXECUTIVE-MILITARY-ORGANISATION-TYPE


executive-military-organisation-type-id (FK)


executive-military-organisation-type-category-code


MILITARY-ORGANISATION-TYPE


military-organisation-type-id (FK)


military-organisation-type-category-code


military-organisation-type-service-code


PRIVATE-SECTOR-ORGANISATION-TYPE


private-sector-organisation-type-id (FK)


private-sector-organisation-type-category-code


private-sector-organisation-type-main-activity-code


GROUP-ORGANISATION-TYPE


group-organisation-type-id (FK)


group-organisation-type-category-code


GOVERNMENT-ORGANISATION-TYPE


government-organisation-type-id (FK)


government-organisation-type-category-code


government-organisation-type-main-activity-code


CIVILIAN-POST-TYPE


civilian-post-type-id (FK)


civilian-post-type-category-code


OPERATIONAL-CAPABILITY


operational-capability-id (FK)


operational-capability-category-code


operational-capability-level-code


operational-capability-qualifier-code


MEDICAL-FACILITY-STATUS-PENDING-SURGERY


medical-facility-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


medical-facility-status-pending-surgery-index


medical-facility-status-pending-surgery-triage-code


medical-facility-status-pending-surgery-count


MEDICAL-FACILITY-STATUS-INTERVAL-CASUALTY-TYPE


medical-facility-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


medical-facility-status-interval-casualty-type-index


medical-facility-status-interval-casualty-type-code


medical-facility-status-interval-casualty-type-arrival-count


medical-facility-status-interval-casualty-type-admitted-count


MEDICAL-FACILITY-STATUS-INTERVAL-CASUALTY-GROUP


medical-facility-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


medical-facility-status-interval-casualty-group-index


medical-facility-status-interval-casualty-group-code


medical-facility-status-interval-casualty-group-completed-surgery-count


medical-facility-status-interval-casualty-group-death-count


MEDICAL-FACILITY-STATUS-INTERVAL-EVACUATION


medical-facility-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


medical-facility-status-interval-evacuation-index


medical-facility-status-interval-evacuation-destination-code


medical-facility-status-interval-evacuation-count


MEDICAL-FACILITY-STATUS-CASUALTY-BED-OCCUPANCY


medical-facility-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


medical-facility-status-casualty-bed-occupancy-index


medical-facility-status-casualty-bed-occupancy-group-code


medical-facility-status-casualty-bed-occupancy-count


MEDICAL-FACILITY-STATUS-PENDING-CASUALTY-EVACUATION


medical-facility-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


medical-facility-status-pending-casualty-evacuation-index


medical-facility-status-pending-casualty-evacuation-destination-code


medical-facility-status-pending-casualty-evacuation-sitting-count


medical-facility-status-pending-casualty-evacuation-stretcher-count


ICING


icing-id (FK)


icing-category-code


icing-severity-qualifier-code


CONTEXT-ELEMENT


context-id (FK)


context-element-index


reporting-data-id (FK)


OBJECT-ITEM-ASSOCIATION-STATUS


object-item-association-subject-object-item-id (FK)


object-item-association-object-object-item-id (FK)


object-item-association-index (FK)


object-item-association-status-index


object-item-association-status-category-code


reporting-data-id (FK)


REFERENCE


reference-id


reference-approval-datetime


reference-content-category-code


reference-creation-datetime


reference-description-text


reference-electronic-source-text


reference-file-size-quantity


reference-format-text


reference-language-code


reference-lifecycle-code


reference-medium-type-code


reference-originator-text


reference-physical-size-text


reference-primary-location-text


reference-publication-datetime


reference-releasability-text


reference-short-title-text


reference-title-text


reference-transmittal-type-code


reference-validity-period-begin-datetime


reference-validity-period-end-datetime


reference-verification-code


reference-version-text


security-classification-id (FK)


SURVEILLANCE-CAPABILITY


surveillance-capability-id (FK)


surveillance-capability-category-code


surveillance-capability-descriptor-code


PERSON-LANGUAGE-SKILL


person-id (FK)


person-language-skill-index


person-language-skill-category-code


person-language-skill-general-proficiency-code


person-language-skill-listening-proficiency-level-code


person-language-skill-reading-proficiency-level-code


person-language-skill-speaking-proficiency-level-code


person-language-skill-writing-proficiency-level-code


CONVOY


convoy-id (FK)


convoy-day-speed-rate


convoy-day-vehicle-gap-dimension


convoy-halt-duration


convoy-night-speed-rate


convoy-night-vehicle-gap-dimension


convoy-packet-gap-dimension


convoy-packet-size-count


ROUTE


route-id (FK)


route-direction-usage-code


route-mobility-code


route-mode-of-transportation-code


ACTION-AIRCRAFT-EMPLOYMENT


action-id (FK)


action-resource-index (FK)


action-resource-employment-index (FK)


action-aircraft-employment-approach-offset-code


action-aircraft-employment-deplanement-method-code


action-aircraft-employment-egress-direction-angle


action-aircraft-employment-inflight-report-requirement-indicator-code


action-aircraft-employment-ingress-direction-angle


action-aircraft-employment-crew-composition-code


action-aircraft-employment-general-role-code


ACTION-OBJECTIVE-ITEM-MARKING


action-id (FK)


action-objective-index (FK)


action-objective-item-marking-index


action-objective-item-marking-laser-correlation-code-text


action-objective-item-marking-method-code


action-objective-item-marking-panel-shape-code


action-objective-item-marking-recognition-signal-colour-code


action-objective-item-marking-start-datetime


action-objective-item-marking-using-organisation-id (FK)


TARGET


action-id (FK)


action-objective-index (FK)


target-engagement-authority-code


target-identifier-text


target-persistence-duration


target-description-text


BRIDGE


bridge-id (FK)


bridge-longest-span-length-dimension


bridge-span-count


bridge-usage-code


ABSOLUTE-POINT


absolute-point-id (FK)


absolute-point-category-code


absolute-point-vertical-distance-id (FK)


RELATIVE-POINT


relative-point-id (FK)


relative-point-x-coordinate-dimension


relative-point-y-coordinate-dimension


relative-point-z-coordinate-dimension


relative-point-x-precision-code


relative-point-y-precision-code


relative-point-z-precision-code


relative-coordinate-system-id (FK)


WIND


wind-id (FK)


wind-category-code


wind-air-stability-category-code


wind-altitude-layer-code


wind-direction-angle


wind-effective-downwind-direction-angle


wind-speed-rate


wind-nuclear-yield-qualifier-code


PRECIPITATION


precipitation-id (FK)


precipitation-category-code


precipitation-rate


CLOUD-COVER


cloud-cover-id (FK)


cloud-cover-category-code


cloud-cover-base-dimension


cloud-cover-top-dimension


cloud-cover-average-coverage-code


cloud-cover-light-refraction-ratio


LIGHT


light-id (FK)


light-category-code


light-up-datetime


light-down-datetime


light-moon-phase-code


ATMOSPHERE


atmosphere-id (FK)


atmosphere-humidity-ratio


atmosphere-inversion-layer-code


atmosphere-pressure-quantity


atmosphere-pressure-system-category-code


atmosphere-temperature


atmosphere-temperature-gradient-code


ACTION-TASK-RULE-OF-ENGAGEMENT


action-task-id (FK)


rule-of-engagement-id (FK)


RULE-OF-ENGAGEMENT


rule-of-engagement-id


rule-of-engagement-name-text


rule-of-engagement-description-text


owning-organisation-id (FK)


REQUEST-ANSWER-ELEMENT


request-id (FK)


request-answer-index (FK)


comprising-reporting-data-id (FK)


REQUEST-ANSWER


request-id (FK)


request-answer-index


request-answer-category-code


reporting-data-id (FK)


REQUEST


request-id (FK)


request-category-code


request-immediate-interest-indicator-code


request-latest-answer-datetime


CONTEXT


context-id


context-category-code


context-name-text


security-classification-id (FK)


MOBILITY-CAPABILITY


mobility-capability-id (FK)


mobility-capability-category-code


mobility-capability-descriptor-code


mobility-capability-terrain-type-code


FIRE-CAPABILITY


fire-capability-id (FK)


fire-capability-category-code


fire-capability-descriptor-code


fire-capability-weapon-type-code


ammunition-type-id (FK)


ENGINEERING-CAPABILITY


engineering-capability-id (FK)


engineering-capability-category-code


engineering-capability-descriptor-code


engineering-capability-facility-height-dimension


engineering-capability-facility-length-dimension


engineering-capability-facility-width-dimension


facility-type-id (FK)


ACTION-REQUIRED-CAPABILITY


action-id (FK)


capability-id (FK)


action-required-capability-quantity


OBJECT-ITEM-TYPE


object-item-id (FK)


object-type-id (FK)


object-item-type-index


reporting-data-id (FK)


ACTION-TASK-STATUS


action-task-id (FK)


action-task-status-index


action-task-status-category-code


action-task-status-completion-ratio


action-task-status-planning-indicator-code


action-task-status-progress-code


action-task-status-amend-timing-code


action-task-status-approval-indicator-code


action-task-status-feint-indicator-code


reporting-data-id (FK)


ORGANISATION-ACTION-ASSOCIATION


organisation-id (FK)


action-id (FK)


organisation-action-association-index


organisation-action-association-category-code


organisation-action-association-effective-datetime


organisation-action-association-intent-text


MINEFIELD


minefield-id (FK)


minefield-category-code


minefield-identification-text


minefield-mine-spacing-dimension


minefield-destruction-datetime


ACTION-CONTEXT


action-id (FK)


context-id (FK)


action-context-index


action-context-category-code


CONTEXT-REPORTING-DATA-ASSOCIATION


context-id (FK)


reporting-data-id (FK)


context-reporting-data-association-category-code


REPORTING-DATA


reporting-data-id


reporting-data-accuracy-code


reporting-data-category-code


reporting-data-counting-indicator-code


reporting-data-credibility-code


reporting-data-reliability-code


reporting-data-reporting-datetime


reporting-data-source-type-code


reporting-data-timing-category-code


reporting-data-real-data-exercise-use-only-code


reference-id (FK)


reporting-data-reporting-organisation-id (FK)


CORRIDOR-AREA


corridor-area-id (FK)


corridor-area-width-dimension


corridor-area-centre-line-id (FK)


SURFACE-VOLUME


surface-volume-id (FK)


surface-volume-defining-surface-id (FK)


VERTICAL-DISTANCE


vertical-distance-id


vertical-distance-reference-code


vertical-distance-dimension


vertical-distance-precision-code


vertical-distance-datum-text


HOLDING


object-item-id (FK)


object-type-id (FK)


holding-index


holding-operational-count


holding-total-quantity


holding-on-hand-quantity


holding-required-total-quantity


holding-required-on-hand-quantity


holding-required-calculation-method-code


reporting-data-id (FK)


EQUIPMENT-TYPE


equipment-type-id (FK)


equipment-type-category-code


equipment-type-loaded-weight-quantity


equipment-type-unloaded-weight-quantity


equipment-type-maximum-height-dimension


equipment-type-maximum-length-dimension


equipment-type-maximum-width-dimension


equipment-type-fuel-capacity-quantity


CONSUMABLE-MATERIEL-TYPE


consumable-materiel-type-id (FK)


consumable-materiel-type-category-code


consumable-materiel-type-subcategory-code


consumable-materiel-type-hazard-code


consumable-materiel-type-issuing-element-code


consumable-materiel-type-issuing-count


consumable-materiel-type-issuing-unit-of-measure-code


consumable-materiel-type-issuing-weight-quantity


consumable-materiel-type-perishability-indicator-code


consumable-materiel-type-united-nations-number-code


VISIBILITY


visibility-id (FK)


visibility-category-code


visibility-direction-code


visibility-range-dimension


CONTROL-FEATURE-TYPE


control-feature-type-id (FK)


control-feature-type-category-code


GEOGRAPHIC-FEATURE-TYPE


geographic-feature-type-id (FK)


geographic-feature-type-category-code


geographic-feature-type-subcategory-code


ACTION-FUNCTIONAL-ASSOCIATION


action-functional-association-subject-action-id (FK)


action-functional-association-object-action-id (FK)


action-functional-association-index


action-functional-association-category-code


ACTION-EVENT


action-event-id (FK)


action-event-category-code


ACTION-TASK


action-task-id (FK)


action-task-category-code


action-task-activity-code


action-task-minimum-duration


action-task-estimated-duration


action-task-maximum-duration


action-task-planned-start-datetime


action-task-start-qualifier-code


action-task-planned-end-datetime


action-task-end-qualifier-code


action-task-priority-code


action-task-entailed-safety-degree-code


action-task-overt-covert-code


action-task-detail-text


action-task-timing-day-code


action-task-timing-hour-code


action-task-meteorological-impact-code


action-task-operational-level-code


candidate-target-list-id (FK)


organisation-structure-root-organisation-id (FK)


organisation-structure-index (FK)


UNIT-TYPE


unit-type-id (FK)


unit-type-category-code


unit-type-arm-category-code


unit-type-arm-specialisation-code


unit-type-supplementary-specialisation-code


unit-type-general-mobility-code


unit-type-qualifier-code


unit-type-size-code


unit-type-principal-equipment-type-id (FK)


unit-type-supported-military-organisation-type-id (FK)


UNIT


unit-id (FK)


unit-formal-abbreviated-name-text


unit-identification-text


OBJECT-ITEM-CAPABILITY


object-item-id (FK)


capability-id (FK)


object-item-capability-index


object-item-capability-mission-primacy-code


object-item-capability-quantity


reporting-data-id (FK)


OBJECT-TYPE-CAPABILITY-NORM


object-type-id (FK)


capability-id (FK)


object-type-capability-norm-mission-primacy-code


object-type-capability-norm-quantity


CAPABILITY


capability-id


capability-category-code


capability-day-night-code


capability-unit-of-measure-code


OBJECT-ITEM


object-item-id


object-item-category-code


object-item-name-text


OBJECT-TYPE


object-type-id


object-type-category-code


object-type-decoy-indicator-code


object-type-name-text


ACTION-EFFECT-ITEM


action-id (FK)


action-effect-index (FK)


action-effect-item-ratio


object-item-id (FK)


ACTION-EFFECT-TYPE


action-id (FK)


action-effect-index (FK)


action-effect-type-count


object-type-id (FK)


OBJECT-ITEM-OBJECT-TYPE-ESTABLISHMENT


object-item-id (FK)


established-object-type-id (FK)


object-type-establishment-index (FK)


object-item-object-type-establishment-index


object-item-object-type-establishment-effective-datetime


ACTION-OBJECTIVE-ITEM


action-id (FK)


action-objective-index (FK)


action-objective-item-category-code


action-objective-item-primacy-code


candidate-target-list-id (FK)


candidate-target-detail-item-index (FK)


object-item-id (FK)


ACTION-OBJECTIVE-TYPE


action-id (FK)


action-objective-index (FK)


action-objective-type-category-code


action-objective-type-priority-text


action-objective-type-quantity


candidate-target-list-id (FK)


candidate-target-detail-type-index (FK)


object-type-id (FK)


ACTION-RESOURCE-ITEM


action-id (FK)


action-resource-index (FK)


object-item-id (FK)


ACTION-RESOURCE-TYPE


action-id (FK)


action-resource-index (FK)


action-resource-type-quantity


action-resource-type-apportionment-ratio


object-type-id (FK)


FACILITY


facility-id (FK)


facility-category-code


facility-primary-construction-material-code


facility-base-identification-code-text


facility-height-dimension


facility-length-dimension


facility-width-dimension


facility-major-building-type-id (FK)


FACILITY-TYPE


facility-type-id (FK)


facility-type-category-code


OBJECT-ITEM-ASSOCIATION


object-item-association-subject-object-item-id (FK)


object-item-association-object-object-item-id (FK)


object-item-association-index


object-item-association-category-code


object-item-association-subcategory-code


action-task-id (FK)


OBJECT-TYPE-ESTABLISHMENT-OBJECT-TYPE-DETAIL


established-object-type-id (FK)


object-type-establishment-index (FK)


object-type-establishment-object-type-detail-index


object-type-establishment-object-type-detail-major-part-indicator-code


object-type-establishment-object-type-detail-count


object-type-establishment-object-type-detail-object-type-id (FK)


object-type-establishment-detail-object-type-establishment-index (FK)


OBJECT-TYPE-ESTABLISHMENT


established-object-type-id (FK)


object-type-establishment-index


object-type-establishment-effective-datetime


object-type-establishment-category-code


object-type-establishment-environment-condition-code


object-type-establishment-name-text


object-type-establishment-operational-mode-code


CONE-VOLUME


cone-volume-id (FK)


cone-volume-defining-surface-id (FK)


cone-volume-vertex-point-id (FK)


LINE-POINT


line-id (FK)


line-point-index


line-point-sequence-ordinal


line-point-point-id (FK)


ACTION-EFFECT


action-id (FK)


action-effect-index


action-effect-category-code


action-effect-description-code


action-effect-severity-code


reporting-data-id (FK)


ACTION-RESOURCE-EMPLOYMENT


action-id (FK)


action-resource-index (FK)


action-resource-employment-index


action-resource-employment-category-code


action-resource-employment-azimuth-fire-angle


action-resource-employment-method-of-control-code


action-resource-employment-trajectory-fire-code


action-objective-index (FK)


POLYGON-AREA


polygon-area-id (FK)


polygon-area-bounding-line-id (FK)


ELLIPSE


ellipse-id (FK)


ellipse-centre-point-id (FK)


ellipse-first-conjugate-diameter-point-id (FK)


ellipse-second-conjugate-diameter-point-id (FK)


FAN-AREA


fan-area-id (FK)


fan-area-minimum-range-dimension


fan-area-maximum-range-dimension


fan-area-orientation-angle


fan-area-sector-size-angle


fan-area-vertex-point-id (FK)


POINT


point-id (FK)


point-category-code


SURFACE


surface-id (FK)


surface-category-code


GEOMETRIC-VOLUME


geometric-volume-id (FK)


geometric-volume-category-code


geometric-volume-lower-vertical-distance-id (FK)


geometric-volume-upper-vertical-distance-id (FK)


LINE


line-id (FK)


ACTION-RESOURCE


action-id (FK)


action-resource-index


action-resource-category-code


action-resource-criticality-indicator-code


action-resource-qualifier-code


action-resource-authorising-organisation-id (FK)


ACTION-OBJECTIVE


action-id (FK)


action-objective-index


action-objective-category-code


action-objective-qualifier-code


action-objective-authorising-organisation-id (FK)


METEOROLOGIC-FEATURE


meteorologic-feature-id (FK)


meteorologic-feature-category-code


meteorologic-feature-interpretation-code


meteorologic-feature-probability-ratio


meteorologic-feature-source-code


CONTROL-FEATURE


control-feature-id (FK)


control-feature-category-code


OBJECT-ITEM-LOCATION


object-item-id (FK)


location-id (FK)


object-item-location-index


object-item-location-vertical-accuracy-dimension


object-item-location-horizontal-accuracy-dimension


object-item-location-bearing-angle


object-item-location-bearing-accuracy-angle


object-item-location-bearing-precision-code


object-item-location-inclination-angle


object-item-location-inclination-accuracy-angle


object-item-location-inclination-precision-code


object-item-location-speed-rate


object-item-location-speed-accuracy-rate


object-item-location-speed-precision-code


object-item-location-meaning-code


object-item-location-relative-speed-code


reporting-data-id (FK)


LOCATION


location-id


location-category-code


ORGANISATION


organisation-id (FK)


organisation-category-code


MATERIEL


materiel-id (FK)


materiel-category-code


materiel-serial-number-identification-text


materiel-lot-identification-text


materiel-hull-number-text


materiel-mine-requisition-case-number-text


FEATURE


feature-id (FK)


feature-category-code


PERSON


person-id (FK)


person-birth-datetime


person-blood-type-code


person-gender-code


person-professing-indicator-code


MATERIEL-TYPE


materiel-type-id (FK)


materiel-type-category-code


materiel-type-reportable-item-text


materiel-type-stock-number-text


materiel-type-supply-class-code


materiel-type-issuing-height-dimension


materiel-type-issuing-length-dimension


materiel-type-issuing-width-dimension


ORGANISATION-TYPE


organisation-type-id (FK)


organisation-type-category-code


organisation-type-command-function-indicator-code


organisation-type-command-and-control-category-code


organisation-type-description-text


PERSON-TYPE


person-type-id (FK)


person-type-category-code


person-type-subcategory-code


person-type-rank-code


FEATURE-TYPE


feature-type-id (FK)


feature-type-category-code


ACTION-TEMPORAL-ASSOCIATION


action-temporal-association-subject-action-id (FK)


action-temporal-association-object-action-id (FK)


action-temporal-association-index


action-temporal-association-category-code


action-temporal-association-reference-duration


ACTION


action-id


action-category-code


action-name-text


STORAGE-CAPABILITY


storage-capability-id (FK)


storage-capability-cargo-category-code


storage-capability-descriptor-code


storage-capability-condition-code


object-type-id (FK)


CONTEXT-ASSESSMENT


context-id (FK)


context-assessment-index


context-assessment-text


context-assessment-limiting-factors-code


reporting-data-id (FK)


CANDIDATE-TARGET-DETAIL-ITEM


candidate-target-list-id (FK)


candidate-target-detail-item-index (FK)


object-item-id (FK)


CANDIDATE-TARGET-DETAIL-TYPE


candidate-target-list-id (FK)


candidate-target-detail-type-index (FK)


object-type-id (FK)


CANDIDATE-TARGET-DETAIL-ASSOCIATION


candidate-target-detail-association-subject-candidate-target-list-id (FK)


candidate-target-detail-association-subject-candidate-target-detail-index (FK)


candidate-target-detail-association-object-candidate-target-list-id (FK)


candidate-target-detail-association-object-candidate-target-detail-index (FK)


candidate-target-detail-association-category-code


CANDIDATE-TARGET-LIST-ASSOCIATION


candidate-target-list-association-subject-candidate-target-list-id (FK)


candidate-target-list-association-object-candidate-target-list-id (FK)


candidate-target-list-association-category-code


CANDIDATE-TARGET-DETAIL


candidate-target-list-id (FK)


candidate-target-detail-index


candidate-target-detail-category-code


candidate-target-detail-focus-type-code


candidate-target-detail-label-text


candidate-target-detail-priority-ordinal


candidate-target-detail-scheme-code


CANDIDATE-TARGET-LIST


candidate-target-list-id


candidate-target-list-name-text


reporting-data-id (FK)


CANDIDATE-TARGET-LIST-AUTHORISATION


candidate-target-list-id (FK)


candidate-target-list-authorisation-index


candidate-target-list-authorisation-indicator-code


candidate-target-list-authorisation-priority-ordinal


reporting-data-id (FK)


CANDIDATE-TARGET-DETAIL-AUTHORISATION


candidate-target-list-id (FK)


candidate-target-detail-index (FK)


candidate-target-detail-authorisation-index


candidate-target-detail-authorisation-approval-code


candidate-target-detail-authorisation-priority-ordinal


reporting-data-id (FK)


GEOGRAPHIC-FEATURE-STATUS


geographic-feature-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


geographic-feature-status-category-code


geographic-feature-status-mine-presence-code


geographic-feature-status-surface-recirculation-indicator-code


OBJECT-ITEM-STATUS


object-item-id (FK)


object-item-status-index


object-item-status-category-code


object-item-status-booby-trap-presence-code


object-item-status-emission-control-code


reporting-data-id (FK)


PERSON-STATUS


person-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


person-status-duty-status-code


person-status-physical-status-code


person-status-physical-status-qualifier-code


person-status-radiation-dose-quantity


person-status-reserve-indicator-code


FACILITY-STATUS


facility-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


facility-status-category-code


facility-status-demolition-status-code


facility-status-enemy-activity-condition-code


facility-status-mine-presence-code


facility-status-occupation-program-indicator-code


facility-status-operational-status-code


facility-status-operational-status-qualifier-code


facility-status-reserve-indicator-code


facility-status-security-status-code


facility-status-usage-status-code


CONTROL-FEATURE-STATUS


control-feature-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


control-feature-status-investigation-status-code


control-feature-status-cbrn-threat-level-code


control-feature-status-security-status-code


control-feature-status-usage-status-code


MATERIEL-STATUS


materiel-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


materiel-status-category-code


materiel-status-body-colour-code


materiel-status-marking-code


materiel-status-marking-colour-code


materiel-status-demolition-status-code


materiel-status-imo-compliant-indicator-code


materiel-status-operational-status-code


materiel-status-operational-status-qualifier-code


materiel-status-operational-status-mode-code


materiel-status-reserve-indicator-code


materiel-status-safety-status-code


materiel-status-usage-status-code


materiel-status-buoy-malfunction-code


ORGANISATION-STATUS


organisation-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


organisation-status-operational-status-code


organisation-status-operational-status-qualifier-code


organisation-status-availability-code


organisation-status-command-and-control-role-code


organisation-status-commitment-status-code


organisation-status-fire-mode-code


organisation-status-cbrn-dress-state-code


organisation-status-radiation-dose-quantity


organisation-status-readiness-code


organisation-status-readiness-duration


organisation-status-reinforcement-code


organisation-status-reserve-indicator-code


organisation-status-training-code


organisation-status-usage-status-code


ACTION-EVENT-STATUS


action-event-id (FK)


action-event-status-index


action-event-status-completion-ratio


action-event-status-feint-indicator-code


reporting-data-id (FK)


REPORTING-DATA-ABSOLUTE-TIMING


reporting-data-absolute-timing-reporting-data-id (FK)


reporting-data-absolute-timing-effective-start-datetime


reporting-data-absolute-timing-effective-end-datetime


REPORTING-DATA-RELATIVE-TIMING


reporting-data-relative-timing-reporting-data-id (FK)


reporting-data-relative-timing-offset-duration


reporting-data-relative-timing-reference-action-task-id (FK)


CONTEXT-OBJECT-ITEM-ASSOCIATION


context-id (FK)


object-item-id (FK)


context-object-item-association-category-code


ORGANISATION-ACTION-TASK-RULE-OF-ENGAGEMENT-STATUS


action-task-id (FK)


rule-of-engagement-id (FK)


organisation-action-task-rule-of-engagement-status-organisation-id (FK)


organisation-action-task-rule-of-engagement-status-index


organisation-action-task-rule-of-engagement-status-category-code


organisation-action-task-rule-of-engagement-status-effective-start-datetime


organisation-action-task-rule-of-engagement-status-effective-end-datetime


TARGET-PERSONNEL-PROTECTION


action-id (FK)


action-objective-index (FK)


target-personnel-protection-category-code


reporting-data-id (FK)


ORGANISATION-MATERIEL-TYPE-ASSOCIATION


organisation-id (FK)


materiel-type-id (FK)


organisation-materiel-type-association-reportable-type-code


organisation-materiel-type-association-reportable-type-text


organisation-materiel-type-association-reportable-type-datetime


MEDICAL-FACILITY-STATUS


medical-facility-status-id (FK)


object-item-status-index (FK)


medical-facility-status-surgery-backlog-duration


AIRCRAFT-TYPE


aircraft-type-id (FK)


aircraft-type-category-code


aircraft-type-airframe-design-code


aircraft-type-model-code


aircraft-type-manning-code


aircraft-type-military-civilian-code


aircraft-type-main-purpose-code


aircraft-type-design-role-code


aircraft-type-design-range-code


aircraft-type-weather-qualifier-code


aircraft-type-training-category-code


aircraft-type-load-category-code


aircraft-type-takeoff-and-landing-code


aircraft-type-wing-span-dimension


ENGINEERING-EQUIPMENT-TYPE


engineering-equipment-type-id (FK)


engineering-equipment-type-category-code


ELECTRONIC-EQUIPMENT-TYPE


electronic-equipment-type-id (FK)


electronic-equipment-type-category-code


electronic-equipment-type-subcategory-code


MISCELLANEOUS-EQUIPMENT-TYPE


miscellaneous-equipment-type-id (FK)


miscellaneous-equipment-type-category-code


miscellaneous-equipment-type-subcategory-code


WEAPON-TYPE


weapon-type-id (FK)


weapon-type-category-code


weapon-type-subcategory-code


weapon-type-calibre-text


weapon-type-fire-guidance-indicator-code


CBRN-EQUIPMENT-TYPE


cbrn-equipment-type-id (FK)


cbrn-equipment-type-category-code


RAILCAR-TYPE


railcar-type-id (FK)


railcar-type-category-code


railcar-type-subcategory-code


railcar-type-gauge-dimension


VEHICLE-TYPE


vehicle-type-id (FK)


vehicle-type-category-code


VESSEL-TYPE


vessel-type-id (FK)


vessel-type-category-code


vessel-type-magnetic-degaussing-code-number-quantity


vessel-type-prismatic-coefficient-ratio


vessel-type-dead-weight-quantity


vessel-type-draught-dimension


vessel-type-gross-registered-tonnage-quantity


vessel-type-height-above-the-waterline-dimension


vessel-type-propeller-count


vessel-type-propulsion-type-code


vessel-type-operational-displacement-quantity


vessel-type-maximum-speed-rate


vessel-type-acoustic-merit-index-quantity


CBRN-EVENT


cbrn-event-id (FK)


cbrn-event-category-code


cbrn-event-subcategory-code


cbrn-event-alarm-result-indicator-code


cbrn-event-confirmation-test-indicator-code


cbrn-event-materiel-container-type-code


cbrn-event-materiel-container-total-count


BIOLOGICAL-MATERIEL-TYPE


biological-materiel-type-id (FK)


biological-materiel-type-category-code


biological-materiel-type-subcategory-code


biological-materiel-type-persistency-code


CHEMICAL-MATERIEL-TYPE


chemical-materiel-type-id (FK)


chemical-materiel-type-category-code


chemical-materiel-type-subcategory-code


chemical-materiel-type-persistency-code


RADIOACTIVE-MATERIEL-TYPE


radioactive-materiel-type-id (FK)


radioactive-materiel-type-category-code


radioactive-materiel-type-primary-radiation-code


ADDRESS


address-id


address-category-code


address-place-name-text


PHYSICAL-ADDRESS


address-id (FK)


physical-address-category-code


physical-address-residence-text


physical-address-street-text


physical-address-street-additional-text


physical-address-postal-box-text


physical-address-postbox-identifier-text


physical-address-city-text


physical-address-geographic-text


physical-address-postal-code-text


ACTION-EVENT-DETAIL


action-event-id (FK)


action-event-detail-index


action-event-detail-classification-code


action-event-detail-crime-indicator-code


action-event-detail-text


reporting-data-id (FK)


POLYARC-AREA


polyarc-area-id (FK)


polyarc-area-begin-bearing-angle


polyarc-area-end-bearing-angle


polyarc-area-arc-radius-dimension


polyarc-area-defining-line-id (FK)


polyarc-area-bearing-origin-point-id (FK)


ORBIT-AREA


orbit-area-id (FK)


orbit-area-alignment-code


orbit-area-width-dimension


orbit-area-first-point-id (FK)


orbit-area-second-point-id (FK)


TRACK-AREA


track-area-id (FK)


track-area-left-width-dimension


track-area-right-width-dimension


track-area-begin-point-id (FK)


track-area-end-point-id (FK)


SPHERE-VOLUME


sphere-volume-id (FK)


sphere-volume-radius-dimension


sphere-volume-centre-point-id (FK)


AMMUNITION-TYPE


ammunition-type-id (FK)


ammunition-type-category-code


ammunition-type-calibre-text


ammunition-type-mine-maritime-firing-code


ammunition-type-exercise-mine-flare-colour-code


AIRFIELD


airfield-id (FK)


airfield-air-traffic-control-presence-indicator-code


airfield-hangar-area-quantity


airfield-instrument-landing-system-presence-indicator-code


airfield-international-civil-aviation-organisation-text


airfield-visual-navigational-aid-indicator-code


RELATIVE-COORDINATE-SYSTEM


relative-coordinate-system-id


relative-coordinate-system-reference-category-code


OBJECT-REFERENCE


relative-coordinate-system-id (FK)


object-reference-object-item-id (FK)


object-reference-location-id (FK)


object-reference-object-item-location-index (FK)


POINT-REFERENCE


relative-coordinate-system-id (FK)


point-reference-origin-point-id (FK)


point-reference-x-vector-point-id (FK)


point-reference-y-vector-point-id (FK)


GEOGRAPHIC-FEATURE


geographic-feature-id (FK)


geographic-feature-bottom-hardness-code


geographic-feature-bottom-penetration-quantity


geographic-feature-solid-surface-composition-code


geographic-feature-surface-category-code


geographic-feature-terrain-code


geographic-feature-vegetation-category-code


geographic-feature-vegetation-subcategory-code


MILITARY-OBSTACLE


military-obstacle-id (FK)


military-obstacle-category-code


NETWORK-CAPACITY


network-id (FK)


network-capacity-index


network-capacity-bandwidth-code


network-capacity-protocol-code


OBJECT-ITEM-GROUP-ACCOUNT


object-item-id (FK)


object-item-group-account-index


object-item-group-account-name-text


action-id (FK)


reporting-data-id (FK)


OBJECT-ITEM-GROUP-ACCOUNT-DETAIL


object-item-id (FK)


object-item-group-account-index (FK)


object-item-group-account-detail-index


object-item-group-account-detail-count


object-item-group-account-detail-qualifier-code


group-characteristic-id (FK)


person-type-id (FK)


GROUP-CHARACTERISTIC


group-characteristic-id


group-characteristic-age-group-code


group-characteristic-malady-code
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vessel-type-gross-registered-tonnage-quantity


vessel-type-height-above-the-waterline-dimension


vessel-type-propeller-count


vessel-type-propulsion-type-code


vessel-type-operational-displacement-quantity


vessel-type-maximum-speed-rate


vessel-type-acoustic-merit-index-quantity


GEOGRAPHIC-FEATURE-STATUS


geographic-feature-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


geographic-feature-status-category-code


geographic-feature-status-mine-presence-code


geographic-feature-status-surface-recirculation-indicator-code


LIQUID-BODY-STATUS


liquid-body-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


liquid-body-status-bottom-current-rate


liquid-body-status-thermal-layer-depth-quantity


liquid-body-status-tidal-stream-rate


liquid-body-status-underwater-visibility-quantity


LIQUID-SURFACE-STATUS


liquid-surface-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


liquid-surface-status-sea-state-code


liquid-surface-status-surface-condition-code


liquid-surface-status-wave-direction-code


SOLID-SURFACE-STATUS


solid-surface-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


solid-surface-status-code


solid-surface-status-demolition-status-code


solid-surface-status-surface-condition-code


solid-surface-status-surface-firmness-code


solid-surface-status-vegetation-category-code


solid-surface-status-vegetation-subcategory-code


SURFACE-VESSEL-TYPE


surface-vessel-type-id(FK)


surface-vessel-type-category-code


surface-vessel-type-displacement-quantity


surface-vessel-type-maximum-deck-load-quantity


equipment-type-category-code


facility-status-category-code


vessel-type-category-code


geographic-feature-status-category-code


EQUIPMENT-TYPE


equipment-type-id(FK)


equipment-type-category-code


equipment-type-loaded-weight-quantity


equipment-type-unloaded-weight-quantity


equipment-type-maximum-height-dimension


equipment-type-maximum-length-dimension


equipment-type-maximum-width-dimension


equipment-type-fuel-capacity-quantity


MARITIME-EQUIPMENT-TYPE


maritime-equipment-type-id(FK)


maritime-equipment-type-category-code


maritime-equipment-type-subcategory-code


FACILITY-STATUS


facility-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


facility-status-category-code


facility-status-demolition-status-code


facility-status-enemy-activity-condition-code


facility-status-mine-presence-code


facility-status-occupation-program-indicator-code


facility-status-operational-status-code


facility-status-operational-status-qualifier-code


facility-status-reserve-indicator-code


facility-status-security-status-code


facility-status-usage-status-code


MINEFIELD-MARITIME-STATUS


minefield-maritime-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


minefield-maritime-status-code


minefield-maritime-status-colour-code


minefield-maritime-status-expected-level-mcm-code


minefield-maritime-status-mines-detected-quantity


minefield-maritime-status-mines-detected-count


minefield-maritime-status-mine-zone-risk-code


minefield-maritime-status-seeding-code


minefield-maritime-status-swept-depth-quantity


minefield-maritime-status-threat-ratio


minefield-maritime-status-mine-detection-code


minefield-maritime-status-mines-count


SUBSURFACE-VESSEL-TYPE


subsurface-vessel-type-id(FK)


subsurface-vessel-type-category-code


subsurface-vessel-type-dived-displacement-quantity


subsurface-vessel-type-speed-cavitation-quantity


subsurface-vessel-type-torpedo-loading-gear-indicator-code


VESSEL-TYPE


vessel-type-id(FK)


vessel-type-category-code


vessel-type-magnetic-degaussing-code-number-quantity


vessel-type-prismatic-coefficient-ratio


vessel-type-dead-weight-quantity


vessel-type-draught-dimension


vessel-type-gross-registered-tonnage-quantity


vessel-type-height-above-the-waterline-dimension


vessel-type-propeller-count


vessel-type-propulsion-type-code


vessel-type-operational-displacement-quantity


vessel-type-maximum-speed-rate


vessel-type-acoustic-merit-index-quantity


GEOGRAPHIC-FEATURE-STATUS


geographic-feature-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


geographic-feature-status-category-code


geographic-feature-status-mine-presence-code


geographic-feature-status-surface-recirculation-indicator-code


LIQUID-BODY-STATUS


liquid-body-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


liquid-body-status-bottom-current-rate


liquid-body-status-thermal-layer-depth-quantity


liquid-body-status-tidal-stream-rate


liquid-body-status-underwater-visibility-quantity


LIQUID-SURFACE-STATUS


liquid-surface-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


liquid-surface-status-sea-state-code


liquid-surface-status-surface-condition-code


liquid-surface-status-wave-direction-code


equipment-type-category-code


facility-status-category-code


vessel-type-category-code


geographic-feature-status-category-code


EQUIPMENT-TYPE


equipment-type-id(FK)


equipment-type-category-code


equipment-type-loaded-weight-quantity


equipment-type-unloaded-weight-quantity


equipment-type-maximum-height-dimension


equipment-type-maximum-length-dimension


equipment-type-maximum-width-dimension


equipment-type-fuel-capacity-quantity


MARITIME-EQUIPMENT-TYPE


maritime-equipment-type-id(FK)


maritime-equipment-type-category-code


maritime-equipment-type-subcategory-code


FACILITY-STATUS


facility-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


facility-status-category-code


facility-status-demolition-status-code


facility-status-enemy-activity-condition-code


facility-status-mine-presence-code


facility-status-occupation-program-indicator-code


facility-status-operational-status-code


facility-status-operational-status-qualifier-code


facility-status-reserve-indicator-code


facility-status-security-status-code


facility-status-usage-status-code


MINEFIELD-MARITIME-STATUS


minefield-maritime-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


minefield-maritime-status-code


minefield-maritime-status-colour-code


minefield-maritime-status-expected-level-mcm-code


minefield-maritime-status-mines-detected-quantity


minefield-maritime-status-mines-detected-count


minefield-maritime-status-mine-zone-risk-code


minefield-maritime-status-seeding-code


minefield-maritime-status-swept-depth-quantity


minefield-maritime-status-threat-ratio


minefield-maritime-status-mine-detection-code


minefield-maritime-status-mines-count


SUBSURFACE-VESSEL-TYPE


subsurface-vessel-type-id(FK)


subsurface-vessel-type-category-code


subsurface-vessel-type-dived-displacement-quantity


subsurface-vessel-type-speed-cavitation-quantity


subsurface-vessel-type-torpedo-loading-gear-indicator-code


VESSEL-TYPE


vessel-type-id(FK)


vessel-type-category-code


vessel-type-magnetic-degaussing-code-number-quantity


vessel-type-prismatic-coefficient-ratio


vessel-type-dead-weight-quantity


vessel-type-draught-dimension


vessel-type-gross-registered-tonnage-quantity


vessel-type-height-above-the-waterline-dimension


vessel-type-propeller-count


vessel-type-propulsion-type-code


vessel-type-operational-displacement-quantity


vessel-type-maximum-speed-rate


vessel-type-acoustic-merit-index-quantity


GEOGRAPHIC-FEATURE-STATUS


geographic-feature-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


geographic-feature-status-category-code


geographic-feature-status-mine-presence-code


geographic-feature-status-surface-recirculation-indicator-code


LIQUID-BODY-STATUS


liquid-body-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


liquid-body-status-bottom-current-rate


liquid-body-status-thermal-layer-depth-quantity


liquid-body-status-tidal-stream-rate


liquid-body-status-underwater-visibility-quantity


LIQUID-SURFACE-STATUS


liquid-surface-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


liquid-surface-status-sea-state-code


liquid-surface-status-surface-condition-code


liquid-surface-status-wave-direction-code


SOLID-SURFACE-STATUS


solid-surface-status-id(FK)


object-item-status-index(FK)


solid-surface-status-code


solid-surface-status-demolition-status-code


solid-surface-status-surface-condition-code


solid-surface-status-surface-firmness-code


solid-surface-status-vegetation-category-code


solid-surface-status-vegetation-subcategory-code


SURFACE-VESSEL-TYPE


surface-vessel-type-id(FK)


surface-vessel-type-category-code


surface-vessel-type-displacement-quantity


surface-vessel-type-maximum-deck-load-quantity
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The State of the Art








“Adopting joint”: interoperability through convergence. – Free …

C4ISR Command Control Communications Computers Intelligence Surveillance and ..... and user interface software released in 1985 to run on top of MS-DOS. ...







M&S C4I convergence
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Background

JC3IEDM ≈ vocabulary, C-BML ≈ language

Each enables interoperability, but at different levels

NATO is all about interoperability, based on common vocabulary and common language









































































































































































































C-BML opportunities

Joint operational planning / COAA

Ops Management, ref. MSG-48 demo focus on COA analysis

NATO joint planning at operational level (JFC - CC, ISAF HQ - IJC - RC)

Training and Exercising

Exercise preparation: scenario data + operational plans → simulation and C2 systems databases (C-BML / MSDL) 

Exercise management: information exchange between CAX tools, C2-simulation interfaces

Joint ISR, collaborative sensor planning









































































































































































































BML for Joint Planning

Converting (parts of) the OPLAN from free text to BML 



OPLAN contains Forces, Timings, Locations but Actions are mostly expressed as free text



Use Force Tasks list to remove ambiguity 



Interface with C2 systems 



Be able to simulate CoAs directly from the plan (no special input needed, the plan design can directly be simulated)





















































































































































































































BML and Joint Planning: A practical Example













BML

Course of Action 

Simulations





Results/ Comparison

CoA 1

CoA n

…

Objectives, Effects

Synch Matrix : Actions, Timings







































































































































































































Plan Options developed in TOPFAS can directly be sent to Course of Action simulations as the full semantic (type of action, location,  timings, constraints, …) is transferred requiring no or limited additional user input.

When a CoA is selected, the same information can be sent to the C2 systems. 



Plan for implementation/Timeframe:

Experiment with existing CoA simulation planned for 2010, but with a proprietary data exchange.  Replacing the proprietary exchange by BML is a potential project for 2011. 
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Leveraging MIP based interoperability

BML defines Plans, Orders, and Reports in a manner that is unambiguous and fully data based



BML is compatible by design with the JC3IEDM; the few needed extensions are being submitted to the MIP as JC3IEDM change proposals



BML can be an extension to MIP exchange content



Systems that already implement MIP interoperability can implement BML extensions as they see fit











































































































































































































The current NATO CAX toolbox









































































































































































































The existing NATO “CAX Toolbox” includes 4 categories of components:

1. Models and simulations (JTLS, FLAMES, JCATS, and recently also 

    VBS2);

2. Exercise Preparation Tools that support scenario and database 

    development;

3. Exercise Management Tools to enable various elements of the Exercise 

    Control (EXCON) organisation to manage the dynamics of CAX execution;

4. Interfaces (“mediationware”) between the CAX environment and the 

    Command & Control systems the training audience uses during an 

    exercise.

It’s important to note that due to 

 the autonomous evolution of the simulations, which are developed and 

  owned by nations and industry, 

 the continuous development of existing NATO C2 systems, and the   

  development of new NATO and national C2 systems,

 specific exercise requirements and the  evolving training needs

the CAX toolbox needs continuous evolutionary maintenance and development of new components and functionality.

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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Scenario Geo

& Environment

Scenario data

 Text based

 Generic ORBAT

Exercise Preparation

C2 ORBATs:

 ICC 2.7.4

 LC2IS

 LOGFAS

 TOPFAS

External Scenario Data

Consumers or viewers

Simulation

ORBATs:

 JTLS - OE

 JCATS - OB

 JPECT

- ….

NATO Core

GIS Services

CAX GIS

Services

JEST Data

Services

JEST

JEMM

MUB

VISTA

JPECT



MSDL
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During exercise preparation data is developed for the various elements in the exercise environment, both information systems used by the EXCON staff (exercise management tools and simulations) and information (C2 and Intel) systems used by the Training Audience. Available scenario data in terms of text based documents, generic ORBAT descriptions, and geospatial data products from authoritative sources are processed into system specific databases for C2 systems, simulation systems, and exercise management systems.

The intent is to move towards a set of data services that support these processes and the associated information exchange requirements. These CAX services rely to the maximum extent possible on existing or emerging standard NATO services such as the Core GIS Services, part of the BiSC AIS Services Framework.



Target CAX Env’t Architecture (Proposed)

JTLS 3.4

JCATS 8

FLAMES

JEF

SDR

HLA

RPR2

HLA

RPR2















Simulation State, Event, Plans, 

Actions Repository

JPECT





JEST DB

JEMM DB

ICC

MCCIS

LC2IS

A/L

RCOMMs

TADL

Formatter

Core

GIS

Repository Data Web Services











LOGFAS

ATO

Mediation





Report

Builder



Link-1

Link-16

NFFI



ADat-P3

OTH-GOLD

LC2IS



SITFOR

Plan

Managers











EXCON

Viewer and

Manager





MSDL



C-BML







































































































































































































Exercise Execution









Simulation

State & Event 

Data

Repository

Persistent Simulation Repository









JEST DB









JEMM DB









Sim-C2 

Mapping DB









ICC DB









LOGFAS DB









Open Source DB

Persistent Exercise Repositories

World View

Services

Combine Static and 

Dynamic Data



Object Plans

Services

Sequences of Activities and 

Associated Geo objects

Exercise Flow

Services

Combines Intended and 

Actual Flow

ATO

Updater

Report

Builder

EXCON

Viewer

LARCOMM

ARCCOMM

TADL

Formatter

ATO

Compiler

JEMM

RCs to TA



JEST

MARCOMM

INTEL 

Production

Air Traffic

Manager

Mar. Traffic 

Manager

SITFOR & GC

SITCEN

Common









Plans









Exercise Flow

Control Layers

EXCON Business Applications

Land Traffic

Manager











Environmental  Data

EXCON

View Manager









TOPFAS DB







































































































































































































The persistent data repositories on the left contain data and information on

The current situation in terms of ground truth data (sim. repository), current plans, and currently intended exercise flow

Exercise scenario (including original C2 source data)

The CAX business apps on the right are the tools used by the EXCON staff to manage the exercise flow.

The aim is to structure the services that provide apps on the left with data and information on the right into three layers:

Continuous up-to-date view on the state of the world, based on a mix of static and dynamic data ;

Continuous view on current “state-of-plans” to enable coordination of planning in the EXCON structure

Continuous view on the combination of intended and actual “flow” to enable tracking of events and activities against exercise objectives. 
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Expected benefits

Improved database validation

Against exercise objectives

Reflecting NATO force compositions and system capabilities

Coherent and consistent across simulations and C2 systems

Improved planning in EXCON

More uniform and less ambiguous information exchange

Semi-automation of some EXCON planning and execution tasks

C2-simulation interoparability

Making C2-simulation interfaces more re-usable (future proofing)









































































































































































































Challenges

Quantifying expected benefits

Leverage MIP-based interoperability (NATO investments)

E&T: keep harmonizing MSDL and C-BML

Automation/MMI issues: how to enable translation of text and graphics based information into BML and vice versa
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What?

It ends!

Just when you think this presentation is terrible, something wonderful happens.







































































































































































































CONTACTING NC3A











 



Brussels

Visiting

Bâtiment Z
Avenue du Bourget 140
B-1110 Brussels
Telephone +32 (0)2 7074111
Fax +32 (0)2 7078770

Postal 

NATO C3 Agency
Boulevard Leopold III
B-1110 Brussels - Belgium

The Hague

Visiting

Oude Waalsdorperweg 61
2597 AK The Hague

Telephone +31 (0)70 3743000
Fax +31 (0)70 3743239

Postal

NATO C3 Agency
P.O. Box 174
2501 CD The Hague
The Netherlands

web: 	www.nc3a.nato.int

email: 	info@nc3a.nato.int

web: 	www.nc3a.nato.int

email: 	info@nc3a.nato.int
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Use of C-BML in 

French-German Coupling Experiments



NMSG-079 C-BML Workshop 2010, Farnborough, UK



Eckehard Neugebauer, IABG, Germany
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Some history…

		experience with C2-Sim coupling gained from SINCE



SINCE: Simulation and C2 Information System Connectivity Experiment

bilateral US-GE project (2003 to 2007)

combined planning processes at the level brigade/battalion

aim: achieve Common Operational Picture (COP) in all involved systems

		





























































































































































US Brig HQ

US Btl HQ

GE Btl HQ



MIP, C2IEDM

GE SimSys

US SimSys



HLA, RTI, FOM

GE C2SimProxy





US Proxy
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Requirements on the GE side 

		construct a C2SimProxy



		support basic Information Exchange Requirements



Initialization: from C2-Sys to SimSys

ORBAT, deployment, consumables, control features …

Orders: from C2-Sys to SimSys

March, Attack, Defend …

Reports: from SimSys to C2-Sys

own situation (SitRep), enemy observations (SPOTrep)



		use established communication standards of both domains



simulation systems: HLA, RPR FOM

C2-systems: MIP DEM, C2IEDM



 	the C2SimProxy should use HLA & MIP



		obviously, BML was not known enough or not trusted in at that time! 
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Lessons learned from SINCE (GE perspective)

		MIP:



orders are not well modeled in C2IEDM



		HLA:



orders and reports are not modeled in RPR FOM  extensions

HLA-interfaces of simulations need modifications



		C2SimProxy:



changes within C2- or SimSys domain require modification



		consequence: multiple modeling of orders and reports 



in C2-systems

in C2IEDM

in C2SimProxy

in HLA FOM

in SimSys 

use BML instead!
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Outline of French-German experimentation

		aims:





support coupling of C2-Sys with SimSys

e.g. planning of operations

e.g. decision support

e.g. staff exercises



support bi-national activities 

e.g. French-German Brigade



		roadmap:





continue main ideas of SINCE

close coupling of systems of both nations



perform a series of experiments with increasing technical complexity

use BML for orders

use BML for orders and reports

use MIP for exchange of complete situations
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French-German experimentation in 2008

		established contacts with COMELEC



COMELEC: Commission Electronique et Optronique



		FRA participated in SINCE experiments



in 2006 and 2007



		in 2008, dedicated DEU-FRA experiments started 
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Conclusions from experimentation in 2008



initialization of all systems works with MIP – HLA – BML



rigid rules in MIP not always suited for coupling with simulations

 

	example: new plan requires deletion of units



no unique definition of orders in C2IEDM  



	caused problems with C2-systems



GE C2SimProxy requires HLA and MIP – 2 non-trivial coupling concepts



use instead BML for coupling 
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Current French-German experimentation

		continuation of experiments in 2009/2010



		general remarks:





use C-BML for national and bi-national coupling of C2- and SimSys

MIP-connection of C2-system well established – no experimentation

no direct coupling of SimSys via HLA (fair fight problems!)

use tools from MSG-048, e.g. JC3IEDM-based web-service from GMU



		outline of first experiment:





define initial situation in C2-systems

exchange initial situation with XML-files, e.g. NewWho.xml

first experiment: transfer and execution of orders
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Current French-German experimentation – experiment 2





		same configuration as for experiment 1



		drop BML via file transfer



		reports added
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Current French-German experimentation (2/x)
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Current French-German experimentation – experiment 3

		bugs fixed



		added  for demonstration: 





DEU C2-system HEROS



MIP-HLA-gateway C2SimProxy



		exchange of initial situation via MIP DEM (done in advance)  
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Screenshots: C2LG-GUI (DEU) and APLET (FRA)





orders are defined with C2LG-GUI …

… and are executed by APLET
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Screenshots: SICF (FRA) and HORUS (DEU)





orders are defined with SICF …

… and are executed by HORUS
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Some results from the experiments



good: 

central web-service allows “observation” of activities of the other nation



debatable:

SimSys need hierarchy of units – is missing in NewWho.xml

but: NewWho was not designed for initializing SimSys



not so good:

reports are usually sent to somebody – 

but Header with Addressee 

was deactivated in SBML



not so good:

enemy observations don’t have 

always full identification – 

but Agent and Theme were 

deactivated in SBML 
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Remark concerning orders

		different approaches used by DEU and FRA



		DEU orders



require initialization of SimSys before execution (ORBATs, control features)

order is short (task assignments in “5W”-style)

permanent polling for new orders necessary 



		FRA orders / plans



no initialization of SimSys needed

order is long (task assignments, own and enemy ORBAT, control features)

no further polling after receipt of order 



		but: after some adaptations, 

exchange and execution of orders worked in all directions



DEU  DEU

FRA  FRA

DEU  FRA

FRA  DEU
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General conclusions

		coupling of C2-Sys and SimSys is still a tricky business





but



		C-BML is extremely helpful



		easier to implement than MIP and HLA





		French-German co-operation worked very well



		minor improvements  necessary  for SBML / web-service



		proposal: direct use of BML (storage and exchange of complete BML-messages)
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Planned continuation in 2010

		get potential users more involved 



		scenario: Counter Insurgency Operation in Afghanistan



		DEU simulation: use KORA (in use at the army training center Wildflecken)



		DEU C2-system: use HEROS with prototypical BML-interface



		think about a Direct Push mechanism for orders





orders should be pushed immediately to the right simulation system



workflow manager on top of SBML-server?



has to know: “who is simulating what”



		demonstration to FRA & DEU officers in October/November 2010
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MSG 048 - Objectives 

Evaluate the available specification of a Coalition BML (from Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO) or Nations)

Assess operational benefits to C2 and M&S communities



In order to support these objectives, the program is divided in four parts

Substantiation of the requirements for NATO C-BML

Design for a NATO C-BML demonstration

Implementation of C-BML interface standard in C2 and M&S systems and services

Conduct experimentation and assessments and provide a final demonstration













Background 

Strong support from RTA/NMSG



		ET-016 started in 2005 - Demonstrated BML technical feasibility, showed benefits to NATO bodies and gathered additional Nations

		MSG-048 started in 2006 – High expectations from nations to leverage national studies on C2-simulation interoperability and standardization

		 SISO C-BML PDG started in 2006 – Development of a standard for BML















MSG 048 - Planning

Military needs

Technical requirements

Design, Goals, Priorities and Scope

2007

2006

2008

Substantiation for a NATO C-BML

Design for a NATO C-BML Demonstration

Specifications for reference implementation

Develop experiments and scenario roadmap

Identify National candidate systems

Implementation of C-BML

C-BML Experimentation & Education

Test bed capability

 Align data of participating systems

2007

2006

2008

Integrate systems

Perform Experimentation

with operational users

Release open source C-BML reference implementation



Feed back lessons learned to SISO C-BML PDG

2009

2009

I/ITSEC

ITEC

I/ITSEC

I/ITSEC

GMU













		Share knowledge, experience and advertize 



IITSEC 2007, 2008 and 2009 technical demonstration in NATO booth

		Perform operational assessment



Conduct 2009 experimentation involving military SMEs

Demonstrate the efficiency of C-BML with multiple C2 & simulations

Collect via MOM & MOP end users required improvements

		Provide information and education on NATO C-BML



Conduct a 2010 NMSG symposium/workshop

MSG 048 - Achievements



*











CAPES

COA Definition

APLET

COA Def.

Simulation

JSAF

Simulation

Push CoA

Pull CoA

Push CoA

BML Web services

ET 016 – Demonstration (2005)

		Demonstrate the feasibility of a C2IEDM Web Services interface between national C2IS and M&S systems

		Identify limitations of current standards that must be addressed by MSG-048

		Build experience to help structure MSG-048

















C2IEDM Augmented

with APLET BML

C2IEDM+ Database
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		Demonstrate C2-Sim interoperability



8 systems/components (from 5 different Nations)

Parallel work orchestrated through the use of JBML

		Show simulated units can be commanded directly



The commander (or the operator of his C2 system) requires NO knowledge about the simulation system

		Demonstrate the potential of C-BML



Easy to expand and to adjust to new kinds of tasks 

MSG 048 - 2007 Experiment

Objectives
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MSG 048 - 2007 Experiment

Architecture
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MSG 048 - 2007 Experiment

Lessons learned

		It requires significant effort from participating Nations to bring, adapt, integrate systems together in a short period of time



Internet implementation made this task possible and has given Nations the capability to test before integration and to be more effective

Simulations used were augmented to behave as automated as possible

		In principle all Nations are now technically able to share the same information

		Military SME involvement from Nations is key in the development of consistent scenarios, shared understanding of doctrine and military terminology







*









		Demonstrate bi-directional C2-Sim interoperability



8 systems/components (from 6 different Nations)

Parallel work enabled by IBML WS and JBML Order

		Improvements/progress since 2007



Automated generation of situation reports (spot and ground truth) from simulations using IBML reports

Display reports in C2IS that enabled the commander to create new orders or FRAGO as required

Reduction of “man-in-the-loop”; the C2IS interface being able to translate orders according to the C-BML grammar

Introduction of air operations that proves multiple domains JBML capabilities 

MSG 048 - 2008 Experiment

Objectives
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MSG 048 - 2008 Experiment

Architecture
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		Time Management



C2IS displays a variety of status with different time-stamps

There is a time delay in availability of information

Define expected performance of the web services

		Reporting frequency 



Is strongly linked with simulation speed

Could overload C2IS

Report filtering: publish and subscribe mechanism for units and sender

		Simulation initialization process should be included



Create a specification on how the simulation uses the WS

MSG 048 - 2008 Experiment

Lessons learned



*











		Define Program of Work

		Develop substantiation of requirements

		Liaise with SISO C-BML PDG 

		Learn from common experiments

		Refine C-BML specifications

		Identify and overcome stumbling blocks

		Advertise C-BML

		Enlarge community of interest

		Improve knowledge and guide future works

		Develop a vision addressed by MSG-085



MSG 048 – 2006 … 2009

MSG-048: working to make BML a reality 



*
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The Challenge 


An Example


Way Ahead
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THE GOAL …


Societal
Functions
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INCIDENT
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THE GOAL


Societal
Functions


100%
INCIDENT


Increase
Societal
Functions
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THE CHALLANGE


Societal
Functions


100%
INCIDENT


Increase
Efficency


Increase
Robustness


Increase
Societal
Functions
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AN OPERATIONAL CHALLENGE …
(SNOW) STORM / FLOODING 
• Rescue Services
• Police
• Municipal offices


• Engineering Council 
• Health Care
• School Office
• Residential Care


• County Offices
• Radio Stations
• Swedish National Road 


Administration (SNRA)
• Energy Utility Companies
• Local Transportation (Västtrafik)
• Swedish Railway Administration 


(SRA)
• National Defence


TSUNAMI / EARTH QUAKE
• Civil Contingencies Agencies 


(SCCA/FEMA …)
• United Nations
• UNICEF
• Governments
• National Defence
• Companies
• Non Governmental Agencies


Example  Agencies:  Action Against Hunger, Agape Flights, Airline 
Ambassadors International American Refugee Committee, American Jewish 
Joint Distribution Committee, American Jewish World Service, AmeriCares, 
Beyond Borders, B'nai B'rith International, CARE, Carma Foundation , 
Catholic Relief Services, Childcare Worldwide, Church World Services, 
Clinton Foundation, Clinton Bush Haiti Fund, Concern Worldwide, Convoy 
of Hope, Cross International, CRUDEM Foundation, CRWRC, Direct Relief 
International, Episcopal Relief and Development, Feed My Starving 
Children, Food for the Poor, Friends of WFP, Friends of the Orphans, 
Habitat for Humanity, Haiti Children, Haiti Foundation Against Poverty, Haiti 
Marycare,  …
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A TRAINING CHALLENGE …
Civil Crisis Management Training 
• Often: low frequency, once a year
• Ought to be: ongoing process


Risk Analysis 
• Often: small set of important risks
• Ought to address: any crisis, large and small


Exercises for emergency management 
• Often: tend to focus on information handling and decision making in scenarios for 


a major crisis
• Ought to address: discern between a harmless incident and a major crisis when the 


first signals arrive
• Often: aim at central management at the headquarters of an organization,
• Ought to address: lower levels in the organization where signals, and expertise often 


are available
• Often: require large staff to execute exercises
• Ought to be: less demanding of resources
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THE CHALLENGE IS 
COORDINATION AND COOPERATION
Coordination of responsibilities


• Many agencies and other actors involved
• All have small part of overall responsibility
• No unity of command/direction, no central control


Developing shared picture of the crisis situation 
and communicating that understanding with 
other crisis actors, the media and the public


• Everybody collects their own information
• Shared information may not mean shared image of 


crisis
• Need to select important information & update it 


continuously
• Can conflicting views & dedicated information be 


accommodated?
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INFORMATION EXCHANGE STANDARDS


MIP
• Multilateral Interoperability Program 
• JC3IEDM – Joint Consultation Command and Control Information Exchange Data Model 


(MIP)
• Does not cover civil crisis vocabulary


OASIS-Open           
• Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards
• CAP – Common Alert protocol
• EDXL – Emergency Data eXchange Language
• Does not cover missions 


OASIS-FP6 / CEN WS-ISEDM 
• Open Advanced System for dISaster and emergency management - Sixth Framework 


Programme (EU)
• Comité Européen de Normalisation – Work Shop . Inofrmation System for Disaster and 


Emergency Management
• TSO – Tactical Situation Object
• Contains the Basis for a Crisis Management Language (CML)


• Covers vocabulary (has the same role as JC3IEDM for C-BML) and has missions
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JC3IEDM
MIP


Comprehensive
Designed for Extension
Very well documented
• Tables
• Attributes
• Relations
• Extension rules
• Business rules


Based on
• agreed Doctrine and
• Information Exchange Requirements


Reporting Data


Object-Item


Capability


Object-Type


Location


Action Reporting Data


Object-Item


CapabilityCapability


Object-TypeObject-Type


Location


Action


OBJECT-TYPE OBJECT-ITEM


ORGANIZATION -TYPE


MATERIAL-TYPE


PERSON -TYPE


FACILITY-TYPE


FEATURE-TYPE


ORGANIZATION


MATERIAL


PERSON


FACILITY


FEATURE


OBJECT-TYPE OBJECT-ITEM


ORGANIZATION -TYPE


MATERIAL-TYPE


PERSON -TYPE


FACILITY-TYPE


FEATURE-TYPE


ORGANIZATION


MATERIAL


PERSON


FACILITY


FEATURE


Slides from A. Tolk
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Common Alert Protocol
OASIS-Open


The Common Alerting Protocol 
(CAP) 
Open, non-proprietary digital 
message format for all types of 
alerts and notifications. 
It does not address any particular 
application or telecommunications 
method. 
The CAP format is compatible 
with emerging techniques, such 
as Web services, as well as 
existing formats including the 
Specific Area Message Encoding 
(SAME) used for the United 
States’ National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) Weather Radio and the 
Emergency Alert System (EAS).
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Emergency Data eXchange Language
OASIS - Open


Facilitate the routing of any 
properly formatted XML 
emergency message to 
recipients. 
The Distribution Element may 
be thought of as a "container".
It provides the information to 
route "payload" message sets 
(such as Alerts or Resource 
Messages), by including key 
routing information such as 
distribution type, geography, 
incident, and sender/recipient 
IDs. 


 EDXLDistribution
 distributionID
 senderID
 dateTimeSent
 distributionStatus
 distributionType
 combinedConfidentiality 
 language
 senderRole *
 recipientRole *
 keyword *
 distributionReference * #
  explicitAddress *


 targetArea
 circle *
 polygon *
 country *
 subdivision *
 locCodeUN *


 contentObject
 contentDescription
 contentKeyword *
 incidentID
 incidentDescription
 originatorRole *
 consumerRole *
 confidentiality
 other *


 nonXMLContent  
 mimeType
 size
 digest  
 uri
 contentData


 xmlContent
 keyXMLContent
 embeddedXMLContent


0..*


OR


1


0..*
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Tactical Situation Object 
OASIS-FP6


The goal of the TSO is to allow 
different agencies to exchange 
tactical information during an 
emergency, so that each involved 
rescuer has a good and common 
knowledge of the status of the 
operations
ACC/ACCTRF/HGHWAY/MOTTUN
ACC = an event of the type 
Accident
ACCTRF = an accident of the type 
Traffic Accident
HGHWAY = a traffic accident which 
occurred on a Highway
MOTTUN = the accident occurred 
inside a tunnel


●http://www.oasis-fp6.org
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AN EXAMPLE OF CML
SITUATION
• We now have lots of snow
• We know that snow will melt and become water
• We know that a region in Sweden often get flooded during spring
• We know that we In May will watch the news and hear people say 


that they are in need of sandbags and that they have been promised 
sandbags but they are absent…


• TECHNOLOGY: C2 systems, Taxi, Mobile phones, GPS


NEED
• There is a need for coordinated transports of sandbags (Logistics)


SCENARIO
• During flooding


• someone requests more sandbags 
• someone transports sandbags 
• someone needs to route the transports 
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EXAMPLE OF CML SENTENCES 
REQUEST  from First Responder (PMG) to Coordinator (C)
• PMG request transport of sandbags to area X


• REQUEST WHO:PMG WHAT:Transport of sandbags WHERE:to area X 
(implicit)WHEN:now (implicit)WHY:stop flooding


C to TAXI via their inbuilt text messaging system
• Go to A and fetch sandbags and deliver them at X via route R no later 


than now+2h, if estimated later report arrival time to PMG
• When approaching X report further availability to C in order to support 


further planning and for assignment of another transport task
• TASK WHO:TASKER:C WHO:TASKEE:TAXI WHAT:pickup sandbags


WHERE:City A WHEN:before TASKX2 ID:TASKX1
• TASK WHO:TASKER:C WHO:TASKEE:TAXI WHAT:move WHERE: along route


R WHEN:Before TASKX3 ID:TASKX2
• TASK WHO:TASKER:C WHO:TASKEE:TAXI WHAT:deliver sandbags WHERE:to


area X WHEN:nlt now+2h ID TASKX3
• CONSTRAINT IF EXPRESSION:time>now+2h THEN ACTION:REPORT:Arrivel


time
• REPORT WHO:TO:C WHAT:Availability WHEN: before TASKX3 WHY:in order to 


support ACTION:planning WHY:in order to support WHO:TASKEE:TAXI
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MAPPING GRAMMAR  - TSO
TASK WHO:TASKER:C WHO:TASKEE:TAXI WHAT:pickup
sandbags WHERE:City A WHEN:before TASKX2 ID:TASKX1


CONTEXT
• MODE: EXERCS
• MSGTYPE: ALERT
• LEVEL: TACTCL


MISSION
• ACTIVITY_TYPE: GEN/SUPRTN
• DESCRIPTION: pickup sandbags
• STATUS : NST
• RESOURCE_ID: TAXI
• CHILD_ACTIVITY_ID: TASKX2
• POSITION: City A
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BUT …


There is no common 
• civil planning processes – even if there is development within 


ISO/TC 223, i.e. there is no equivalent to the Military Decision
Making Process (MDMP), Integrated Dynamic Command and Control 
(IDC2), Operations Planning Process (OPP) 


• vocabulary – even if TSO is promising
• doctrine
• set of symbols


Thought of Public Private Partnership Agreement– even if 
different nations are addressing it 
There are few digitalized systems in use
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WAY Ahead
European Union Framework Program 7 - Integrated Mobility Security Kit 
(IMSK) – will use a subset of a CML based on the TSO concept
But first – Organizations need to 
• Train Civil Crisis/Emergency Management 


• as an ongoing process of risk awareness
• to handle booth small and large crisis
• to discriminate between  harmless incidents and major crisis.


Therefore – Supporting Technology need to provide 
• an ability to produce flexible scenarios for social simulation games 
• training systems that do not require a vast group of people that answer the 


courses of action taken by the trainees


CML as a sister to C-BML is one way of providing mechanisms to build 
such supporting technology both for training and for operational systems
Even though CML (will) reuse concepts, formalisms and also training 
implementations from C-BML, there is still a need for more experiments 
and demonstrations focusing on CML
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048





Three-year experimentation programme 

Many discussions, papers and reports

Input from final 2009 experimentation event

Internal, MSG-048 discussions 

External, Operational SME Feedback
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
Background





The lessons learned that are presented here are based on several inputs, including  :

1.   the three-year experimentation programme conducted by MSG-048 participating nations,

Various discussions and dialogs  during meetings and teleconferences

Various published research papers and reports.



Much of what is presented here is based on internal or external input in relation to the November 2009 final MSG-048 experimentation event that took place in Manassas Virginia.
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
Background



MSG-048 2009 Experimentation Architecture
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048





The technical lessons learned that are presented here are “generic” in nature – they  generally apply to any BML implementation and associated infrastructure. It is not the intent of this presentation to focus on specific shortcomings or compromises that may have been associated with any of the prototype software that was used during the various experimentations.  Therefore, specific issues related to the configuration and software used in support of the experimentation activity are not presented here. 
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Basic support for reports and orders:

Reports, Position/Contact, General/Op Status, Task Status

Bundled (instead of single) reports - for performance

Tasking 

Multiple-task orders

Temporal associations 

FRAGOs 

Relatively simple schema, yet

Significant enabler for C2-simulation interoperability

Encouraging for future, more complete versions

Much work yet to be done.
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
BML - Language Constructs
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Experienced high reporting rates during scenarios

Created load on BML infrastructure (e.g. Server)

Contribute to information overload of

BML clients & infrastructure

High throughput rates must be assumed



Made judicious use of Publish & Subscribe

Previous experimentation (e.g. 2008) used only client-server architecture

Subsequent polling led to information bottlenecks

Combined Web Service/Publish & Subscribe (e.g. 2009) greatly improved information flow
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
BML Infrastructure





Although it is generally agreed that BML should espouse the tenets of net-centricity and associated Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) principles, it is worth noting that information sharing paradigms such as Publish and Subscribe still have a role to play with BML-enabled capabilities. Also, the combination of PubnSub technologies with a SOA approach can prove to be quite complementary.
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Validation

C-BML expression correctness

Transaction success



Persistence functionality required for:

Record & Playback

Continuation of an exercise
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
BML Infrastructure





The question of validation is an important one. Here we touch upon the issue of responsibility – is it the responsibility of the BML expression generators (e.g. the BML clients) to ensure that their expressions are correctly formulated, is it the responsibility of the BML message service (e.g. a BML server) to enforce BML expression correctness, or both ?



In any case, it is our experience that some form of validation must be made in order ensure proper, correct and meaningful exchange of information between systems. 



Similarly,  it is essential that when a BML expression transaction is initiated, there must be some feedback to the initiator of this transaction concerning its success...or failure.



One of the functionalities that was not available during the MSG-048 experimentation was that of BML persistence – although there was a limited capability to playback BML expressions,  the need to create a snapshot of a scenario and subsequently re-continue a scenario was lacking. This is touched upon in a later slide regarding initialization.
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BML Gateways/Translators are necessary – for now

External or non-intrusive interfacing to C2IS has significant advantages (e.g. Using actual C2IS as-is)



In order to fully exploit BML-enabled capabilities ,    C2 and simulation systems will have to evolve 

Integrate BML constructs into the applications
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
BML Infrastructure
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Scenario Initialization Needs (C2 & simulation systems)

Confirmed the need for a scenario definition language 

e.g. Military Scenario Definition Language (MSDL)

Scenario initialization mechanism

Also need to coordinate the start-up sequence



Run-time Scenario Management Needs

Late joiners

Re-joiners  (e.g. following system failure, communication disruption)

Pause, Start, Re-start, Stop, Record & Playback
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
BML Infrastructure





Scenario initialization:
Concerned with starting up and synchronizing all participating systems in the correct sequence, in addition to ensuring that all systems is initialized with the same set of scenario data and preconditions (task organization, unit positions, time, etc.)



Scenario run-time management: 
Concerned with synchronizing participating systems with regards to time, in addition to ensuring that all systems have access to the same underlying data (e.g. definition of units discovered during run-time). The run-time management should also provide services to pause, restart and rewind scenarios.



Also, does this require the definition of a warlord ?  



Some of these requirements can be covered by using Military Scenario Definition Language (MSDL), while some require BML specific solutions. Such management and initialization data is not part of BML per now, but future work should consider defining it as part of the standard. In SISO, C-BML and MSDL are defined as  “inter-dependent specifications”… need to expand on that inter-depedency.
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Characteristic  Time Scales (e.g. publishing, processing)

C2 & Simulation Systems do not always have same characteristic time-scale

Simulations vary ~ from 10-2  to 1 S

C2IS ~ 1 S

Some simulation systems run faster than real-time

May need to process reports before sending to C2IS

Simulation result can be used differently by C2IS

Common Operational Picture

COA evaluation



        	  Can create a data producer/consumer issue! 			Need to control the simulation reporting rates.
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
Requirements for BML-enabled Systems





C2-systems differ in maximum supported report frequency

There are differences in which organization echelon each C2-systems is designed to receive and visualize. If possible, future infrastructure should have services for combining e.g. entity position reports into aggregated company position reports

Reports must be delivered to all subscribing C2-systems within a short period of time (to avoid differences in COP)

Future infrastructure can benefit from supporting filters/topics that can restrict reports to e.g. geographic area, force, echelon, perceived/ground truth, etc.



This last statement is rather obvious, but what does it imply in terms of additional BML language constructs. For example, perhaps it is the measures of performance or measures of effectiveness that should be reported, at times. (e.g. the US Army Mission and Means Framework)



Another point that has already been touched upon by research done at the US Naval Post-Graduate School, is that of the general information overload issue – as applied to the exchange of digitized military information.  As we increase the levels of automation and digitization of various systems, we also increase the probable volume of data and information to which client systems are exposed, networks have to support, operators have to interpret..etc…. The information overload issue will likely require additional research in areas such as “Intelligent Adaptive Interfaces” and further development of the “Smart-push” paradigm.
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Information overload

Higher levels of automation and increased digitization of military information are factors that can contribute to the generalized situation of information overload at:

Network level

System level

Operator level

Addressing information overload will likely require

Further development of interest management mechanisms,  (e.g. more “smart-push”)

Further work on automated information processing technologies 

e.g. Intelligent agents, Intelligent Adaptive Interfaces
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
Requirements for BML-enabled Systems





Some work on the issue of information overload has been done at the US Naval Post-Graduate School in the area of the exchange of digitized military information.  As we increase the levels of automation and digitization of various systems, we also increase the probable volume of data and information to which client systems are exposed, networks have to support, operators have to interpret..etc…. The information overload issue will likely require further development or refinement of the “Smart-push” paradigm as well as additional research in areas such as “Intelligent Adaptive Interfaces”.



This last comment is more an opinion of the current speaker – and less a “lesson learned” from the MSG-048 activity.
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UAV Simulation provided encouraging results concerning the applicability of BML to controlling robotic systems

Introduced semi-automated level of autonomy

Utilized same interface as actual UAV Ground Control Station

BML input

STANAG 4586 output

Successfully used prototype “command agent” approach
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
Requirements for BML-enabled Systems





Marc St-Onge will be presenting on the Canadian UAV work involving different levels of automation and autonomy.



There has also been some recent work in Germany concerning the use of BML to control real robots.
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048






The following operational lessons learned are based, in large part, on feedback from SMEs at MSG-048 Final Experimentation in Manassas VA, Nov 2009



Questionnaires

Interviews

Discussions
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
Operational Lessons Learned
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SME Overall Impression

All operational participants strongly believed in BML concept

BML considered a valuable enabler to interoperability within coalition forces

Stronger applicability demonstrated for training, planning and mission rehearsal, than for mission execution



Further experimentation and work is required
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Simulation Model Requirements vary depending on:

Model domain

Echelon

Complexity

Level of automation

Level of detail

Nation-specific data  (e.g. Tactics & procedures)



Systems need to ensure that information is used in a manner that is consistent with their internal models        (i.e. pragmatic interoperability)
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
BML Challenges





For M&S in support of planning and decision making, COAA, the results from Manassas indicated that the biggest challenge is the models, not BML. The use of models from other nations is difficult due to differences in tactics and procedures. 



Simulation models have differences in information requirements depending on both the domain modeled, the echelon they target, the degree of automation, complexity and probably national distinctions. The information requirements should be captured (model service interface). One example is that SCIPIO requires a path consisting of exactly two points to perform reconnaissance or a support task. 
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Need for increased Coordination of Tasks

Temporal associations

Control measures

Among participating units (e.g. Brigade operations)



Operational Relevance

Need to consult with the MIP concerning operational relevance of BML as it relates to the JC3IEDM
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
BML Challenges





Additional capabilities for coordinating tasks are necessary; this might involve both temporal and using control measures. For Brigade operations there was a requirement to coordinate the operations of the two battalions. This is not possible with the BML capability used in the experiment. 
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Using BML for Tactical Command

Ensuring a consistent Common Relevant Operational Picture (CROP) across various C2IS fed by several reporting simulations



Identified obstacles for future adoption of BML

Technical

Cultural

Development of BML standard
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
BML Challenges





Ensuring consistency of COP is also a problem in actual coalition operations.
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Many C2IS not designed to create/change plans rapidly during planning in order to exploit BML capabilities

COA Analysis (e.g. within a few minutes)



Many C2IS not designed to receive reports at high rates

Need to limit system data production rates

Bundling of reports improved situation

Interest management is required (e.g. Subscription mechanism)
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048





This presentation highlighted the technical and operational lessons learned during the MSG-048 technical activity.



Does not include the final recommendations – currently being elaborated as part of the MSG-048 Final Report.



BML has demonstrated much promise as an enabler for interoperability between C2, simulation and robotic systems.



Work is still required to bring BML closer to operational deployment – especially work on standardization



MSG-085 to start in 2010 as a continuation of the work done in MSG-048
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Lessons Learned from MSG-048
Conclusions





In order to ensure that future technical activities, such as MSG-085, lead to a relevant, useful and coherent standard for C2-simulation interoperability, it is recommended that there be a closer involvement with the MIP organization.
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MSG-048



























Questions ?
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The military requirements for a Battle Management Language

Major Kevin Galvin MERCIAN

British Army (1972 – Now)







The Requirement to pass Information

		Military Forces have always required a means to communicate information on operations.

		Through the ages mechanisms to relay information or orders that were clear and concise were developed. In essence they needed to be understood so that the recipient could take the appropriate action.

		These were all Battle Management Languages









Roman Military Signalling on Hadrian’s Wall

		Every mile castle and fort along Hadrian’s Wall was in line of sight with signal towers. They used two groups of 5 flags were used to signal with an alphabet on a crib sheet for interpretation. For example, two flags raised on left and one on right might meant the letter ‘A’.

		Beacons were also used in conjunction with amphorae of water. Each signal station would have an identical amphora containing a float with graduated marks which indicated certain messages, e.g. “send for the cavalry.” At the signal of a lighted beacon the stopper would be removed and water poured out until the appropriate marker was reached. The Beacon would be waved again and both signal stations should have the float at the same point in the water and each read the same message.

		The principal of codes used by the Romans is used in electronic communications today.

		The Roman Army also used Musicians, in this case, the cornicen, were used to play salutes to senior officers, but their main job was signalling orders. 









Smoke Signals

Native Americans sent signals through the air. Smoke Signals which connected people miles apart …sharing important information … the first Internet …Smoke Signals 







Naval Signalling

Semaphore method of signalling was an old favourite of the Navy because it was the fastest way of sending messages by flags and is even faster than flashing light. It can be used only in the daytime and at distances of  less than 2 miles. It is even more secure than light signalling because there is less chance of interception by an adversary. 







Army Signalling

By the 1870s two methods of Signalling families were identified, WIRED (Telegraph-lines) and WIRELESS, (Flag, lamp, heliograph, mechanical telegraph or semaphore, beacons, cannon or firework and later "Verey pistols", the horse and later motorcycle dispatch rider, and often forgotten, the dispatch cyclist and the human runner or animal messenger). 



The mechanical Semaphore telegraph was also subject to the problems of fog and darkness, but was quite effective for a reasonable amount of the time. The Heliographs and Flag-wagging were only employed to keep the Signallers skill in these alternatives up to scratch, and rarely (other than when defects occurred to the Mechanical tower) used for real traffic. The Telegraph having arms between nine and twelve foot long, and the salt-spray affecting the grease on the chain linkage was often broken or being given routine maintenance so the fall back on flags and heliographs was a valid option. 









Military Radio

		The development of radio enabled information to be passed over greater distances by armed forces.

		By itself however it was not secure and a number of encryption or coding devices were developed.





Military radio in 1914 was crude. Antennas were obvious targets, and equipment was fragile, cumbersome, and vulnerable to weather or enemy action. There were few trained operators and never enough radios available. The biggest drawback was the lack of senior commanders willing to use or trust it in battlefield conditions. Army radio users also suffered from security breaches such as sending vital messages in the clear rather than in code. All radio signals were subject to being potentially heard by the enemy and thus required effective systems of message coding. To allow short-range telephony with little chance of being overheard, the British introduced the use of the Fullerphone in trench warfare. 









Mechanisms for passing information by British Armed Forces by Radio

SLIDEX

BATCO



SLIDEX was introduced into the British Army 1943/44, and by virtue of radio monitoring was broken by the German Intelligence fairly rapidly.  In spite of that, it soldiered on until at least the early 1980's before being replaced by BATCO. I used it when I first joined the Territorial army in the 1970s. The system  relied on the card, each of which was specific to arm, and the plastic cursors which were one vertical on the left and one horizontal on the top. If memory serves, the first 4 spaces had 2 letters and were used to set up  the code pad, much as a map reference is used. Each square had phrases which were specific to arm, and letters which could be used to spell out messages. It was as many will remember a TIME CONSUMING activity  Apparently the East German Armed Forces had a similar device which they called "SPRECHTAFELN" (Talking Tables) which worked on an identical principle,  they inherited it from the Soviets. All cards issued prior to 1970 are no longer classified.



BATCO, short for Battle Code, is a hand-held, paper-based encryption system used in the British Army and is still classified at RESTR*CTED. A BATCO sheet is composed of a double-sided sheet of about A5 that fits in a specially made BATCO wallet, and is used at unit and formation level. Each single side is usually valid for 24 Hours. In addition to the code card there is; an Authentication table, Callsign Indicator chart and Spelling box 

BATCO was made obsolete due to the introduction of secure radio Bowman. However BATCO is still taught to Royal Signals Operators as part of the syllabus. It is supposedly a back-up should secure equipment fail or be unavailable. It is also taught to British army cadets as part of their crossed flags qualification.









The 21st Century Battlespace

www.rheinmetall-defence.com

www.iwar.org.uk/rma/resources/uk-mod/nec.htm

"Linking sensors, decision makers and weapon systems so that information can be translated into synchronised and overwhelming military effect at optimum tempo" 



Increasingly networked structures using the latest innovations in IT are playing a major role in military transformation and the modernisation of military capabilities. Each nation is striving to build a System of Systems in which the components are interlinked in a unified network, consisting of trained personnel, digitized platforms, sensors, effectors and command and control systems which are located across a widely dispersed battlespace at different echelons of command. Effective secure IT supported networks enable military operations to be conducted faster, more effectively and efficiently.



“Network-enabled capabilities, or NEC, form the technical basis for enhancing the effectiveness of joint operations and interoperability during multinational missions. NEC enables the joint exploitation of information by coalition forces, accelerating decision-making at all levels of command while simultaneously improving the precision and pace of military operations.” www.rheinmetall-defence.com









The problem now faced

		Today we live in a digital age and need to not only move information faster and with more accuracy over a widely dispersed battlefield, but also control robotic forces and conduct rapid Course of Action analysis and Mission Rehearsal.

		In the case of the latter two the use of simulation can greatly enhance mission effectiveness … but they are often stand alone applications uncoupled from the digitized Command and Control systems that each nation is seeking to or are deploying.









BML Exists Today

		It is the language found in our Field Manuals, Joint Staff Publications, NATO and other publications and it is used on a daily basis by military personnel.

		Unfortunately it lacks structure and clearly defined rules governing its use (semantics and syntax), riddled with ambiguity and overlapping definitions.

		As such incapable of transitioning to the full range of automation that many seek and will not support the advanced modelling and simulation with digitized C2.









Easy to solve?

		In theory yes … in practice no.

		Why? Because C2, simulations and Robotics are not developed coherently and quite often use proprietary solutions that either can not be accessed by another system or require translators to be developed in order to achieve a degree of interoperability.

		With regards to many simulations they do not have the capability of directly interfacing with C4I systems although some such as OneSAF are being developed with C4I Adaptors.  In addition they require significant non-training audience intervention in order to support digital battle staff training and they will continue to do so unless and until a standardized capability is developed for communicating between these systems.

		It was considered that the most difficult aspect of this problem was communicating mission type orders from the command nodes to the supporting simulations or robotics. Generically this was known in the US as the “Free Text Problem”.

		The current refinement and standardization of  a BML is the proposed solution to this problem.

		However the requirement is not national but multi-national hence a need for a Coalition Battle Management Language (C-BML)









Perceived Benefits

		Reduce or eliminate the need for Lower Controllers ‘fat fingering’ control data into simulations.

		Enable Command and Intelligent Agents in simulations / robots.

		Reduce time and effort by only having to input units / graphics once into system since they are stored and are accessible through a common database.

		Facilitates auto-fill of large portions of units Operational Orders based on data from a higher headquarters’ Operational Orders.

		Reduce time / effort to produce Operational Orders.

		Increase preciseness and conciseness in communications.

		Improve Service, Joint, Combined, and Coalition interoperability.









BML Representation – 5Ws

Protect (Division Rear Area)

DSA

On order

Tactical Combat Force

BLUE-MECH-TM1

Protect (Division left flank)

Zone (PL AMBER to PL BLUE)

On order

Screen

BLUE-CAV-SQN1

Support (B-A-BDE1)

Zone

On order

Follow and Support (B-A-BDE1)

BLUE-ARMOR-BN1

Reserve

AA EAGLE

On order
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Zone
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BLUE-ARMOR-BDE1

Penetrate (MRR2)

Zone
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Attacks

BLUE-MECH-BDE2

Fix (MRR1)
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BLUE-MECH-BDE1
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Where
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Division attacks on order in 

zone to seize OBJ SLAM.

Division Mission

Division Concept of Operations

C2 Plans &

Orders

(C2IEDM)

As Graphics

As Data







Why 5W Representation?

		WHO: which unit is to accomplish the task.

		Normally identified by a Unit_ID.

		When Unit_ID is in doubt, could be identified by location.

		Could be identified by ROLE (Main Effort, Security Force, etc.)

		WHAT: the task to be accomplished.

		Could be either an operation or as in the US by designating an ARTEP task.

		Selection maybe dependent on how much the higher commander wants to limit his subordinate. The more specific the task the less it conforms to “mission type”.

		WHEN: the timing of the task.

		Control type (AT a certain time, NLT a certain time, EVENT_PLUS_T (D+1, H+2, etc.)

		Parameters: (DTG, Event, Time, Unit_ID, etc..) 









Why 5W Representation? (2)

WHERE: the location for accomplishing the task.

		Lat/Long, UTM, MGRS, etc.

		Terrain_Feature_ID, Graphic_Control_Measure_ID





WHY: the reason for accomplishing the task.

		Purpose term. (Attrit, Defeat, Destroy, Contain, Clear, etc..)

		Parameters: (dependent on the term but required for clarification: Destroy what? Enemy Force, Terrain Feature)





HOW: In mission type orders, how to do a task is left up to the subordinate.  The “general” ‘How’ for the order itself is found in the context of the Commander’s Intent and the Concept of Operations.







The End State – A Personal View

		If we are to increase our operational effectiveness, then we must be able to communicate C2 information via the same C2 devices in all environments:

		Both in training (Live, Constructive, Virtual) and on operations (soldier to soldier, soldier to robotics).

		With the C2 devices stimulating and being stimulated by simulations where appropriate for training, wargaming and mission rehearsal.









Questions
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Content
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		NATO M&S Master Plan. A challenge for the NMSG.
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The Research & Technology Organization

		NATO Body funded 1st Jan 1998

		Unique forum for Technological Exchange

		Leader in NATO R&T

		Considered as a force multiplier in NATO

		Young organization but still in evolutionary phase: need to adapt to new NATO 

		Many challenges ahead

		Includes RTB, RTA, Panels, NMSG ….
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The Place of the RTO in NATO

North Atlantic Council

Science for 

Peace & 

Security Committee

Military Committee

MC

Allied Command Transformation

Conference of 

National  Armament Directors CNAD

NATO C3  Board

NATO C3 Agency

Allied Command Operations

 NATO Army Armaments Group

 NATO Naval Armaments Group

NATO Air Force Armaments Group

 NATO Industrial Advisory Group

NATO Underwater Research Center

RTO
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The RTO Mission

To conduct and promote co-operative research and information exchange within NATO and with its “Partners”.
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To support the development and effective use of national defence R&T and thus to maintain a technological lead within the Alliance,

		To meet the military needs of the Alliance,



		To provide advice to NATO and national decision makers.



The RTO Objectives
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		A Research & Technology Board (RTB)

		Decision on RTO policy 

		Supported by an Agency (RTA)

		Permanent Support

		Which is supported by the IMC



	Information Management Committee

RTO 1st Level: Decision body RTB
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		RTA is the permanent structure for the RTO

		Unique mix of NATO Civilians (39) and IMPs/VNCs (14)

		Located in Paris, 



	small group in NATO HQ

		Provide administrative



	support to the RTB, 

	Panels, NMSG and to the

	scientific RTO community.

RTA: The Research & Technology Agency
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		AVT	Applied Vehicle Technology Panel

		HFM	Human Factors and Medicine Panel 

		IST 	Information Systems Technology Panel 

		SAS	System Analysis & Studies Panel

		SCI	Systems Concepts & Integration Panel

		SET	Sensors & Electronics Technology Panel

		MSG	Modelling and Simulation Group



RTO 2nd Level: Support Body

(Panels & Group)
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The RTO Network

		RTB Board Members (54)

		RTA Headquarters Staff (51+2) 

		Panel/Group Members (344)

		Scientists/Engineers - (est. 3500)
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The NMSG Mission

	To promote co-operation among Alliance bodies, NATO member nations and Partner nations to maximise the effective utilisation of M&S. 
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Briefly state the panel mission as a refresher











NMSG Leadership

 





   NMSG Chairman: Mr. Rob SMITH (GBR)

   Head of Weapon System Simulation & Experimentation

   MBDA

   Tel  : (+44) (0) 14 38 75 36 78

   E/M : rob.smith@mbda.co.uk







NMSG Vice Chair: Mr. Niels KRARUP-HANSEN (DNK)

Danish Defence Acquisition and Logistics Organisation Senior Advisor, MSc.

DNK Ministry Of Defence

Tel : (+45) 40 46 45 49     Fax : (+45) 45 72 57 51 20  

E/M : nkh@mil.dk 
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*
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MSCO - M&S Coordination Office

 

Head MSCO: Cdr Juan J. RUIZ (ESP)

   Tel  : (+33) 1 55 61 22 90  Fax (+33) 1 55 61 96 29

   E/M : ruizj@rta.nato.int 









   Technical Officer: Mr Adrian VOICULEŢ (ROU)

   Tel  : (+33) 1 55 61 22 46  Fax (+33) 1 55 61 96 22

   E/M : voiculeta@rta.nato.int







MSCO Assistant: Ms Illeana GANZ (USA)

Tel : (+33) 1 55 61 22 94     Fax : (+33) 1 55 61 96 19 

E/M : ganzi@rta.nato.int 
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      NMSG Plenary Session







PPC

Programmes and Planning Committee 

PoW

Programme of Work

MS3                          M&S Standards Subgroup 





MORS

Military Operational 

Requirements Subgroup

NMSG Structure: MORS, PPC & MS3
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NMSG - Membership

		Main nations are represented by both

		Technical M&S Experts (from M&S national offices) generally responsible for M&S policy and development in their nation,

		Military Officers (mainly interested in M&S application to support military activities).



		NMSG fully open to PfP nations and recently opened to Australia. MD under discussion.



		NMSG - the best opportunity for dialogue with nations!!

		MORS:	Military/Civilian Personnel from MoD

		MS3:	Technical Experts in Standards Mil./Gov./Acad.

		PPC:	Technical Experts in M&S from M&S, OR Offices

		PLENARY:	National reps with decision authority.

















NMSG



- Belgium 	- Greece	- Spain

- Bulgaria	- Italy	- Slovakia

- Canada	- Hungary	- Slovenia

- Czech R.	- The Netherlands	- Turkey

- Denmark	- Norway	- United States

		 Estonia	- Poland	- United Kingdom

		 France	- Portugal	

		 Germany	- Romania	





Ex-Officio: 







NMSG Chairman: Rob SMITH (GBR),    Vice-Chair: Niels KRARUP-HANSEN (DNK)

MSCO Head: Juan J. RUIZ (ESP),            Deputy Head: Vacant,         Chief Scientist: Vacant, 

Tech. Officer: Adrian VOICULET (ROU),  Assistant: Ms Illeana GANZ (USA)

Partners for Peace:				         Contact Nations:

- Belarus                 - Georgia                - Moldavia                - FYROM                      - Australia

- Finland                 - Sweden               - Uzbekistan              - Switzerland

NATO:

ACO

ACT

IMS

NC3A

JWC

NIAG 
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This is the structure of the NMSG. It is a Group of non-permanent members comprising a Chairman, Vice Chair and senior representatives from NATO countries. The mission of the NATO Modelling & Simulation Group (NMSG) is to:  



		 To function as a policy-management body in which a balanced, full range of Modelling and Simulation (M&S) interests can be represented; and 





		 To promote the coherent management and co-ordination of M&S across all Alliance activities in the principal application areas of defence planning, training, exercises, support to operations, research, technology development and armaments acquisition.
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North Atlantic Council

Science for 

Peace & 

Security Committee

Military Committee

Conference of 

National  Armament Directors

NATO C3  Board

Allied Command Operations

 NATO Army Armaments Group

 NATO Naval Armaments Group

NATO Air Force Armaments Group

NATO Underwater Research Center

RTO







MSG-053

MSG-060

MSG-069

MSG-076





NATO C3 Agency

NMSG

 NATO Industrial Advisory Group

MSG-048

MSG-052

MSG-066

MSG-068

MSG-085

MSG-049

Allied Command Transformation

MSG-060

MSG-061

MSG-069

MSG-070

MSG-074

MSG-078

MSG-048

MSG-052

MSG-053

MSG-068

MSG-084

MSG-090

NMSG PoW, Involvement with NATO S&T





Strong tie

Significant contact

Occasional contact











TGs, W/S, ETs

Symposia
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The RTO Panels and Group

		R&T:	Research

		S&T:	Science

		R&D:	Research

		New Technologies

		Low TRL scales

		Pure Sciences

		PoW driven by LTCR, DAT, …



		Technology

		Technology

		Development

		Applications

		High TRL scales

		Applied Sciences

		PoW driven by M&S MP objectives, LTCR, DAT, …



		MSCO Should Provide Expertise (Chief Scientist)



		STANDARDS Activity



VS

Scientists

Engineers
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NMSG PoW

Source: Nations

Benefit: Nations





Natural Process

		Driven by Nation needs.



		MORS	15%

		PPC	85%









Total	80%

Source: NATO

Benefit: 

		NATO & NATIONS



Forced Process, driven by:

		LTCR, DAT, PSA

		NATO HP



Noticeable examples:

		MSG-068

		NATO M&S MP Update





Total	20%

Bottom-Up

Top-Down











The Mission of the NATO Modelling and Simulation (M&S) Group (NMSG) is to promote co-operation among Alliance bodies, NATO Member Nations and PfP Nations to maximise the effective utilisation of M&S.  



Primary mission areas include: M&S standardisation, education, and associated Science and Technology. The Group will provide M&S expertise in support of the tasks and projects within the RTO and from other NATO organisations.



The activities of the Group are guided by the RTO Rolling Plan and governed by the NMSG Strategy and Business Plan. 



NMSG Terms of Reference



*

This is our mission statement taken from the Terms of Reference that were originally approved at the Fall 2000 RTB meeting and subsequently re approved at the last RTB meeting in Sep 09.



As you see our goal is to promote cooperation and  and best practices of M&S









M&S  ≠ Interest for NMSG

		MODELLING: 



	Action of creating a physical, mathematical,  logical etc. representation of a system, entity, phenomenon, or process.

		SIMULATION: 



	A method for implementing a model over time.

		COMMON MISTAKE:



	Not all M&S activities that fit the definitions are of interest to the NMSG, most of them are NOT!

	RTO Panels work on a daily basis with M&S, they (sometimes) do not know and we (sometimes) do not care.



*

CNAD Created the M&S SG in 1996 (Steering Group on NATO Simulation Policy and Applications)

1997-1998 end Final Repor, produced 2 outputs: 1) Document = MP, 2) Implementation Recommendations (To CNAD)

RTO was out of the Picture









NMSG Areas of Interest

	There are 2 keywords to understand the PoW of the NMSG:

1	Interoperability

2	Reuse

	There are 3 areas of interest in 

	M&S for the NMSG:

1	M&S under a Federation Enabled Concept

2	M&S applied to Distributed Education & Training

3	M&S STANDARDS



*

CNAD Created the M&S SG in 1996 (Steering Group on NATO Simulation Policy and Applications)

1997-1998 end Final Repor, produced 2 outputs: 1) Document = MP, 2) Implementation Recommendations (To CNAD)

RTO was out of the Picture









M&S Master Plan Objectives



Objective

1

Objective

2

Objective

3

Objective

4

Objective

5











Provide 

Common

Services in

 NATO M&S

Develop

Simulations

Employ

Simulations

Incorporate

Technological

Advances

Establish a 

Common

Technical

Framework

NATO Training Centers (JJJ) & NC3A











NMSG





NC3A, nations & industry





The NATO M&S Action Plan contains these five main objectives with their individual sub-objectives. Many of you will have seen these before 



However in Oct 05 the RTB have approved the publication of a top level RTO rolling Plan. This plan is issued to provide top level guidance. Not a directive but guidance to the Panels and Group. 



These objectives The RTO and NMSG hopefully strive to create a common frame work to support accomplishing any task. Our technical activities aim to address the accomplishment of these objectives. 

With the caveat, that we can only undertake and setup tasks with the cooperation of the Nations. Nations will only take part if they also feel it is in their interests to do so. A minimum of 4 nation’s are required to take any proposal or task forward. 









*

1.1 Adopt HLA

1.2 Establish

      data 

      interchange         

      standards

	

2.1  Compile M&S

       information

2.2  Provide M&S

       education

2.3  Establish a

       Simulation

       Resource

       Library

2.4  Establish a

        helpdesk

3.1 Identify & 

      prioritize

      requirements

3.2 Identify

      strategies

3.3 Allocate

      resources

3.4 Execute 

      strategy

3.5 Provide

      feedback

4.1 Plan

      employment

4.2 Provide

      resources

4.3 Provide

      databases

4.4 Operate 

      simulations

4.5 Conduct

      Impact

     Assessment

5.1 Monitor

      M&S-related

      advances

5.2 Conduct 

      R & D

5.3 Share

      information

5.4 Implement 

      advances

M&S Master Plan Sub-Objectives





1



2



3



4



5











Provide 

Common

Services in

 NATO M&S

Develop

Simulations

Employ

Simulations

Incorporate

Technological

Advances

Establish a 

Common

Technical

Framework



The NATO M&S Action Plan contains these five main objectives with their individual sub-objectives.



As you can see these objectives strive to create a common frame work to support accomplishing any task.



Our technical activities address the accomplishment of these objectives. 



*









Strategic

Operational

Tactical

Systems

Acquisition

Education and

Training

Planning and

Analysis



M&S Application Areas



This shows our current areas of interest however one could argue that M&S could and should be used across all areas but it is a question of resources and time. 













Classification of the NMSG Activities

		Standards Related			-  30%



		Best practice (Info exchange)	-  40%



		Applications/Experimentation	-  30%









NMSG Activities

		Working groups (Task Groups / Exploratory Teams)

		Minimum of 4 nations / Not required

		3 years / 1 year

		Final Report / Report, TAPs

		Organising Conferences, Workshops, Lecture Series, Seminars, Specialists Teams …

		NMSG Annual Conference 2009 Brussels, 2010 Utrecht

		Participating to M&S related events

		ITEC, I/ITSEC

		SISO International Workshops

		National M&S Conferences (IberSIM 09, USMOS 09) …



























NATO - OTAN

NMSG:

Examples of Technical Activities
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Thank you Ladies and Gentlemen



My Name is … and I am the …….  NATO Modelling and Simulation coordination office based in Paris. This morning I hope to provide you with an understanding of the research work being carried out by NATO nations and its partners.

 













MSG-048 / MSG-085

Coallition Battle Management Language











































































































































MSG-049: M&S System for Emergency Response Planning and Training





NIAG













Lessons

Learned

EVENT

Post 

Event Analysis

Simulation Preparation

Design

Architecture

Policy, Doctrine,

Directives 

Control

Data Collection 

Core

Database

SCENARIO SETUP

Rapid Scenario Generation

Constructive

Virtual

Live

MSG 053 – Rapid Scenario Generation for Simulation Applications









































MSG-063

URBAN COMBAT ADVANCED TRAINING TECHNOLOGY 2













A well established task group involving a large number of NATO nations and PfP countries researching and looking at way M&S can improve or aid urban combat more of that in a minute. 









MSG–068 

NATO Training Federation (NTF)

SNOW LEOPARD























MSG-069

NMSG M&S Conference









RMA, Brussels

Week of 15-16 October 09













MSG-076

NMSG M&S Conference 2010

Blending LVC Simulation to Better Support Training & Experimentation

Utrecht, The Netherlands

Conference Centre in Soesterberg 

16 and 17 September 2010

Call for Papers – www.rto.nato.int

Deadline for abstracts 30 May 2010
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C-BML presence in the NMSG Events
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NMSG: MS3

M&S Standardisation in NATO

OTAN - NATO
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Thank you Ladies and Gentlemen



My Name is Paul Newman and I am the Head of the NATO Modelling and Simulation coordination office based in Paris. This morning I hope to provide you with an understanding of the research work being carried out by NATO nations and its partners.

 









NMSG M&S Standards Activity:

		With the disbandment of NATO Army Armaments Group and Land Group 8 in Apr 03. 

		NMSG was officially named as the Delegated Tasking Authority for NATO M&S standards by CNAD in 2003















		NATO (RTO) Signed a TCA with SISO in 2007 









*

NMSG M&S Standards Activity:

		High Level Architecture (HLA) STANAG 4603; has been Promulgated by NSA 02 Jul 2008. Nations continue ratification in 2009





		Synthetic Environments Data Representation and Interchange Specification (SEDRIS) STANAGs 4662, 4663 & 4664; in ratification process right now.





*











*

M&S Standards Sub Group (MS3)

		First Allied Publication on Modelling & Simulation AMSP-01:



	NATO Modelling & Simulation Standards Profile.

	Promulgated and published by the NATO Standardization Agency (NSA) in Dec 2009.



		The MS3 will host the HLA Certification Advisory Group, CeAG following completion of  RTO TG MSG-050 – HLA WG.



http://www.nato.int/docu/stanag/amsp/AMSP-01.pdf



*





























NATO - OTAN

NMSG: 

NATO M&S Master Plan Update
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Thank you Ladies and Gentlemen



My Name is … and I am the …….  NATO Modelling and Simulation coordination office based in Paris. This morning I hope to provide you with an understanding of the research work being carried out by NATO nations and its partners.

 









*

NATO M&S Master Plan





CNAD created SGMS in 1996 to:

Craft an Alliance approach to achieve Simulation Interoperability and Reuse

Develop a preliminary NATO M&S Master Plan

Draft a roadmap to achieve prioritized NATO Simulated Environments

Recommend NATO Policies regarding M&S Management

Present a Final Report through the RTB, to CNAD and MC   





*











*

NATO M&S Master Plan





SGMS’s Final Report consequences:



NATO M&S Master Plan

NATO Policy on M&S:

Creation of NMSG

Creation of MSCO





Approved by North Atlantic Council 



*
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NATO M&S Master Plan









1998-9

2009-10











Steering Group on Modelling & Simulation

Final Report

NATO Modelling & Simulation

Master Plan

Version 1.0

February 1999

NATO and M&S have evolved since 1998!

NMSG still guided by the NATO M&S MP



*

NATO Master Plan: first version in 1999.

CNAD tasked Steering Group on NATO Simulation Policy and Applications 

Result of the final report of the 









*

New NATO Command & Force Structure:

ACO with Operational Responsibility

ACT with Transformation Responsibility, including partnership with USJFCOM

NATO Centers of Excellence

Changes in NC3A

New JWC

New JTFC

New JALLC 

Changes in NATO since 1998 (I)







*

NATO changed Policy:

Type of Operations,  Humanitarian, DAT, Piracy ...

Relation with new Partners

New Requirements: High Readiness Forces

Rapid Reaction Corps

Rapid Deployable Forces

New player EUROCORPS

Low Readiness Forces

NATO Response Force

Changes in NATO since 1998 (II)

In summary: 

A whole spectrum of new Training Requirements …







*

“The M&S market is in the middle of a disruptive transition from

Low-volume,

High-priced simulations,

Custom-made for each application

to a

High-volume,

Low-priced market,

Interoperable COTS, GOTS products.

This explosion of simulation deployment will have a similar effect to what the PC did to the mainframe or the GPS to the nautical chart or map.” 



Changes in M&S since 1998

… and new approaches to maximize the effective utilisation and co-ordination of M&S (NMSG Mission)

Warren Katz, Spring 2008 – EuroSATORY 









Want to know more?: http://www.rto.nato.int/



You can find more information on NATO RTO and NMSG activities on our Web Site www.rto.nato.int.  For NMSG click the NMSG button under modelling and simulation . A new feature of the NATO STARNet Portal is a Modelling and Simulation Node. Under here it is envisaged that any organisation, company, academia or Agency can register through self nomination or otherwise their activities or interests under specific subject araes dealing with the world of modelling and simulation. In an idea world this may become the Google of  M&S. But in this case its free! 

For it to be a success it has to be kept up to date, whilst we in the RTA will do the update we will rely on those companies etc to inform us of changes.    









Questions

























The Research & Technology Organization (RTO).

The NATO Modelling & Simulation Group (NMSG)

OTAN - NATO
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Back-up slides







MODELLING & SIMULATION

GROUP 

NATO Simulation Resource Library

NATO



Modelling and Simulation (M&S) is being used widely and, in many cases, successfully in defence-related research, acquisition, training, and operational support (mission rehearsal and decision making). 

Compared to utilizing actual resources in actual environments, M&S can save money, produce results faster, be more flexible, reduce the environmental impact, and easily allow for repeat experiments. 

Furthermore, in the case of military operations, there is the additional advantage of promoting human safety.



But the capacity of M&S is challenged in various ways, especially in regards to costs and time. The M&S community should be prepared to address time sensitivity and cost impact. The reuse of M&S resources that have been previously developed may be a means to address some of these challenges. Therefore, the responsiveness of M&S is directly related to the level of reusability and interoperability of M&S resources.



The term ‘M&S resource’ can be any resource (tools, data, or process) used to develop, assemble, run, and analyse M&S (live, virtual, and constructive). 

The term ‘reusability’ refers to the capability to take an existing resource and apply it to a new activity in either its’ original or a modified form. The act of reusing an existing resource in a new development would imply some benefit to the user. 



These issues were addressed by 2 RTO-NMSG Task Groups and the key findings are:



The effective reuse of M&S resources depends significantly on:

		organisational issues required to implement appropriate business practices to promote the reuse of M&S resources

		technical issues of repositories and common exchange standards 











NATO Simulation Resource Library (NSRL)

Background



		a generic, distributed, multi-user application which allows for searching, retrieving and uploading of resources from different locations spread over interested NATO/PfP Nations & Organisations



		a fundamental tool to facilitate interoperability and reuse of M&S resources amongst NATO/PfP Nations



		a NATO RTA funded project – requirement derived from the  NATO Modelling & Simulation (M&S) Master Plan





 NSRL is a NATO RTA funded project – requirement derived from the  NATO Modelling & Simulation (M&S) Master Plan



The NSRL is intended to to facilitate interoperability and reuse of M&S resources amongst NATO/PfP Nations and consists of a generic, distributed, multi-user application which allows for searching, retrieving and uploading of resources from different locations spread over interested NATO/PfP Nations & Organisations











Architecture for NSRL

Spain - SRL Library - Database

Germany - SRL Library - Database

US - MSRR Library - Database

PATHFINDER - Database

RTO - SRL - Database

via Web Service

IEEE1420

via Web Service

MSG-012

via Web Service

IEEE 1420

via Web Service

MSRR (XML Data Flow)

via Web Service

IEEE 1420

Internet

 NSRL User

RTO NSRL Web Portal (@ RTA)

via Web Services (IEEE 1420, MSG-012, XML Data Flow...)





































































































































PATHFINDER

(MSG-027)







Any additional node wishing to join would need to provide an interface layer based upon the IEEE 1420 standard and support the use of the appropriate web services.



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The architecture of the NSRL is based on proven technologies:



		A RTA local data base containing the resources

		A web portal to give access to the NSRL search engine

		Communication application based on webservices to search in other nodes





…  successful demo in Rome, 2006 NMSG Fall BM…









NSRL REGISTRATION PROCESS





Locate & click on MSG-NSRL

www.rto.nato.int



In order to access the NSRL, the registration is necessary…



		Go to RTO website

		Enroll for NMSG-NSRL 

		Wait for the NSRL Admin validation (usually takes less than 1 business day)

		Follow instructions











Adrian VOICULEŢ

Tech Officer / NSRL Admin

NATO RTA – M&S Coordination Office

voiculeta@rta.nato.int

tel +33 1 55 61 22 46





QUESTIONS ?

Point of Contact:











 







VCCI 

The Evolution of the Virtual Command and Control Interface 

Presenter: Marc St-Onge, Canadian Signals Inc



Author: Scott Reid, SimFront Corporation







Constructive Simulations

		These solutions are models and simulations that involve simulated people operating simulated systems. Real people stimulate (make inputs) to such simulations, but are not involved in determining the outcomes.

		Cdn application: ABACUS, JCATS









Constructive Simulation (1995) 





ABACUS

Manual C2 Process



*

In the beginning there was a constructive simulation and a manual C2 process… That we used to call the grease pencil days.  This was 1995 in Canada.









C2 Tool with GPS feed? (1998) 





ABACUS

Athene Tac Sys



*

The advent of the Athene Tactical System was going to change all that.  With a GPS feed coming in over TCCCS, and being fed into a C2 tool, senior planners in that day knew that the gap between these worlds was going to need to be bridged.  VCCI development began in 1998.









VCCI (2002)

ABLE

Magellan

VMA





ABACUS

Aramis

v1

ORCA

(ORBAT)

VCCI

Athene Tac Sys











VDB



*

In 2002, the first version of VCCI, a message based interface between ABACUS (a constructive sim) and the Athene Tactical Systems (ATS) was used for the first time in a live event.  Note at this time the interface was a Message-Based.









New Sims and C2 tools (2003)

ABLE

Magellan

VMA



SAM v4

Aramis

v1

ORCA

(ORBAT)

VCCI

Athene Tac Sys



ABACUS











VDB



     JCATS



*

In 2003 VCCI brought the entity constructive sim JCATS (or the Joint Conflict And Tactics Simulation) and the lower level C2 system “into the fold.”









Data-Centric Design (2004)

ABLE

Magellan

VMA

OPERA

ATS

SAM v4

Aramis

v1

ORCA

(ORBAT)

VCCI





ABACUS

Aramis

(AAR)











ODB











VDB



     JCATS



*

2004 saw a major shift with a focus on data exchange or database centric design in VCCI.  This allowed VCCI to take advantage of a single interface to a Canadian C2 database to provide data to three different C2 tools.  At the same time, Aramis, an After Action Review tool was developed taking advantage of the persistent VCCI datastore. 









International VCCI (2005-2007)

VMA

BattleView

SAM v5

Aramis

v2

ORCA

(ORBAT)

VCCI
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ABACUS

Aramis

(AAR)











ODB











VDB



     JCATS



*

The period between 2005-2007 saw the change of Canadian C2 tools, and the British C2 tool (ComBAT) from the Bowman programme being brought into the VCCI fold.  You will also notice during this period that some of the arrows in the diagram have changed to 2-way, denoting the beginning of C2 data being brought back into simulation.  This was true for the UK ComBAT as well as the Canadian ATS.









Live and Virtual Sim (2008)

VMA

Battleview

SAM

Aramis

v2

ORCA

(ORBAT)

VCCI

ComBAT





ABACUS

Aramis

(AAR)





      DTES



VBS2











ODB
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*

2008 brought a significant change to the normal environment in which VCCI operates, with the live Deployable Tactical Engagement System (or DTES) in Kenya with the British Army taking a real training event, demonstrating the use of  ABACUS as a synthetic wrap, and providing a single coherent picture for AAR in Aramis.  Virtual Battle Space 2 (VBS2) from Bohemia Interactive Australia was also added to the fold during this period.  Being the first virtual in the VCCI family, 2008 was a banner year for the team.









Live

		These training solutions are defined as those solutions in which real people are operating real systems.

		Cdn application: WES









Virtual Simulations

		These solutions involve real people operating simulated systems. Virtual simulations inject human-in-the-loop in a central role by exercising motor control skills (e.g., flying an airplane), decision skills (e.g., committing fire control resources to action), or communication skills (e.g., as members of a Command, Control, Communications, and Computers, and Intelligence (C4I) team).

		Cdn application: VBS









C2 – Sim Increased Functionality (2009)
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*

2009 not only saw the introduction of JSAF a new sim in a JCATS-VBS2-JSAF event, but of even greater interest to me (Marc St-Onge) is that VCCI was extended to demonstrate BML interfaces in a coalition event whereby the Canadian C2 tool was able to task and monitor a simulated UAV.  









Conclusion

		Humble beginnings

		Message Exchange

		Specific to particular sims and C2 systems

		Matured over time

		Data Exchange

		Live, Virtual and Constructive

		Used over the years on many events

		Making strides towards closer C2-Sim integration
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24 February 2010

NATO Modelling & Simulation Group MSG-079

2010 Coalition Battle Management Language (C-BML) Workshop



UK Introduction





Andy Fawkes

Deputy Head of Capability – Joint Training Evaluation & Simulation

Ministry of Defence
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Joint Training Evaluation Simulation



Cap JTES

		Joint Training Evaluation & Simulation



		Training Systems & Readiness CMG

		Joint Training & Common Simulation Infrastructure CPG

		Test & Evaluation CPG



		Cap Sponsor for:

		Joint Collective NEC Training Capability

		Joint Training Simulation Services

		NITEworks

		JMNIAN & ARTD

		Long Term Partnering Agreement (QinetiQ T&E)
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Joint Training Evaluation Simulation



Our Goals

		All users are able to train, exercise and prepare for operations in a Joint and Coalition context.

		MoD has a common simulation infrastructure that improves overall cost effectiveness and flexibility for all MoD simulation capabilities.
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Current UK Training Systems…..
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Joint Training Simulation Services (JTS2)



Fast Jet

MTDS

other

Rotary

MSHATF

AH, ACTT

FLynx

Large A/C

TMRC

Maritime

MCTS

other

Land

CATT, CAST

BC2T, DCCT,

Others

ISTAR

Watchkeeper

Astor, others

Live

Common Network, Software,

Data
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Linkages





C-BML

Standards



Simulation



C2



Geo/Intel
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Future







C2



Geo/Intel



Simulation
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Different?





C2

SAF

Game
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Future?
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CDS – Nov 08

		… I might suggest that one possible development is the blurring or perhaps the increased blurring of the boundary between what we think of as simulation and reality.



		After all the crew of a submarine when it is submerged at least is in many ways already operating in a virtual environment. And if you combine this with the trend to uninhabited vehicles then I think some intriguing possibilities present themselves. Lets imagine for a moment a possible future scenario. A commander sits above a battle space with a Gods eye view. He is not actually there he is in a synthetic environment fused from the inputs of multiple and diverse sensors.
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CDS – Nov 08

		By a gesture or a word he can suddenly expand any part of the scene. Again by word or gesture he can designate targets which are automatically engaged perhaps by unmanned combat vehicles which are cycling through the area perhaps by ground based fires or perhaps by stand off launch weapons. He sees the results in real time and reacts accordingly. The outcome is presented also in real time to another commander who is mounting a synchronised service attack. Software automatically adjusts objective to achieve the optimum outcome in the changing circumstances.
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CDS – Nov 08

		Science fiction no, merely an extrapolation on a grand scale yes, of capabilities we can see emerging now. Which is not to say that such a scenario is within easy or quick reach. But if we want to shape the future successfully we need to have some idea of the kinds of places to which it leads us. And the scenario that I have described has at its heart the networking of sensors, decision makers and weapons systems, the networking of decisions with other command elements and processes the networking of weapon systems to provide the right effects and it fuses synthetic and real world environments in a way that makes it increasingly difficult to distinguish between the two. And one of the by products of that would be it would it make increasingly difficult to distinguish between training carried out in simulation and the real thing.
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Questions
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